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Musical
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Easterns 12; Belfast, 1.
[From the Bangor Daily News.]
Belfast baseball stock took an awful drop
with the fans Saturday, when the biggest
crowd of the season went to South Brewer expecting to see a game, but were disappointed.
/".mv
The Belfast manager said that times were so
busy down there that he could muster but six
..' Truck....Daffodils (poem).... men. He filled in with three of the Tarratme
Why Bar Harbor Lost Deputy stars,
Belger, Sullivan and Higgins. There’s
Transfers in Real Estate..
Richard T. Laffin. .Belfast not much use in putting a picked up team
...... Library.
against the Easterns, the way Hackett’s
Pittsfield Personals.. men are going just now, and it was a walk..all
and
‘‘The
Starover 12 to 1, for the Easterns.
..tt Key
The Easterns jumped on James in the first
ed Banner.”
A single by Soucie, sacrifice by ParThe Churches...The News inning.
ker, single by Lebrun, an error and a twouunty Correspondence.
Pendleton netted three runs. James
bagger
by
ot Belfast.
...a
tightened up in the second and shut out the
Knight Errant (story).. side and it looked as though he would hold the
Whisperings. .Repartee turn well, but his support was something aw! e Shenandoah. .Dirt an’
ful. The infielders fell over the ball and then
cm).
threw wild and the outfielders had but little
j.
Problems. Probate idea where a ball was going, with an occasionCeorge Pratt..Heavy al exception. The Belfast battery worked
hard under discouraging conditions. The Banng Ships.
gor annex wasn't any worse than the rest.
lock ton Spfings...Mar- Meanwhile Glover was
pitching in good form
Married.. ..Died__ and didn’t allow a hit until the fourth
when,
e.- piindence. Ship News.
with one out, Cunningham landed for a single
but was forced at second by Hackett. Brown
was hit and a slip up by Dunn gave James a
AMILV REUNION.
life. With bases full, Macomber had a chance
to be a hero, but he struck out.
at Lake Hermon of
-j
Belfast’s only run came in the sixth, when
i ascendants of Former Higgins got a single stole second and scored
on a fine two-bagger by Cunningham, who
was nailed trying to stretch it to a triple.
Sockalexis did a great job at umpiring, the
family living in Banioinity met at Uetz’s j veteran hardly missing a ball, strike or base
for the game.
decision
-aturday, July 6th. An
The score:
Halls and
<
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do a larger business in
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Great

Stockholm, July
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standing tonight

Italy.

Canada.
Australia.

13
13
13
11
10
8
5
4
2

Russia.
Greece.
Holland.
In the track and field events, the standing is
as follows:
United States.
85
Finland. 27
Sweden.. 24
Great Britain.
14
Canada. 7
South Africa
5
France. 4
Greece.

Norway..
Hungary.
Italy......

4
4
2
1
1
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h varieties of potatoes are
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concern are
R. L.
Mr. Barnes has
t-xtensive operations at
tcher makes his headquarUp is also interested in other
1
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He is one
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This increase in paj
crops which represented
i the value of all
crops oi
increase included: Corn, 11
>ure.

I

ats, 15c; barley 12c; rye, 6^c
tatoes, 7c; hay, $1.56; hogs,
veal calves, 61c; eggs
vi
cep, 28c; lamb, 61c; milch
K> -‘c;
beans, 43c; sweet pota-lc; clover seed, $2.89; timow'.°°h unwashed, 3c; cabbage,
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A False

Report

give

the

following mention of

some

of

the

days

of Belfast and

vicinity
the music for amusement was furnished by
| single violinists, who, playing in the style of
that time, were hosts unto themselves, as
! many people still living will gladly testify.
Many are the anecdotes related about Jack
Douglass and his violin, and at a later date the
dance music of Thomas Morrow had a bewitching magic. Upon special occasions violinists were assisted by two or three men, who
played their parts without notes, which was
:

called

"vamping.”

This

was no

hardship,

how-

the music consisted of standard hornpipes, two-strain waltzes, schottisches, etc., of
simple harmony, and with which all contemporary musicians were familiar, so that the numbers were generally performed with considerable skill and easy flow.
Violinists became dancing-masters, and promwhom were Prof. Hanford
inent
among
Crosby, and the late Prof. J. C. Whitten. They
were both strong men in their vocation, much
respected, and their names are firmly and
widely identified with the dancing events of
their period. Prof. Crosby played a fine old
Maggini violin of beautiful quality of tone,nowin perfect preservation, and owned by his son
Charles H. Crosby of this city.
Prof. Wm. H. Whiddon is affectionately remembered by very many people here, and he
was doubtless the first leader to actually organize an orchestra playing wholly from notes,
and using portable stands to hold the musia.
ever, for

j

!

I
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I
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his new opera, “Capt
may be presented here this season.
these random notes as an introduction

In the earlier

;

..

Germany.

prospect that

old-time musicians.

all the events of the

United States.128
Sweden.104
Great Britain.
66
Finland. 46
Germany. 34
France
23
South Africa. 16
Denmark. 14

a

Cupid,”

Sweden 2nd,

Britain 3rd.

15.
of the various teams in
Olympics is as follows:

!

meet,

competent critic, pronounced superior
writtf n by Sousa. Then we had

the opera “Pepita,” composed by Augustus C.
Knight, a Belfast boy, and in 1910 the musical
comedy of “The Duke of Volendam,” also composed by Mr. Knight, and at this writing there
is

America

a

to any march

OLYMPIC SCORES.

Belgium.
Norway.
Hungary.

CO.

Potato

iioest

the committee

sentea nere Dy local talent; and more notable
still has been the presentation of three original
operas, written, composed and sung by local
talent. First, we had the opera by Robert P.
Chase entitled “The Granger’s Daughter,”
played in the Opera House to crowded houses
for four nights. Both words and music were
by Mr. Chase, who has many other musical
compositions to his credit, including a march
which E. W. Howe of the Atchison, Kansas,

hours

Alger

adjourned to August, 1913,

as

;

A

1A

Totals.33
1
4 24
12
8
Easterns.3 0 1 0 4 0 0 4
x—12
Belfast.0 00001000—1
Two base bits, Pendleton, Cunningham.
Stolen bases, Pprker, Higgins 2, Fahy. Bases
on balls, by Glover 1, by James 3.
Struck out
by Glover 12, by James 4. Sacrifice hit,
Parker.
Hit by pitched ball, Brown. Wild
pitch, James. Umpire, Sockalexis. Time 2

Hall of Winterport,
.n and Etta Wing of Herf the late Amos H. Hall of
!

the late Amos H. Hall,
Amos Hall, perpetuates
living so far away sug-nient should be more cend. I). Barnes, husband of
wno was elected president,
,ce president, Lizzie Hall
;■ d Emma Hall Curtis, treasttee of arrangements con•r., Hattie Hail Simpson and
remittee of entertainment,
•;t Hall and Hazel Smith.
t
f sadness was for those
iresent; they were so far and

i
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0
0
0
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BELFAST.

iren of the late Amos Hall
Emily M. Hall being the
William P. Hall, cousin of

|

R.

Belfast.

fast Glee Club gave a concert.
February 26,
1846, a union concert was given for the poor at
the Unitarian church. February 4-5,
1847, the
Union Brass Band gave two concerts at the
court house. January 21, 1848, a brass
band
composed of young men residing^, ere gave
their first concert in the Unitarian
church, and
gave a second one in May. March 28, 1850, a
musical rehearsal of selections from
operas
and oratorios was given at the Unitarian church
under the direction of Col. J. W. Webster.
This gives a glimpse of the musical
doings
in early days, and brief mention of some of
the
later achievements will be made
preliminary
to a sketch of the early orchestra leaders and
players. The Belfast Parlor Musical Society,
continued today as the Belfast Musical
Society,
gave many recitals that were a rare treat to
music lovers.
We recall especially their
ladies’ quartette composed of Mrs. John H.
Quimby, Mrs. E S. Pitcher, Miss Charlotte W.
Colburn and Miss Maud Milliken. Then the
Belfast Band gave minstrel shows of a
very
high order. The afterpiece in one, “The
Lunch Car,” written by Fred T. Chase, was
superior to anything of the kind the writer
had ever seen by professionals, and the setting
and acting are entitled to like praise.
Later,
in a similar entertainment, the band gave an
original farce written by Fred T. Chase and
George A. Quimby, entitled “Dr. Cuttem’s
Experiment,” which "brought down the
house.”
The Gilbert and Sullivan operas “Pinafore”
and “Iolanthe” have been successfully pre-

■

f
|

Corrected.

To the Editor of The Journal. There ha3
been a story started to the effect that the pills
that caused the death of my child were procured of Dr. E. L. Stevens. I wish to correct
that report. The pills were not procured of
Dr. Stevens, and he did not see the child and
had nothing to do with the case.

OBITUARY.
Lewis B. Harding died July 4th at his home
in Troy after a short illness, aged about 69
years. He survived by his wife and five
daughters, who have the sympathy of the entire community in their great sorrow. The
funeral was held Sunday, Rev. Frank S. Dolliff of Jackson, officiating, and the interment
was in Fairview cemetery. Among the out-oftown friends present were F. L. Cunningham
and family of Freedom, Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Whittaker of Unity, Mrs. Abbie Myrick of
Belfast, Albert Chase and daughter of Dixmont, Benjamin Foster of Clinton, Fred and
Etta Bagley of Detroit and Rufus Longley and
sister of Plymouth.
Michael H. Haley died July 7th at his home
in Prospect, aged 71 years. He had lived nearly all his life in that vicinity and was highly
respected by all who knew him. He is survived byr his wife and two sons, George and

Fred,

near him, and by a brother,
Haley of Bethel, Vt. The funeral was
held at his late residence, July 9th, and was attended by a large number of relatives and
friends. The floral offerings were many and
beautiful, including a very handsome pillow
from the Knights of Pythias and a bouquet of
seventy-two pinks from Prospect Temple
Pythian Sisters. He was a charter member of
both orders. The family have the heartfelt
sympathy of their many friends in their be-

who lived

John

reavement.

spent the winter.

PERSONAL.
Mrs. A. M. Jason of Bangor is the guest of
Mrs. J. S. Davidson.
H. T. Field of Portland
few days last week.

was

in town for

Dr. Carleton W. Steward of Rockport was in
last Thursday to assist at an operation at
the Waldo County Hospital.
Norman A. Read, wrho is travelling for a
New York drug house, is spending a week’s
vacation at his home here.
Mr.

and

Robert Kent Steward of
Urbana, 111., arrived last week to spend the
season at the South Shore, Northport.
Mrs.

Miss Myra Fitch of Rockland is the guest of
Miss Frances A. Sargent; both young ladies
are visiting Mrs. Leonia Pendleton of Islesboro.

Montville grange.
field day reported
that the meeting would be held at Ring's
in
Montville—the same place that
grove
it was held in last year—on August 16th.
There will be good speakers. The topic, “Is it
Frances E. Howes of South

The

committee

on

the

advantage of the agricultural class for
$2,000,000 for
good roads, as proposed by the last Legislature?” was discussed by B. F. Foster, W
Shibles, J. C. Carey, C. M. Howes, J. H. Cilley,
G. H. York, A. Ward, D. R. McGray, C. W.
Shorey, M. O. Wilson and others. They were
all in favor of better roads, but some were not
in favor of getting in debt in order to get
them. They all thought the money raised by
the towns could be expended to a better adfor the

the State to loan her credit for

j

|

j

guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Schoppe for several weeks.

H.

Linville S. Whitmore left last Monday on
business trip to Bar Harbor.

a

Miss Marian Knowlton is the guest of Miss
Isabel Thompson in Kingman.
Miss Lucy Chapman of Brewsterville, Mass.,
is the guest of Miss Abbie 0. Stoddard.

day morning.
Willie Thurston left last Monday for Hartford, Conn., where he has a position in the In-

Hospital.

sane

represented

Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Palmer.

Prof. W. B. Boston of Blue Hill Academy
called on friends in Belfast Monday.
He has
been visiting in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Clara Griffin Brand has returned to her

of her mother, who died before she

ness

Mr. and Mrs. Ross II. Pattershall and sons
Nigel and Donald, arrived Sunday morning
from Button and are guests of his mother,
Mrs. Grace E. Pattershall.

Dr. and Mrs.

hegan recently

Belfast

I

to make their

Temple.

Miss Ethel French of Lowell, Mass., who has
been visiting Miss Charlotte Tibbetts, returned

Tuesday.

Mr. H. WT. Lewis of New Ipswich, N. H., was
the guest of his aunt, Mrs. S. R. Lewis, the
past week.
Miss Lillian Emerson of Boston is spending a
few weeks’ vacation with Mrs. Asa Turner of
156 Waldo avenue.
Miss S. S. Nesmith of New York wdl arrive
to visit the family of her

Myrtle

Miss S. W. Palmer of Waterville left Tues-

Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and sons, David and
of Waterville arrived
Tuesday to visit
Mrs. Hoxie’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. T. D.
Barr.

Thomas,

Mrs. Willis Arnold and little son Robert B.
of Philadelphia arrived by Tuesday's boat for
a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Brown.

of

Daniel Wentworth, wife and four children
Pittsfield autoed to Belfast recently in their

new car

and.were guests of Mr.and Mrs.

C.

H.

Crosby.
Miss Hattie Hayford, who teaches in tb«»
public schools of Quincy, Mass., is spending
the summer with her brother Ralph at the
Hayford farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Knowlton and daughMarian of Camden motored to Belfast last
Sunday and were guests of Mrs. K.’s mother,
Mrs. C. H. Crosby.
ter

Mrs. Clara Edmunds of Lawrence, Mass.,
Bailey and daughter Bernice
Leora of Matapedia, Quebec, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank E. Wiley.

and Mrs. C. E.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ingersoll have returned
Portland from a visit with their son, S. M.
Ingersoll, local superintendent of the Saco
to

Valley Canning Company.
Miss Louise Doherity of Portland, formerly
of the toll operators in the Waldo Tele-

one

phone exchange, arrived Tuesday
Frances Sanborn, Union street.

to visit Miss

Mrs. M. J. Slugg and daughter Miss Margaret, left last Monday for Cartaret, N. J.
accompanied by Mr. M. L. Slugg, who will
remain for a week or ten days.
F. R. Daggett writes from Los Angeles.
Calif., that he has sold the house he built last
on Walnut Lawn, and has moved
former residence, 1850 East 69th street.

year

to

his

Rev. George G. and Prof. George W. Winsof Westfield, Mass., arrived Wednesday and

low

with

Mr. and Mrs. E.

Haney, Mil er
Northport.
Capt. C. F. Carver of Roslindale, Mass., has
been visiting relatives in Searsport and Bel-

are

They will

street.

II.

also visit in

his

rue L.

has

employment.

him to

Mrs.

Hay ford accompanied

Boston.

Oapt. G. S. Pendleton has returned to his
home in Islesboro from the Grand Lakes,
where he had been for the past few months,
superintending the repairs on a steamer that

Miss Ada A. Mariner, whose engagement tc
George Lucas Bowman of Brookline was announced last spring, has resigned as stenographer and bookkeeper for Horace Chenery
and will be succeeded, Aug. 1st, by Richard P,
Roche of Boston, who has been here for several months in Mr. Chenery’s employ. The
wedding of Miss Mariner and Mr. Bowmar
will take place in October.

Pendleton Bros,

bought recently.

Boston arrived Saturday
son Frederick
Brown at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Brown, for over the week-end.
They left Monday to visit in Ellsworth.
Albert Cushman of

to

Mrs. Chase

for the remainder of the

season.

Misses Lillian and Katherine Fox of
Stoneham, Miss Edith Emerson of Chelmsford,
Mrs. Agnes White of Natick and Mrs. Berthe
The

Mason of Attleboro arrived

bay ford returned home last Sunday
morning from Hutchinson, Kansas, and left
Monday afternoon for Palatka, Fia., where he

High school,
lamily is spending
his vacation in Windham, left on Monday for
Castine, where he will attend the conference
of Methods, which will be a week in session
for the benefit of principals and superintendents of public schools. Mrs. Proctor and little
daughter will remain the guests of her mother,
Mrs. Willard Lamb, in Windham, during Mr
Proctor’s absence.— Portland Express.
with

J. H. Wood, who went to Skow-

home, have returned to Belfast and Dr. Wood will resume
his practice occupying the same rooms in Ma-

sonic

who

S.

Mr. Henry H. Hilton and family, with the
exception of Miss Charlotte, who remained for fast, and at present is in Camden. He will
return to Belfast before going home to Roslina visit at York Harbor, arrived last Sunday to
dale.
spend the season at The Battery.
John Appleton, E. T. Savage, Richard PalmMr. and Mrs. Charles H. Walden and Mr
er W. W7. Palmer and Dr. H. M. Chapman of
and Mrs. Robert P. Chase have gone to their
Bangor spent the week-end in Searsport with cottage, Rocky Point, at Pitcher's pond, the
their families, who are summering there.
former couple to spend two weeks and Mr. and

treme heat.
of

ar-

rived there.

S.

at the annual

Proctor

N.

Harry, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Starrett of day to visit in North Bucksport, after spendAmsterdam, N. Y., arrived Wednesday to vis- ing two weeks with relatives in Belfast.
it relatives in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Upton of Quincy, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Briggs of Brockton, are guest of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Femald.
Mass., have been guests for several days of Mr. Upton is master of the Willard school.

the Maine Coal Dealers association
at New Meadows Inn last week. Hon. Wm. B.
Swan’s active membership ceased when the
Swan & Sibley Co. sold out to the Consumers
Fuel Co., but the association made him an
honorary member and he had planned to attend
the meeting, but gave it up because of the exW.

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Ainslee of Syracuse,
Y., are visiting their daughter, Mrs. 0.
Vickery.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gledhill and daughter
of Lawrence, Mass., are guest6 of Mrs,
Alonzo Hart, Lincolnville avenue.*

avenue.

Miss Millie Sanborn has arrived home from
a visit -<with Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Lunt
in
Marblehead, Mass.

of

Principal Clarence

n Massachusetts
by Saturday’s boat.
Mrs. F. A. Schubert has returned from Boston to spend the remainder of the summer in
Belfast.

Northport

cottages at Temple Heights and Mrs.
Montefiore will spend the summer months
there.
Mr. M. has returned to Waterville
after a short vacation here.
not

ment

today, Thursday,
cousin, E. B. Lint.

of her

was

Mrs. D. H. Wagner and son of Boston are
guests of her mother, Mrs. S. R. Lewis.
William Sylvester returned to his employ-

Mrs. Nellie Collins of Salem, Mass., is the
guest of her sister, Miss C. Frances Welch,

and Mrs. Joseph A. Montefiore of Waterville have bought of Mrs. Lizzie J. Benson one

Belfast

a

Misses Marguerite and Gertrude Coombs
spent Tuesday in Bangor.
Miss Marguerite Allen of Bangor is the
guest of Miss Marguerite Owen.

Mr.

outing

Mrs. A. S. Heal returned Wednesday from
visit in Lincolnville.

short

Mrs. Ida Baker of Waltham, Mass., is the
guest of Mrs. E. L. Cook.

before accompanying Mrs. Schoppe and son,
William F., Jr., to West Auburn, where they
the

visitor in Bangor Tues-

Miss Estelle Gray of Lynn, Mass., is the
guest of Mrs. H. L. Gray.

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan and children,
Janet and Hugh, arrived by Friday’s boat for a
visit with Mrs. McLellan’s parents, Hon. and
Mrs. C. O. Poor.

be

was a

Mre. James Carle of Portland is the guest of
Mrs. Velzora Mitchell.

Miss Mildred Gleason, who spent her vacation at her home in Union, has resumed her
duties in the Waldo County Hospital Training
School.

will

Samuel Adams

day.

a

Mrs. F. S. Pendleton of New York has arVictor M. Smith returned to his home in
j rived at her summer home in Islesboro.
Manchester, N. H., last Thursday, after a visit:
Mrs. Clara Tracy and daughter Ellen of
with Orrin J. Dickey.
Rockland are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hubbard left Saturday
Miss Rena Black of Chestnut Hill, Mass., is
for Lynn, Mass., after spending a vacation
with relatives in town.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Black.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Burgess and son
Mrs. George E. Brackett went to Danforth
Kenney went to their Pitcher Pond cottage
Tuesday on business in connection with the
last Saturday for a stay.
Girls Home.
Mr. and Mrs. George McKay returned to
Frank W. Collins was in Bucksport last
Bangor last Friday from a visit with Mr. and
Thursday, returning to Rockland by boat FriMrs. Charles A. Harmon.
town

29~

PERSONAL.

home in Reading, Mass., from a week’s visit
Capt. Thomas Tapley, the last but one of
The wedding of Miss Frances A. Howes of with Mr. and Mrs. G. I.
the nine Tapley brothers, all of whom comKeating.
manded deep sea vessels and lived to retire to this city and Richard P.-tWhitman of Campello,
Mrs. William Downs, who has been the guest
their homes in Brooksville, died ^londay, July
Mass., whose engagement was announced last 1 of her
brother, Roscoe Black, has returned to
15th, at his home in West Brooksville. He was week, will take place in October next.
her home in Chestnut Hill, Mass.
87 years old.
The surviving brother is Capt.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Jones of the Windsor
Mrs. H. J. Lymburner and three children of
George H. Tapley, the veteran town clerk. Hotel were
guests last week of her parents, Sargentville are visiting her
parents, Capt. and
Capt. Thomas Tapley followed the sea 44 Mr. and Mrs. James
in
Achorn,
Camden, hav- Mrs. P. G. Pendleton, in Islesboro.
years, commanding many well known vessels,
ing been called there by the illness of Miss
Mrs. C. H. Vinal and little daughter, Helen
and retired 30 years ago. He leaves a wifeM yra Achorn.
and seven children.
Rebecca, of Lowell, Mass., are guests of her
the
arrivals
at
the
Inn
Among
Northport
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Sanborn.
July 11th were Mr. and Mrs. C. French,
MEETING
OF WALDO COUNTY
Miss Inez E. Crawford and Miss Cora A.
Clarence and Curtis French and A. D. French
GRANGE.
Crawford went to Bangor Thursday for a two
of Waltham, Mass. Capt. A. D. French has
days’ visit to Mrs. George W. Gorham.
Waldo County Pomona Grange met July 2nd his launch in commission.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Robinson and Miss
with Dirigo grange, Freedom. The day was
Mrs. Ralph Emery, Miss Cahill and Robert Estelle Robinson of Brewer
spent Sunday with
pleasant and the attendance was good. The
arrived last Thursday, coming from Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Smith in
officers were all present except the Lecturer Emery
Searsport,
Boston in their touring car, and are at the
and Ceres. The meeting was opened in due
Mrs. Eugene S. Philbrook and two children
corner
of
Church
and
Grove
time by Worthy Master Howes and after the Emery homestead,
of Sanford are guests of her father, Mr. A. D.
streets. Mr. Emery will join them later.
opening exercises and while the candidates for
Smalley. Mr. Philbrook will come later.
|
H. E. Ellis left last Monday for Chelmsford,
the fifth degree were being prepared, Brother
Chaplin D. H. Tribou, D. D., was the guest
after
a
week
at
his
old
home
Mass.,
spending
York, Worthy Master of North Waldo Pomona,
Monday of Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan. He
here.
He
made
the
auto
and
was called upon for remarks and
trip by
reported was on his
responded
way from Northport to Bucksport.
with an interesting talk. Three candidates finding hard travelling, particularly through
Mrs. Jay G. Willson and daughter Bernice
were then initiated into the fifth
degree. The the town of Wells, where the sand was 8 inches
arrived last week and will spend the summer
noon recess was then taken and all
repaired to deep.
here, having closed their home in Brooklyn,
the dining room, where their wants were well
Mrs. L. A. Barker and her daughter, Miss
looked after by the host grange. The after- Alice Barker, who spent the winter in Brook- N. Y.
noon session was opened with music.
William S. Mitchell of Medford, Mass., was
The roll line, Mass., where they have taken an apartof granges was called and 14 responded with i ment with Mrs. Barker’s son, Louis A.
Barker, in Belfast several days recently on business iu
favorable reports. A general report of North who is practicing law in Boston, are in Bangor connection with the Mitchell lot in Gro re
Waldo was given by Worthy Master York. A for a few weeks.
Cemetery.
fine address of welcome was given by
Mrs. William Cushing of Bucksport was
Prof. William F. Schoppe arrived Saturday
Susan J. Flye and a very able response by
from Orono to spend several days in Belfast called to Brooksville last Thursday by the ill-

vantage than it generally is now. Recitatior s
by Mary Hall and Effie Flye followed; then a
There were no folding-stands in those days, story by Sister Murch; music by the choir;
Martin Wilcox,
and Prof. Whiddon’s music w-as contained in recitations by Gertrude Libby and Annie
Belfast, Me., July 12, 1912.
manuscript books, from which were played the Clement; original poem by Susan J. Flye. A.
beloved “Stradella Quadrille,” the witching vote of thanks was given the host Grange for
Lorimer Loses His Seat.
waltz quadrilles and other favorite numbers. courtesies. The next meeting will be with
Washington, July 13. Overturning the ma- j The orchestra was known as VV uddon’s Quad- Victor grange, Searsmont, Sept. 3rd; program
jority of its own committee and reversing its rille Band, and consisted of the
following : by host grange.
vote of March 1, 1911, the Senate today took |
1st violin and leadH.
members:
Wm.
Whiddon,
from
William
Lorimer
his
seat
as
away
junior
senator from Illinois by a vote of 55 to 28.
A er; Jos. H. Trussell, 2d violin; Geo. W. Burgess,
WEDDING BELLS.
j
member of the Senate since June lfc, 1909, Mr.
bass; John Singhi, cornet; Percy Sanborn, flute;
Lorimer today was declared to have been the
Varney-Wiley. The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob L. Havner, bass
recipient of votes secured by “corrupt methods and, later,
and practices,” and his election was held to
Until then there had been no orchestra or Frank E.( Wiley, Congress street, was the
j
have been invalid.
! band music published in this country, but about scene of a family wedding, July 16th, when
that time Elias Howe of Boston, Mass., became itheir daughter Martha Emma, was united in
NORTH ISLESBORO
Mrs. Eva Mansfield and daughter Helen of the pioneer, and issued a series arranged for marriage to Walter Renouf Varney of Belfast,
of Boston. The ceremony took place
Lynn, Mass., arrived July 9th for a visit five parts, embracing pieces like “America,” formerly
with relatives.. .Mr. Christopher Merrithew of “Dead March in Saul,” "ElfinWaltzes,” ‘Wreck- at 8 o’clock, Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pastor of
etc. Copies were purchased the Universali8t church officiating and using
Cliftondale, Mass., is visiting relatives in town. er’s Daughter,”
.Mrs. Jennie Gurney and children, Marian | and privately used by Eben M. Sanborn, and the single ring service. They were unattendI
and Harold, are the guests of her aunt, Mrs. are now preserved by him. This was soon fol- ed. The home was decorated with ferns and
entitled “Howes Quintette cut flowers, including roses and poppies. The
Annie Bunker_Capt. Charles Williams was ! lowing by a set
bride wore a princess dress of white voil with
at home for a short visit recently.... Mr. C. F. I Band Books,” although there were really eight
Bartlett of Belfast was in town one day last parts. Prof. Whiddon received the famous No. cluny lace trimmings. They were the recipients
music thereir became very of many presents, including
sterling, china
week on business.... Mrs, Archie Peavey and 1 Books and the
popular. This orchestra enjoyed a wide vogue, and linen. A wedding lunch followed the
son of Belfast visited relatives in town last
week-The friends of Mr. Ralph Hamilton, and played for the dedication of the new Hay- ceremony, the bride’s 6ister, Miss Bertha A.
ford hall,including a concert anct ball, the band Wiley, and her cousin, Mrs. C. E. Bailey of
who has been employed in Sewickley, Pa., are
for that occasion by M. H. j Matapedia, Quebec, serving. Mrs. Clara Edglad to welcome him home for the summer.... being augmented
Mrs. William Farrow is visiting in Saco.... Andrews of Bangor, and Fred Meservey of j munds of Lawrence, Mrs. C. E. Bailey and
daughter Bernice Leora of Matapedia came to
Mrs. Charles Hanson of Malden, Mass., arriv- Rockland.
In the late 60’s Prof. Whiddon removed to | attend the wedding. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Eded last week for the remainder of the summer
Boston, where he became an efficient and hon- | munds of Haverhill, Mass., who are cruising
-Mr. Solomon Barnard and family and Mrs,
Irene Collins and daughter Mildred of Cam- ored member of T. M. Carter’s well-known j on the Maine coast in their yacht Mermaid,
in Everett, Mass., Sept. 1,1909.
and expected to reach Belfast to be present at
bridge, Mass., are spending two weeks in t band. He died
Upon Prof. Whiddon’s removal to Boston an | the wedding, sent their regrets from Tenant’s
cottage at Ryder’s Cove.
orchestra was formed called the Belfast Quad- Harbor, where they were fog-bound. The
ISLESBORO.
rille Band, which comprise! the following bride recently resigned her position as clerk
The rain and fog of the last two days were membership: Percy A. Sanborn, 1st violin with J. W.
Ferguson & Co., and the groom will
very welcome and a relief to all, as otherwise
and leader; Joseph H. Trussell, 2d violin; Geo. j be remembered as the son of George Walter
the hay crop would have been the only sucW. Burgess, bass; John Shea, cornet; and soon i Varney of Dorchester, Mass., at one time landcessful crop of the season_Mrs. F. O. Young afterwards, Lycurgus V. Pendleton, clarinet. lord of
Crosby Inn. They left on the noon
;
of Matinicus is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hall a
This was the beginning of Sanborn’s Orches- j train Wednesday for Waterville, where they
the Lighthouse... .The friends of Capt. and tra, and the first work was at a dance
given in will make their home.
Mrs. Herman Farrow are glad to learn of theii
the hall now occupied by the Belfast Military
Clark-Durrell. In Washington, on the
safe arrival on Turk’s Island after the wrecl
Band. The orchestra grew in business and
evening of July 5th, at the home of W. E.
of the schooner Independent. The schoonei
membership until it numbered 14 men, and
Qyerlock, missionary of the American S. S.
was from Jacksonville; Fla., and bound t<
embraced ip its roster all the important musiColon, Panama....Miss Blanche Foster ol cians of the city. In addition to the foregoing, Union, occurred the quiet wedding of Morton
L. Clark and Mrs. Jennie L. Durrell of LibBurnham has visited Miss Annie Farnswortl the
following names appear upon the old books
erty. Mr. Clark is from Buckfield and Mrs.
for a few days....Mr. James Farnsworth an< of the orchestra: Robert P.
whose
comChase,
Durrell was Jennie L., daughter of Mr. and
family have returned to Brockton, Mass., aftei positions and arrangements contributed
very
spending the week of the 4th with his father much to the success of the orchestra; Willard Mrs. Lorrane F. Willis of West Paris. Wednesday evening, July 10th, a goodly number of
Mr. L. C. Farnsworth ...Mr. A. W. Bostoi
R. Studley, violin, whose inimitable prompting their friends assembled at their home and enwas in town for a few days....
Every thing and bubbling humor made him a favoritefar and joyed a pleasant evening. Lemonade and
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark were
points to a successful season at Dark Harbor near; Charles H. Crosby, J. V. Havener, Percy candy
the recipients of some fine presents. The
All the available cottages are rented and opei
R. Follett, Carl Ames, C. E. White, C. O. Poor1 gathering left at a late hour, wishing Mr. and
and the “Islesboro Inn’* is full.
F. A. Rftbbins, J. L. Havener, Roscoe Shale, Mrs. Clark a long, happy life.
*

NUMBER

Frank J. Rigby, Fred A. JohnBon, Percy TutPERSONAL.
tle, M. V. Knowlton, W. Henry Wiggin, A. L.
Some of the Old-time Orchestra
Leaders Davia. B. A. Roundy, F. E. Follett, James AlE. P. Frost left for Boston on last Saturday
and Musicians.
bee, A. J. Morrison. H. A. Drinkwater, John afternoon’s boat, on business.
Parker, Frank Jordan, M. C. Murch. The orFrom earliest days Belfast has been
Nathan Houston Small, U. of M., ’13, is in
noted
chestra was often assisted by Mr. A. A. Gilfor musical and dramatic talent, and in
OroGo attending the summer school.
both
and
violinist
prompter.
respects we believe it to be stronger today more,
Mrs. E. A. Perry of Fargo, North Dakota,
Meanwhile the music publishing business
than ever before, as these talents have
been
had spread and enlarged until the available rri ved last Saturday to visit relatives.
handed down from generation to
generation
D. M. G. Spencer of Winterport attended the
repertoire became voluminous and covered
and improved with modern methods of
culti6th Maine reunion in Dover and Foxcroft July
every branch of the art.
vation. But our purpose today is to deal
mainover
a quarter
10th.
Sanborn’s orchestra enjoyed
ly with the past. We learn from Williamson's
of a century of gratifying success, and there
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett returned to
History that on May 16.1828, the Belfast Musiwas general regret when Mr. Sanborn, at the
their home in Belmont, Mass., on Saturday’s
cal Library Society gave a concert of
sacred
He boat.
age of 50, retired from public playing.
music in the First Parish church.
June 3, now
employs his spare time in receiving puMr. and Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell returned home
1840, a concert was given in Phoenix Hall by
the "Little Foxes.” August 17, 1840, the Bel- pils upon the violin.
last Friday from Boston and vicinity,where they

Family Reunion....R. L.
‘.j. Higher Prices for Farm
Base Ball..The Olympic
\ False Report Corrected..
! ..jscs His Seat. .The Panama
i Wedding Bells. .Musical
ihituary. .Meeting of Waldo
Orange Personals.
...st Young Women’s Conferto Make Money Out of

,,
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join Mrs. Cushman and littie

Miss Edith M. Davidson left last Friday for
Boston, to be maid of honor at the wedding of
Mr. Russell Pond and Miss Bernice Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Pond will spend a part of their
honeymoon in Old Orchard and Belfast.

two weeks with Miss Flora

tage

on

the East

Tuesday to spend
Burgess in her cot-

Side.

Hinds arrived at his
Congressman
home, 83 Woodfords street, Portland, Monday,
from Boston, accompanied by his wife, who
Asher C.

started with him from Washington last Thursday. Mr. Hinds was apparently but little fatigued by the journey. Later Mr. and Mrs.

Hinds will go to their summer cottage on Chebeague island,hoping that Mr. Hinds will there
fully recover his health and strength, a hope
in which his many friends join.
Hart of Syracuse, N. Y., a Belfast
Mrs. G. M. Hart, who has
been in the employ of Hailett & Davis, Boston, for five years—the past three years representing the firm in New York State—has been

Ralph
boy, son

H.

of Mr. and

promoted
representative
Honors—wrell deserved—are coming to Rev
of Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, North and
J. W. Hatch, a former pastor of the Belfast
South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia and Florida.
M. E. church. The Bangor Commercial says:
He will assume his new duties about the first
Sallie
Durham
Hanshue
and
her
Mrs.
guest,
W.
Hatch
of
this
John
“Rev.
city, who is
his family from
ot August, and will move
superintendent of the Bangor district of the Mrs. Oliver D. Green, returned to Boston last
Methodist Episcopal church, and who has just I Tuesday. Mrs. Hanshue has a responsible po- ! Syracuse, N. Y., to Atlanta, Ga.
returned from Chicago, where he has been yi !
sition as private secretary to the head of the
attendance at the meeting of the Sunday
NORTH MONTV1LLE.
school board of the denomination, found a State Conservatory of Music at Dakota, 111.
notification awaiting him with informatior
Mr. Crosby Fowler, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Carrie Poland is in Thorndike, caring
|
that the Willamette University of Salem, OreFowler of Unity and Mrs. Drake of Albion for Mrs. Win
gon, upon recommendation of Bishop P. S,
Flye, who has a little daughter.
Henderson of Chattanooga, and Rev. Horace autoed to Belfast last Saturday. The gentle....Mr, Charles H. Vose is working for Elden
B. Haskell of this city, had conferred upor men returned home Monday, but will return
him the doctorate of divinity. Willamette
their w ives at the El- Vose in Knox through haying_Mrs. Blanche
university is one of the greater schools of the next Saturday to join
well homestead in Northport.
Thomas, who has been working for Mrs. Annie
Pacific coast.”
We were pained to learn from Capt. Ira Tapley of the steamship Princess Anne that he
was recently called to the bedside of his fathei
Capt. Thomas Tapley at WestBrooksville, Me.
who is so seriously ill that his life is despaired
of. The invalid was captain of the vessel or
which we made our first voyage out of sight oi

land, and

and Mrs. George Frank Harriman of
York, who have been the guests of Mr.
Mrs. James S. Harriman, are now at the

Mr.
New

and

Thompson cottage at Kelley's Cove,
Northport. Mr. Harriman is planning to build
a bungalow at the Cove next season and spend
new

1

to their

in

the States

Nutter,

has returned home_Mrs. Llnora
is stopping at Mr. E. F. Ban ton’s for a
while and Mrs. E. F. Banton is caring for her
daughter, Mrs. Henry Soule, who has a little
da ughter, born June 29th... .Several are sick
with the measles; among them Mr. J. W. Nutter and nearly the whole family of Mr. Wilbur
Penney.... Mr. Ernest Eldridge and George
Ree ves are helping Martin Whitten in haying.
-Mrs. Will Bowkr was in Thorndike Saturday-Mrs. Annie Nutter had green peas
from her garden for dinner July 12th.... Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Bailey of Knox visited Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Jackson Sunday.
Ban ton

kind, considerate man toward the summer there.
trod a deck. He did nol
con ider it beneath his dignity to inform u«
Mr. and Mrs. William N. Todd and Miss
that we could never successfully throw ho1
Bertha I. Bird, who motored from Portland to
water or ashes overboard to windward, anc
! Rockland for the week-end, spent Sunday with
this kindly advise was given after part of s
pan of greasy dishwater had reached him or j friends in Belfast and Northport. They were
the quarter deck after being thrown to wind- accompanied to Belfast by Miss Myrtle Herward from amidships. Capt. Tapley possessed rick
of Rockland, who was the guest of relaj
a heart to the limit of capacity, and a love foi
the struggling sailor boy that we never saw ; tives for the day.
equaled in a shipmaster, and in carrying ou1
The Panama Canal Bill.
Hon. L. M. Staples was a visitor in Augusta
this to him agreeable task he never sacrificed
He was a born sailoi
He came
one iota of discipline.
Saturday evening and Sunday.
Washington, July 13. The Senate Saturand a devout Christian. Perhaps it is to hie
through from Washington by automobile of
faith in and devotion to the Great Captain tha1
day voted, 40 to 34, to make the Panama
the
Maine Transportation Co.
Senator
his life has been prolonged to the ripe old ag<
This substanin the highest praise of the canal bill unfinished business.
of eighty-six. May his end be peaceful anc Staples speaks
service given by the line and urges its patron- tially refuses Great Britain’s request that the
painless, is the sincere wish of the writer. G age. He
went to Portland, Sunday forenoon, bill be held
L. n., in The Marine Journal.
up pending diplomatic negotiain order to be present at the law court session
Capt. Tapley died July 15th: A brief obituary Monday, when Knox county cases will be tions. An effort to put Democratic tariff
legislation ahead waa lost.
is published in another column.
argued.—Kennebec Journal.
a

a more

greenhorn

never

*
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REPUBLICAN NOMINA LIONS
~~

FOR PRESIDENT,:

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
OF

OHIO.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

JAMES S.

SHERMAN,

OF NEW YORK.

EDWIN C.

BURLEIGH,

AUGUSTA.

OF

FOR GOVERNOR,

WILLIAM T. HAINES
OF WATERVILLE.

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO

CONGRESS,

FORREST GOODWIN
OF

SKOWHEGAN.

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.
For Senator.
of Winterport.
Charles M. Conant,
For

Sheriff,

Frank A. Cushman,
For

of Monlville.

County Attorney,

Carleton Doak,

George

of Belfast.

For Judge of Probate,
E. Johnson,
of Belfast.

For Register of Probate,
Charles P. Hazeltine,
of Belfast.
For County Commissioner,
Edward Evans,
For

“It is amazing that an island so considerable, and in which such noble things
have been doing, should be so imperfectly known.” Thus wrote James Boswell,
inJ765, when he visited Corsica, and was
the guest of the great Paoli, at Sollacaro.
This assertion is as true today as
it was then.
A

FOR U. S. SENATOR,

of Waldo.

County Treasurer,
of Belfast

Clifford J. Pattee

Legislative Nominations,
Frank R. Keene,
Edwin T. Reynolds,

of Belfast.

Unity.
Searsport.
of

Frank I. Pendleton,
Charles M. Howes,

ot

of Liberty.

Washington D. Harriman,

of

Prospect.

THE LARGEST YOUNG WOMEN'S

charming
day txcursion from
Ajaccio is Cauro, delightfully enshrined
within its hills. We started early, with
our

one

three favorite and well-tried Corsican

was

assasinared

on

Ferry

has the

largest delega-

had slain with his

own

gations

from all the

large

cities of the

East and small groups from many other
schools make up a total of over 600.
Men are tabooed

on the
Campus, but
girls, not at all dismayed, have -organized two ball teams, which have already played a spectacular game, have
held a most exciting track meet with
singing and cheering galore, and are
running off a tennis tournament. They
^devote all the morning to Bible and mission study, and give up the afternoons to
recreation. Rev. F. B. Meyer of London
is at present giving a six days’ course on
the application of the story of Exodus
to modern life, and many other prominent speakers are present.
AH the buildings are crowded, and
Gould Hall, which is being used for the

the

first time this season, promises to he the
most popular house during the General
Conference in August, when such speak-

Rev. G. A. Johnston Ross of New
Rev. Charles Brown of London, Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus of Chicago,
and Rev. G. Glenn Atkins of Providence
will be present.
Without pausa the Conferences concinue during this month.
As soon as the
girls leave, the Women’s Missionary Societies take possession, which in turn are
followed by the Home Missionary Conference and the summer school for Suners as

City,

York

day

school workers.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY OUT OF

CARDN TRUCK.
In the current issue of Farm and Fireside, John R. Spears, writing an article
entitled "The Making of a Market Gar-

Sampiero's head was taken m triumph
to Ajaccio, and the Genoese governor,
| Fornari, had it exposed on the walls of
After

the Citadel.
head of
church

some

little time the

Sampiero was buried in the little
at Cauro, where there existed a

shows how the ordinary man
who takes up truck farming can manage
his affairs so as to yield a profit.
The
point at which the gardener must concentrate his attention, if he wants to make
money out of his business, is the marketing end, as is shown in the following extract from Mr. Spear’s article:
"I saw that to get a paying price, I
must distribute my trucki/to the consumI had no horse, even though I was
er.
growing two and a half acres of truck,
and [I had no money with which to buy
But I had a good little push-cart
one.
that had recently been purchased for use
in the field. On reaching home I washed
that cart until it was as clean as any-

bctniii

visited!

xutwt,

A

OV1U

that

in

order

to

a

comrades,

found in the church a w’ooden

box covered with blue paper, bearing the
inscription San Piero. They immediately
seized upon it and bore it in the procession, which took place on the following
day, in order to invoke the blessing of

drought. !

against
They let it, fall in a small stream, and a
heavy rain falling the same night the
hesd of the renowned patriot Sampiero !
was carried away by the torrent and lost
Heaven

the threatened

forever.

Cauro is

most attractive little spot j
and has quite a reputation for thrift,
a

cleanliness and hospitality.

It is

laid

regularly, with a broad avenue of
plane trees, and an artistic little chapel
on the main street, and in general aspect
is not unlike a New England village in
The surrounding scenery,
miniature.
out

however, mars the illusion.
Here are towering mountains, unsurpassable in their wild beauty and poetic
charm. The maquis with its brilliancy
of color, and alluring scent, is everywhere, while the bright sunshine plays
over

all.

The wooded hills

111 D L

confess that I got cold feet lads and asked them to sing us somewhile visiting the twelve houses where
about Corsica, and in Corsican,
no sales were made, but as soon as I had thing
made one sale the luck changed.
promising a few pennies in return. They
‘‘Since that time I have not only been had a hurried consultation, and then
able to get the full retail price for all broke forth in the strains of the martial
that I have been able to produce, but
“Marseillaise!”
“No, no, We want
some things that were really fancy have
sold well above the price charged by the something Corsican.” Then they chantgrocers. And I confidently believe that ed a weird dirge, an old-time "lamenti,”
anyone who has the material to sell can which was full of wistful regret and undo as well as did I. It becomes a matter
satisfied longing, as grim and grave as
of producing the best and advertising it.
This was the system that turned the are those extraordinary people themtrick for me.
selves.
“The market-gardener who can proWe gave the money to the tallest lad,
duce and sell first-class vegetables does
telling him to distribute it with equity.
not have to worry about anything.”
We had no fear of the result. For jus-

tice and honor are two of the predominant Corsican characteristics.
It was now time to think of the return
to Ajaccio. As we had come by Pisciatello, the homeward journey lay through
the hamlet of Bastelicaccio amid enchanting sylvan scenery full of an indefinable illusive charm.
Arriving at the Rican to, we were reDAFFODILS.
minded, by Antoine, of the heroic reLittle children of the sun,
sistance, in the winter of 1731, offered
Careless of oblivion.
Kindred to the quickened clod,
by twenty-one shepherds of Bastelica,
Not without some hint of God,
who had led their flocks to pasture in the
So content with your employ,—
fertile plain of the Ca'r po di Loro. The
Just to bloom with vernal joy,
Just to voice the golden mirth
Genoese governor of Ajaccio sent a colin
Never dying
the earth,—
umn of eight hundred Greeks and GenoWould I might bequeath like you,
Who muBt fade as blossoms do,
ese against them.
They were energetiWhen I pass into the night,
cally repelled by the handful of poor
Some of your blessed warmth and lightl
—Clinton Scollard in July Lippincott’s.
shepherds. But reinforcements of three
hundred men arriving to the aid *f the
Don’t use harsh physics. The reaction weakn Genose, the shepherds were all killed,
ens the bowels, leads to chronic constipatiogwith the exception of a youth of sixteen,
Get Doan’s Reguulets. They operate easily,
taken prisoner to Ajaccio wearing around
tone the stomach, cure constipation.
THE CHOICE OF A HUSBAND

for a woman to be
handicapped by weakness, bad blood or foul
breath. Avoid these kill-hopes by taking Dr.
King’s Life Pills. New strength, fine complexion, pure breath, cheerful spirits—things
that win men follow their use. Easy, safe,
sure, 25c at all druggist
a
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SOCIOLOGY AND EDUCATION.
Devine, Edward Thomas.
Misery and its causes. 1909. 339 D 49
Jenks, Jeremiah Whipple.
The

immigration problem.

1911...

Montessori,

INTACT, COMPLETE AND UNCliANCED FROM ITS TOUR OF THE WOHLD*~>
■
DWARPINGAND overshadowing every other tented exhibition.

the Largest Am mostPerfect Show "sks*Continent
The
The Day
Traveling Amusement Sensation

325 J 4

Judson, Katherine Berry.
Myths and legends of Alaska. 1911.

LOST

DEPUTY

| From the Bar Harbor Record.]
In the Bar Harbor news of the Bangor

Commercial of last Thursday night appeared the following:
William Puffer tendered his resignation as
deputy sheriff Wednesday, and it has been accepted. It is understood that there will be no
new appointment in the near future.
Deputy Sheriff Puffer came into the
Record office early Friday morning and
said, “Don’t copy the Commercial’s item
as

it stands.

Have it corrected.

Say

he

was

398 J 9

Maria.

TheMonarchs
Supreme ^

The Montessori method; scientific
pedagogy as applied to child education. 1912.

371 M 76
Kathe.
The modern woman's rights movement. 1912. 324.3 Sch
Smith, Nora Archibald.
The
home-made kindergarten.

Schirmacher,

1912.372.2 Sm
Trine, Ralph Waldo.
The land of living men. 1910.
331 T
Walker, Albert H.

WHAT

WOMAN?
twenty pounds, more

MAKES

7

of the Sherman Law of
the United States of America.
338.8 W 15
1910.

Elbridge Fernald of Winterport, to
Foley, Frankfort; land in Winter-

James

port.
Oak Hill Cemetery Association, Winterport, to Florence K. Foley, Frankfort; land in Winterport.
Lavaughan A. Heal, Lincolnville, to
Andrew W. Heal, do.; land in Lincolnville.

Emily E. Mears, Morrill, to Robert F.
Clark, Searsmont; land in Morrill.
Ezra D. Beal, Swanville, to Walter T.
Beal, do.; land and buildings in SwanHelen M. Herrick, Belfast, to George
W. Flanders, Northport; land in Northport.
Leah Bell Harding, Benton, to Adeline
M. Curlis, Burnham; land in Burnham.
Isaac S. BartTett, Montville, to George
A.

Sprague, do.;

land and

buildings

in

Searsmont.
Harry E. Kinney, Burnham, to
Clarence E. McAllister, do.; land in
Burnham.
Austin Wentworth, Montville, to Effie
E. Wentworth, do.; land and buildings in
Montville.
Jane M. Preston, Lowell, Mass., and
William H. McLellan, Toledo, Ohio, to
Hugh D. McLellan, Lexington, Mass.;
land and buildings in Belfast.

matter

THE LATE RICHARD T. LAFFIN.
It is to be doubted if many in this vicinity, the place of his birth, boyhood
and early manhood, realize the high place
held in the railway world by the late
Richard T. Laffin, whose death in Seattle
was noted in last week’s paper.
In reporting the funeral last Wednesday at the home of his siBter, Mrs. H. L.
Mayo, at East Somerville, Mass., the
Boston Herald refers to Mr. Laffin as
one of the world’s leading experts on
street railways. The funeral was attended by many distinguished in railway and
financial circles in Boston, and the pallbearers were men with whom during the
past twenty-five years Mr. Laffin had
been closely associated, and who knew
and recognized his great worth.
From driver of a horse-car to a position
among the leading experts of the world
on street railways is a career of which
those of his kin who are left may well be
proud.—Ellsworth American.

^Bewildering

S^^^EverSee*
JnTmis

3

USEFUL ARTS.

cleaning.

1907. 640 R

3-2

LITERATURE.

Long, William Joseph.
English literature. 1909.
Strassburg, Gottfried von.
The story of Tristan and Iseult.
Translated from the German by
Jessie L. Weston.

2

vols.

820 L 85

1907.

831.2

St

Wilde, Oscar.
De profundis.

1909.
824.8 W
TRAVEL ANI) DESCRIPTION.

Munsterberg, Hugo.
The Americans.

1905.T 73 M 92

Seton, Ernest Thompson.
The Arctic prairies; a canoe-journey of 2,000 miles in search of
the

caribou.

Winter, Nevin

1911. T 98 Se 7

Otto.

Mexico and her people of today.

JtLm

20

Forster, John.

and

CLOWNS'

D

T

=1

ACTS

soLeapec
100 ACROBATS'1

IOOO

riLD Animals

10H16H SchoolHorseT
AND 50L0FTYTUNBLERT

soldier.

1911

?2QQ
/great

Funny'

The life of Charles Dickens. 2
vols. 1912.B 2 D 55-8
Hosford, Hester E.
Woodrow Wilson and New Jersey
made over. 1912.
B-W 69

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Robert E. Lee, man

rx

7

O

Rideing, Willtem Henry.
Many celebrities and a few others.
1912. 920 R 43
Stanley, Henry Morton.
Autobiography of Sir Henry Morton Stanley.
1909. B 2 St 23
Tennyson, Hallam, (Lord)
Tennyson and his friends. 1911.... 821 T-26

from all Parts
_pTheTwo Conti Nr

The Marvelous Eddys the Monarchs Supreme,
THE ROTH YEDDO JIPIHESE TROUPE DIRECT FRM V0K0H0M1.

200

European Novelties.
Troupe

of

250 Horses

People.

Camels.

THE BLACK HUSSARS.

ROYAL ROMAN HIPPODROME.

3 BANDS

TRAINED ANIMAL EXHIBITION.

the American revolu-

tion.

Free Street Parade, 10 A. M.

1911. 973.3 P 41

2

Exhibitions,

FICTION.

Becke, Louis.
By reef and palm, and His native
wife. 1906.

For Sale

B 384-3

Bennett. Arnold.
The old wives’ tale.
Boyles, Kate and Virgil D.
The spirit trail. 1910.
Dell, E. M.
The way of an eagle. 1912.

B

431-3
B
D

711

One

of

dences in

382

Lincoln, Joseph Crosby.

the finest

resi-

Belfast—containing

The postmaster. 1912. L 631-11 ; 12
rooms and a bath.
Hot
Major, Charles.
and cold water in six
The touchstone of fortune. 1912..
M 28-4
Parrish, Randall.
rooms.
Excellent closet and
My lady of doubt. 1911.
P 24-6
Tolstoi, Lyof N.
accommodations. Fine
Resurrection. 1911.
T 583-2
Tompkins, Juliet Wilbor.
stable connected.
For other
Pleasures and palaces. 1912. Tm 593-2

!

sleeping

j

74-25 1
T 74-24

W 68-13

Blit

Boston man lost his leg from
insect two years before. To
calamities from stings and bites of
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve promptly
A

J-B 19-2

1

P. M.

P.y

Belfast, depart. 6 55
City Point. t7 00
Waldo.(7 10

12 25
(12 30
»12 40
12 52’
11 04
1 10
1 18
,1 28
1 40

3 21
,3 21
,3 31
3 47
,3 5!
4 Of
41?
t4 20
4 30
5 2(
5 30
0 05
5 35
8 11
11 21

7

tx

11 35

TO

I, It

avert such

insects use
to kill the

premium,

if any, is desired. It is
that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
also necessary to say

The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.25
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea

tt- Hand

co n

3 05

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

Unity.
Thorndike.
Knox.

EYE

Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.

SPECIALIST

Belfast, arrive.

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
tting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
Consultation Free.

glasses will help.

WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

44 South Main St.,

|

to

A.M.

whicn tney

are

entitled.”

i

11 (0

The keeley ins

McCall’s Mar sine
and McCall Pa

*1 20

7 00
9 50

4 10
1 10
4 17
4 27
1 4'.
|4 Bf
5 (4
f 12
t5 20
5 35
(5 45
,5 55

9 56
10 04
10 25
(10 35
10 50
41 00
til 10
u 30
til 40
,1) 60
11 55

For Women
Have More Friend* tin
magazine or patterns. M
reliable Fashion Guide
million one liundrr
homes. Besides showing
designs of McCall Pattern
is brimful of sparkling ;
and helpful information f
one

6.00

station.

Save Mon.r and Keep in Sty 1.
for McCall’s Magazine at oiv
a year,
including any one
McCall Patterns free.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
45.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
11. I). WALDRON, Genera] Passenger Agent
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,

cents

McCall Patterns Lead all
simplicity, economy and nui

dealers sell McCall Patterns t!
makes combined. None higher
from youi dealer, or by mail iron

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

McCALL’S MAG

CORPORATION.

236-246 W. 37th St., Nc

One Way.

$3.25
$6.00 Round Trip.

McCall’s

Journal,

Leave

7 to 8 p. m.,

12 m., 1 to 3 p.

23tf

a. m.

Leave Boston at 5.00 p.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

I

daily, except Sun-

am

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) daily, except Monday.
FRED W. PO TE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

U

f|

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

^.9

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

I

|

I

K

1910

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Fattory m the Country at Belfast, Maine.

THE

C0E-M0RT1MER

COMPANY,

NEW

YORK.

lv

S»a«ffl8Baa»fflwgwfflai«»g!Bg!BgggtBagg8gaggBS

|

PRESTON’S
|^ Livery, Boarding

|

^
K
•>

^

street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Is situated on

Washington

W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

*

to do all U

pi mo rn »vi• ii
orders at the stable, c »ner
streets, and they will rel a
tion. Telephone connectio'
au

1

W
126

v

Waldo Av«

$25 Reward
I will give the above name I
evidence to convict the par
broke into my cottage at Pitch*
the dates of April 26th and 29:
WILLIAM I'

Belfast, May 30,

'■<

1912-22

NOTICE

%

& Transient Stable

prepared

Furniture

day.

14tf
1857:

and !

year eacli

daily, except Mon-

m.

---

|

Magazine
one

AND CAMDEN
Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily,

except Sunday.
For Bangor at 7.30
day.

m

and by appointment.

T elephon connection.

at.

advance.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST

AND RtfRAGTION.
to

Premium Cntelnpie
uu
tequeat

Belfast and Boston,

he has limited his practice

m.

-&d

A y

Wot*—Simple Copy,

! Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
a.

Pon

TELEPHONE

diseases of the

Office hours—10

Congress St.,

1 51

m

7 15
6 45
7 20
7 28
8 25
(8 35
8 44
8 52
,» 00
9J5
,9 25
,9 36
9 40

improves

tional and honest r,
and a comfortable

10 00

$2.25.

The publishers of McCalls magazine have
sent us this notice: “The subscribers may
select their free patterns within 80 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by making
a request on an ordinary post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to

i

Portland, Maine.

Drllfii]
Announces that

tFlag

health

Healthfu.
beginning.
ings, skilled physic

j

MM

7 30

a.

Waterville.
Bangor

General

|

LF AST

Boston.
Portland.

No Nausea or Sic
No Confinemt:
No Prostration or C

I

A.M.

Unity.

The Only Successful T;e, r,c
It Destroys the Cr

1’ort

follows:

run as

ItKI.K.t

Bongo,

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON

the bite of

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be

are now

FKtMl

P.M.

poison and prevent inflammation, swelling and
pain. Heals burns, boils, ulcers, piles, eczema,
cuts, bruises. Only 25 cents at all druggists.

Btated what

Boston will

Waterville.... 8 41
2 14
Portland..11 50
4 50
Boston. 315 pm 7 55

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything te
sell drop me »
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER U.COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets. Belfast,

LUSTS LEG.

an

land and

Bangor, Waterville,

particulars apply

Se

Felicia's friend. 1909. J-G 72-2
Kaler, James Otis.
Colonial Series.
Calvert of Maryland.J-K 12-11
Mary of Plymouth.J-K 12-12
Peter of New Amsterdam.J-K 12-13
Richard of Jamestown.J-K 12-14
Ruth of Boston. .J-K 12 15
Stephen of Philadelphia.J-K 12-16
Stratemeyer, Edward.
Dave Porter and his rivals. 1911... J-St 8-13
Wells, Carolyn.
Patty’s motor car. 1911.J-W 45-12
INobUT

trains for and from

Belfast, April 15, 1912.—lt3tf
J-B 19-3

-J DRUGUSERS

BURNHAM

Winnecook. t7 58
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
Benton
8 38

Chas. F. Thomoson.

i

FOR LIQUOR

26, 1912, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with througl

storage

to

at

On and after June

Brooks. 7 22
Knox. 17 34
Thorndike.
7 40

T

Afternoon at 2, Night

BELFAST

t

I

400

Performing Elephants, Performing Lions,

THE DUBLIN GRAYS.

Randy Books. J-B 792-7
Randy’s prince. Vol. 8 of the
Randy Books... J-B 792-8
jould, Elizabeth Lincoln.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
jf Deeds for the week ending July 15,
1912:

^Biggest And Most

Richards, Ellen Henrietta.
The chemistry of cooking and

or
One hundred and
Troliope, Anthony.
less, of bone and muscle don’t make a woman.
Doctor Thorne. 2 vols. 1909.
Its a good foundation. Put into it health and ;
The warden. 1908.
strength and she may rule a kingdom. But Williamson, C. N. and A. M.
that’s just what Electric Bitters give her.
The guests of Hercules. 1912.
Thousands bless them for overcoming fainting !
JCVESILK HOOKS.
and
for
and dizzy spells
dispelling weakness, j Baldwin, James.
wornnervousness, backache and tired, listless,
Stories from Don Quixote. 1910...
“Electric Bitters have done me a
jut feeling.
Thirty more famous stories reworld of good,’’ writes Eliza Pool, Depew,
told. 1905.
Dkla., “and I thank you, with all my heart, for Brooks, Amy.
naking such a good medicine.” Only 50c* j Randy’s loyalty. Vol. 7 of the
Guaranteed by all druggists.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

I

MANY TIMES The

Reaii^rv
xv

5

.History

given

A

I

^Production

..

for his summary dismissal from
the office of deputy sheriff.
The day before, June 25th, Deputy
Sheriff Puffer warned eight saloonkeepers in Bar Harbor, whose saloons
were “wide open” in every sense of the
word, that they must not sell Sundays
or after 10 p. m,
Mr. Puffer thought
that in doing this he was not only within
the law, which is perfectly obvious, but
he believed that the sheriff of the county
would back him up in this action.
The
saloon-keepers defied Deputy
Sheriff Puffer and warned him that he
would lose his job. The next day he lost
it. Mr. Puffer claims that he lost his
job because he was objectionable to the
liquor men of the town. He also claims
that the liquor men control Sheriff Jellison and that Sheriff Jellison will appoint
or discharge whosoever the liquor men
wish in the office of deputy sheriff.

25,1

Belfast, Thursday, duly

131 G 9

1912. T 72 W

SHERIFF.

i_

I

1b too important

Mind and work. 1909.-.
RELIGION.
Howells, W. D. and others.
In after days. 1910

“chucked out.”
prevent
The discrepancy between the Commerdrought it was necessary to carry in procial’s Bar Harbor news column and Mr.
cession around the locality the head of
a_l_1
TTT
HISTORY.
some dead person. The child who carried
find the following facts about it: Deputy Okey, Thomas.
the head was to let it fall in the first Sheriff Puffer on June 26th received his
The story of Avignon.
Mediaeval
Towns. 1911. 944.9 Ok
brook he reached. In 1840, the young discharge as deputy sheriff in writing,
with a legal seal attached, signed by
Perkins, James Breck.
Francois Peraldi, and three of his small
Otha Jellison, sheriff, no reason being
France in
tradition

slope down
from ntegnificent Monte Reuoso, and in
the distance one presently gets an exquisite panoramic view of Ajaccio and
its gleaming bay, flecked with tiny white
sails, With the wild and gloomy Sanguinary Islands looming up beyond.
On the outskirts of the tiny village,
on an eminence, stands outlined against
the azure sky, a large wooden cross, at
the foot of which a flock of sheep were
grazing, many with ewe lambs playing
around them. A truly pastoral scene.
The Cauro church is picturesquely situbody’s dining-room table. Then I picked ated in the maquis, just outside the vilit full of beans, covered them well to
on the eskeep out the dust, put a pail on top for lage proper. We sat awhile
a measure, and in the "dewy” morn I
plande to rest. Immediately we were surshoved the outfit down the pike.
rounded by a troop of children, who re"Perhaps the reader will be interested
us with astonished and awestruck
to know that this was done on the thir- garded
We spoke to one, and she replied
eyes.
1IIJT
pailful of beans at the thirteenth house in a whisper! Then we appealed to the
dener,”

HOWESgreat a-ondon SHOVv^I

BIOGRAPHY.

hand, believing

tion, with 60 girls. The Cathedral School she had sought to betray his country and
of Washington, D. C., the Westover his children into the hands of the detestSchool, the Farmington School, and dele- ed Genoese.

Library

New Books, June, 1912.
philosophy.
Gulick. Luther.

Cauro, Corsica, April 20, 1912.

of his fol-

January, 1667, by Vittolo,
The largest Young Women’s Confer- lowers, who had been bribed to do the
ence ever held at Northfield is now in fatal
deed, by the Ornanos, the relatives
session. The Misses McMaster’s School of
Sampiero’s wife Vannino, whom he
of Dohbs

Have Written to Us.
in the pa6t few years telling how much benefit
they have received from the True “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
“My husband is taking “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine foraloss of appetite and finds it excellent.”
Mrs. Hiram Burgess, Belfast, Maine.
“I was very dizzy headed. I took “L. F.”
Atwood's Medicine and am better since.”
Helen Oldham, East Peru, Me.
“I am taking the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
for liver trouble and am feeling much better.”
Mrs. C. H. Austin,
Belgrade Lakes, Me.

the 17th of

one

Belfast Free

NEARLY 1000 PEOPLE

ponies and our faithful coachman An1
Buy a 35 cent bottle at your nearest store or
toine, having taken the wise precaution
to telegraph to the Hotel de France that write today for a free sample to
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
a good substantia! luncheon be prepared
for us at noon. As we rattled noisily
out of Ajaccio, we saw seated on the
his body the heads of six of his unfortucorner of the Cours Grandval the two
nate companions. The conquerors forced
inseparable dogs, whom I have christen- the
unhappy lad to walk around the
ed “The Corsican Brothers.”
Their
town. Then they killed him and exposed
story runneth thus: While quite young his
body on the ramparts.
they were given away each in a different
The Ajaceians frequent Cauro in the
direction. Louis was sent to a goat herd,
summer time. The air is good, and there
fifteen miles further inland, and Lucien
are no end of pleasant excursions, varied
was given to a fafnily in Cauro, a little
by enchanting scenery, and the distance
mornNext
over thirteen miles away.
such that one can easily descend into the
ing the two were calmly seated together city to transact any necessary or urgent
again on the old corner of the Cours business.
Grandval! No one, since, has ever had
..“Cauro the stepping-stone bf tween
the heart to try and separate them.
civilization and those wild districts about
and
devote
themselves
especially
They
Sartene.
particularly to the tourists, and often
Peaceful little Cauro with its vine-clad
They hills and its air of
accompany them on long walks.
quiet, contented welland
have
a
are always well fed
sleek,
with towering Monte Renoso,
being,
t contented,
prosperous air.
They are
nearly 8000 feet high, covered with eterhunting dogs. Louis, however, is smooth nal snows,
looking proteetingly down.
haired, while Lucien has a fine rough A scene of fairest
delight.
coat of tawny hue.
The long road winds away to the Col
The road to Cauro pastes through ende San Giorgio on the one hand, and
chanting scenery. It is on the highway
through wooded country to Ajaccio, the
to Sartene. Near the village of Eccica—
Most Beautiful, on the other.
in
the
a
beside
stream,
] Suarella,
maquis,
Farewell sweet village, lovely Cauro!
is a commemorative stone which marks
One more precious memory in my chaplet
the spot where Sampiero Corso, the Corof Corsican enchantments.
sican leader and patriot, the terror of
Grace C. D. Favre.
Genoa,

CONFERENCE.

!

CAURO.

^
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m

^

Guaranteed work in Chiracv;
inn, Shampooing and Facial Work

«

^

full line of all kinds of Hair work
parlors over Shlro’s Store. Phn**»x ii,‘>
23tt
MISS EVIE

WANTED
Pupil Nurses at the Waldo Count'
Hospital* Belfast, Maine. Apply

^
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—I propose to Consider ye.F°rt rather
from
as a Lodgment for a Body of Men
whence I will keep out constant Scouts
that
lead
to
& Ambushes at all ye Passes

to
|jme Documents Relating
Post.
|his Frontier
F. F. Black, U. S. A ]
jjy t.ieut.
letter- to
Pownall’s
[Ci
.|„. Defense of our Inland
1
Mr
m
wing his reasons for wtsh,r>'
p.nvnall; Jan. 1758.
found necessary to
n
jog'
,ris & Establish several
the Entrance of the
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further defmse &
Inhabitants against the
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Penobscot

from
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Bay

ll:.
ty-

of all these Forts &
be saved and the De-

ople
nst

more

Effectually

this*Enemy, by

one

Penobscot Bay. If
,-e will make Provision

n

Fort I will Dis& Georges &
: those Furnish & Arm
same, if not a less
,n is employ’^ in these
w for this one.
nee will be
incurr’d
A Reimbursement
might surely arise
is who
pray for a
is Ihey would (if their
thus receive the
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■led and Defended for
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THEf MARVELOUS EDDYS
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the Thing points out
occasion calls for it:

i

he

good

so

an

opportunity

be collecting
cth to the Westward to
I mdoun: If
you loose
You can never have an
niber I do declare you
Pep nt you did not take

j

mv

f

must

“T. PowNALL.”
Governor
Pownall,
Pel 1, 1759.
he Council & House

Considerations
iggested to yt Gen’l
of Building a Fort

nera!
1
r.

skstanee in Doing 'this You could not in
Duty to his Majesty who has Done and
is Doing so much for You; You could not
in Duty to Your follow subjects of this
Province, refuse to engage in this Service.
But now Gtneral Amherst has
offer’d to reimburse the Expenses of
Building this Fort & fortifyemg What
You thus Take Possession of.
If You
Refuse it, You are without Excuse.
T. Pownall. *
Province House 1 Febr 1759.”
MESSAGE.
NOV. 6, 1759.
Gentlemen of the House of Representa-

tives:
You will see by the Following Account
that the Expedition to Penobscot Cost
5089:17:2 but that if the 400 Men who
were employ’d in that
Expedition had
been sent to join the General Service
their pay wou’d have come to 6773:7:6
So that the taking Possession of Penobscot & the Building a Fort there has not
only not Cost You one Farthing but that
it was formd on such grounds as has
saved to the Province 1683:10:4 as trust
otherwise have been spent had there
been no such Expedition & had there
been no such Fort.
I may therefore
venture to say that Fort ^Pownall, as it
is the best, so it is the Cheapest Fort
You have ever had built in this Province.
PENOBSCOT EXPEDITION UNDER
COMMAND OF THE UOVERNOR.

ACCOUNT OF THE

Support of 40U Men from the 31st of
March to ye 28th of July.3290.18.6
446 1 Wt. of bread. 490.12.0
250 lbs of Pork
825. 0.0
390 Bushel of Peas. 130 Ol
1750 Gall Molasses. 233. 6.8
5039.17.2
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,^aceache. Neuralgia.25

j

‘nrtlgestiou. Weak Stomach.25
:,"ir”-''.ugh, Laryngitis .25
Eruptions, Erysipelas.25

\

k

U

h
d,

!•

!?f
1,I

Rheumatic Pains.25
'««•*. -Malaria .25
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Forces provided for.
As to ye Works I write to ye Engineer
Mr. Burbank & direct him to show you
his letter in which You will see his Orders
to Obey & Execute all Your Commands.
As to the Indians I do verily believe
they mean to come in, but what they
want to treat for & Obtain is—first .to
try to delay the time till the fall that
they may see how ye Campaign-between
ye French; & English turns out.
Secondly to obtain something different
terms than those I have offered of living
near ye Fort.
The First You must prevent if possible, & as to ye second there
can

be no trust in any Treaty

they make,

if the terms I have proposed be not complied with viz of their living with their

danger

by

give

spirit

pint

working

of saide 400 Men had they
was
fully Charge
been as was intended with Gen'l Amof its being
herst
from
March 31 to Dec’r 1st -.6773. 7 6
Altho’ 1 saw that the
is of ye same Opinion &
Saving to the Province.1683.10 4
I the Sense of ye Coun- j
T. Pownall.
•i as
the same: Yet seeProvince House Nov’r 6, 1759.
ties under which ye
! to make Supplies for LETTER, COL. JED’A. PREBLE TO GOV.
n
'iilable Expellees that
POWNALL.
a them 1 was unwilling
Fort Pownall, ye 4th Mar., 1760.
n' ,'t any other Time by
t.-r further to reduce the May it Please your Excellency.
1 arrived here with my Family ye 24
to that Disadvantageous
of last month, found the Garrison in
ner of Refusing to take
their
Fortifye
Territory good Health the Soldiers ware employed
granted, or of engaging in my Absence in Scouting but made no
they knew not the End of discovery of the Enemy.
Last Sunday ten o’clock I was inform..cable to engage in:
ed the Cen try had discovered A Flagg of
avor never to loose sight
fp..
ic'i.j,.
+u..
r>:_
of the Country; So in
with a
never lost sight of this immediately sent Maefarling
it before his Majesty's Flagg, he found Five Indians there, two ;
which
he
I
ordered
of
v ised it to the late Genbrought over,
to his Majesty’s Min- them to his Hous^, where I had a Conference with them, the perticulars of I
er Gen’l Amherst was
.! I proposed it also to which have enclosed to your Excellency,
c.tirg for Orders from as allso A number of French Papers
a
lunity shou’d be lost. which the Indians freely gave me that
is sensible not only of they said they had taken out of A House ;
in Quebeck all which wish safe to your
t Necessity of Measure
j
i t y of its being done Excellency’s Hand.
or
I
believe
are
now
in
Good
to
reimburse
j
realy
they
gaged
of Building such in earnest and intend to bring in their Fam- j
.most agreeable to ilys they have given me all the assurance
d \
expence Arise to could be expected from Indians that they
i .mashing such Fort will they ware ready ana willing to Leave
nance Stores or other one of their men with me as A proof of ;
I Pineal! such, belonging their fidelity & have promised to return ;
iw
ready, Ail therefore in three weeks or sooner.
1 shall Want your Excellency’s orders
sen 1 apply to
you for
noprovision for such by the return of my Sloop which I have
'-hie me to Take Pos- sent for the sak of Greater dispatch that |
ountry & carry the I may know in what manner I am to Conmg it into Execu- duct if they bring in their Familyes.
I am may it please your Excellency
1’rovision for the Pay
"Uch Garrison as must your Excelleneys most obedient Humble !
Jedediah Preble,
make which Matter Serv’t.
o
ye Country Ways &
found.
LETTER GOV. POWNALL TO COL. PREBLE, j
is taken
possession of
Sir: I received your letter with pleasn’s River, The Enemy
ure.
Your caution against any Lurking !
t to ye sea but thro
designs which the Indians might be sup"lit; The Door being
to have in coming in, was extremej
in every other Part, & posed
ly proper and prudent. Your Treatment 1
a which leads to this
of them also & your Refusing them any I
st be in a worse Situameans of Trade, & rejecting their offers ;
re before if You will
to it much to your Honor. If there were j
Yourselves
by
taking
Error in your conduct twas on ye |
■| se
Lands. You know any
right side & that being small may be !
m Indian has
Claim
any
easily remedied. Be steady with ye In- i
tne French will maindians but not harsh. Treat them with I
UIU3 IIUIWIUITruth & with plain Truth be they never j
•t Has been done elseso
disagreeable, but at ye same time j
will be left in the Side of
with benevolence.
For the Spirit of my I
1 whatever Peace may
Conduct towards them is to bring them
r the Other Provinces
to a Sense of their
& proper Con^
Province must labor nexions with us butDuty
to do this in order !
Miseries of Warr, even to use them well I make this
Observation I
i -ace. AH this
may be because I think You was rather too i
ting l‘ossession of this harsh. However tho I would have
you I
1 ime of Warr; By doing
abate a little of y’r harshness yet I would
nv ye
Honor of Com- not have
abate
one
Ace of Your
you
1
ty's Dominions on the Steadiness in letting them know that We ;1
root up the seeds of now know how
to Use our own Strength !
secure the Title of
& their weakness, And tho’ we wish to
ihe Subjects of this
do them Good if by Proper Conduct they
'i ou no immediate Aswill putt it in our power we do it not
from any fear of them but from pure
motives of Pity & Benevolence.
|
As I imagine you have had no opporj
>’ Specifics
have tunity of writing since your last of ye
the people with 27th so I did not expect to hear from !
You, & as I cannot know how you cir- I
f r
more than BO
cumstanced so I cannot give you any im- 1
6’’ '-al Book
sent free.
mediate directions as to particulars.
By
the enclosed Copy of the Establishment
for
Price
You’ll see I have gott the Provision for
►rf,>Mons. Inflammations_....25
ye Pay & Subsistence of ye 400 men
tin
ver, orWorrn Disease .25
lengthen’d out a month longer You will
Wakefulness of lufants.25
see also the Establishment for the Garri'I ln-n aud
Adults.25
son as I shall at present dispose of ye
J'
Bronchitis.25

t,

sweating suddenly,
legs
sideways,

give
chopped

though I
Necessity

j1;’

probably

legs

THE

the greatest value in

If fhe horse is overcome
heat get him into the shade, remove harness and
bridle, wash
Gentlemen:
The Indians complain heavily of the out Ins mouth, sponge him all over, shower his
and
him
four
ounces
of
aromatic
spirits
injury you do them, in hunting upon a of ammonia in a
pint of water, or use two ounces or sweet
Stream which they had taken up, there
of nitre, if neither of these
Wives & Children umler ye Protecti n of is a law
against English hunting at all, remedies are at hand,
him a
of warm coffee, Cool the head al once with cold
ye Fori nor cou’d 1 undertake (as I do in but it is hardly yet in force still I cant
water
my offers) to be answerable for their but hope that you are so friendly to the or hi a severe case use
ice, wrapped in cloth.
Protection any where else. As I think Commonwealth that you wont give the
they are in Earnest about coming as we lndia.is any just cause of complaint, the
All draft animals should have protection from flies, if
have gone some Stepps to which
you wish to get from them the full
they little advantage you may make will be a
have acceded of
on the terms
poor compensation to you if by this value of their
'I'renting
No man can do his best work if
power.
so I think we c.iunot use
constantly bothered by insects
any Hostilities means you should be the Authors of disagainst them and their planting Ground turbing the Peace and quiet of your neither can your animals.
while things remain es they are. Yet I
Country. Therefore I earnestly intreat

1 l

!

to secure

working
oxen during the hot weather is by
following, as far as
possible, the. following suggestions: Load lightly and drive slowly. A horse will draw
more and fatigue less drawing two
light loads than in straining over one heavy load. Give the
animals the advantage of all shade along the road, it is as
grateful to them as to you.
While working give them water often. So
long as animals are working, water in moderate
quantity will not harm them. If, however, they are warm from work and are to stand still for

LETTER, TO ENGLISH HUNTERS.
Fort Pownall, March 24, 1764.

DARING AND SENSATIONAL ACTS.

Indian.

effectually in time
tie. Indian Enemits
rue Eastern parts, the
thibseot, and St. John’s,
Peace would be the
tor a Truck House reSettlements.
t:ig Post there we may
iunninication between
liuiifax on Kennebecke
.v absolutely to Possess
all that Country.
By
la much Less nummust
we
continue
to
ban
t.
By These two Forts
Pine between constantly
'(•out will also effectualmmunication with the
with Canada Thro’ the
■•w
England, it must
their Path up thro’ St.
means they will soon
Country & will consemake War in it, or to,

CAREFUL

demonstrated that the way

and

droop,

IN THREE OF THE MOST THRILLING,

in time of
,-ures the Property
trom any Pretense of
or

has
EXPERIMENThorses

work from

they

now

French

will be

Saturday night

Valuable.

here

Six Whale-boats

Ground & Settlements & Destroy them,
as they do ours.
So that in Winter they
must be either starv’d (for ye French
j cannot support them) or come into us &
bread—
j depend upon us for their
As ye best Defense for our Frontiers
is a Knowledge & Practical Use of that some time do not let them drink but
little, until cool.
Knowledge, of the Country-I wou’d
Land
Home
(instead
to
send
by
propose
When they come in after work, sponge off fhe harness marks and
of in Sloops) a hundred or 150 Men
sweat, the eyes, the nose
across from Penobscot to Fort Halifax and mouth, and the dock.
Wash
the
but
not
feet,
the
legs. The horse or ox, needs this
two way's to which I have found out—&
have worked
j from thence by Amoscoggin & Pesump- cleansing more than you do, for
harder than you. The bath rests
scot to Falmouth.
it will them.
I would also know all ye Passes about you,
give your work horse a bran mash cold, and add a tablespoonK
For these services and ful of
Penobscot.
saltpetre.
m
lengthening out ye Establishment for ye
Forces there two months is necessary.
Watch your horse. If he stops
If ye Court will do that—I will dismiss
or if he breathes short and
quick or if
them in a shorter time if it can be done Ins ears
or
if
he
stands
with
his
braced
T. POWNALL.
sooner.
he is in
of sunstroke and
i needs attention at once.

m
■

;•

this

As the only Way to Curb & Restrain
ye Indians is by offensive measures,
such as shall render it impracticable for
them to subsist. I propose, if they do
not come in by Fair Means, to send a
Body of Men to find out their Planting

.,

s

To Owners and Drivers of Horses-Caie

Settlements, so as to Check ye Indi
from coming in small lurking Par-

ties—
For

^v

'll

cou’d stiff wish that aStrong
body of our you to quit the Stream you are upon,
People mignt go up to their Planting and which it plainly appears the Indians
Ground, which possibly may be brought have the best right to, but if you will
about as follows. It they give you
hopes not and any mischief ensues, I cannot
of their coming in You must offer to see how you can
acquit yourselves. If
fetch their Wives & Children & what you are apprehended after the Act takes
Goods they may have &c in our Whale place, you are liable to a fine and forfeit
boats & to Escort them safe.
Push this your Fur, and I shall certainly use my
piece of Kindness upon them that you endeavors to have the Act duly executed.
I am yours &c
may have a proper pretence for sending
a Strong
To the English hunters on Quontababody so farr as their Dwelling
& Planting Ground, but with strict gook pond.
Orders under the Severest Penalties to
Their answer received upon a piece of
do them no violence, to seek no quarrels Birch Bark mark’d with a pin—
nor even to revenge any, unless absoluteLETTER, HAN’S ROBINSON TO CAPT.
ly drove to it for safety. ThU is what I
GOLDTHWAIT.
wou’d wish to have done without delay,
but how to give you Orders is absolutely Capt. Goldthwait:
impracticable for me as I know nothing Sir:
of ye State & Situation in which You &
This comes to let you know that I have
seen
the Indians you sent your letter
ye Indians may stand at present.
If they have broke off all treaty & you with, and they have given it to us, and
have discover’d their design to deceive I we have not set any Traps where
they
vyjju’ri have You send as Strong a body have any, and we would be very glad,
as You can Spare to burn & Destroy you would tell the Indians that we would
their Corn & Means of Subsistence & to hunt upon the Pond, that we were upon
destroy the Indians too if they can catch it first, and there was no Signs of any
them.
But as Matters now stand, No Indians upon it when we came here, if
Risques are to be runn. You must have there were any traps upon it we wou’d
it PXPPllted in snph Manner Xr tn mnlfo not have sat any here, and as we were
ye Matter sure, or not do it att all. For here first we think it is our Right to
it is much better never to attempt it hunt here, but if they are not Satisfied
than to miscarry.
If therefore You can we will go home.
not do it so as in all human probability
So I remain your humble Servant,
to secure ye Success Lett it not be done
Han’s Robinson.
at all.
Remember not only ye Indians
THO’S GOLDTHWAIT TO MR.
LETTER,
but their Allies ye Renegadoes Neutrals
ROBINSON & OTHERS.
are
also to be taken into ye account.
When the time draws near for dismissFort Pownall, March 28, 1764.
ing the men You must then think of the Gentlemen:
Scout I mention’d to You before namely
I received your Note by Arexes, and
that of sending by Land a Hundred Men am sorry to tell you that there is an abfrom Penobscot to Fort Halifax on Ken- solute occasion for you to leave the
nebeck first up ye little River which Pond, which you are upon, and which
comes into Penobscot R’r on ye West the Indians say and demonstrate
they
side about 12 miles above You. Thence have the best right to, I wish you cou’d
over ye Indian carrying Place & down
accomodate yourselves otherwise for the
Sebestoocook to Ft. Halifax thtnce to little Time which you have a Right to
Cushooc, thence to Amescoggin & Pe- hunt, but if you are determined to continue where you are I fear what will be
sumpscot, to Falmouth.
I have order’d Provisions (marching the Consequence. It is as much as I can
allowance) for 100 men, for seven daies do now to pacify the Indians, and I hope
to be lodged at Cushoc.
you’ll consider what injury may be done
As I have found out that Fort Halifax the Province by your not complying with
is not above 30 miles from You in a N & my request, I am Gentlemen,
Your very good Friend &c.,
by W course & that ye Swamp or Meadow at ye Head of ye
West branch of
Tho. Goldthwait.
River
is
not
above
or
8
10 miles
Georges
[To be continued.]
from Ft. Halifax & the great pond at ye
head of ye East branch of Georges from
Can’t look well, eat well or feel well with
whence they carry into Pausegusawackeag is about, if not exactly, half Way impure blood feeding your body. Keep the
between You & Fort Halifax. I must by blood pure with Burdock Blood Bitters. Eat
all means have a Scout that Way & have simply, take exercise, keep clean and you wil
it thoroughly reconnoitered. Give Orders have long life.
to ye Scout that goes by Sebastoocook to
build a Logg house at ye Carrying Place
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
& Order the Scout that goes by ye heads
of Georges River to build a Logg house
either at the East or the West head as
William H. Gilman is visiting relatives
they may be most convenient. A hun- in Unity.
dred may .do for both these Scouts as
Mrs. R N. Fernald of Troy is visiting
that which goes by Georges River need
be but a Small one of ten twelve or fif- her daughter, Mrs. Alvah Wyman.
teen & I should apprehend between 80 or
Mrs. Elizabeth McGray left Saturday
90 enough for the other.
However 1 for a visit with relatives in
Unity.
must leave you to judge of that accordMrs. Lucie Crowell of Brooks has been
ing to the Circumstances you are in, &
according to the accounts You have of in town for several days this week callthe Enemy. I had promised Capt. Her- ing on old friends.
rick that if it was in my Power He shou’d
Mrs. E. S. Parkhurst of Unity, who
have ye Lieutenancy under You but it
has been the guest of Mrs. Ernest S.
happens there is no Lieutenant allow’d Thompson, has returned home.
You at Present. Nor is there allowance
for a Gunner or Interpreter.
You canMr. and Mrs. E. Q. Frost have returnnot do without ye Latter And as Macfar- ed from Belfast, where
they have been
lin ask’d me to make some provision for
visiting at the home of their son, ClarI think if You make him a Serjeant with ence E. Frost.
Ensign’s or Lieutenant’s Rank he will
be very well off & the end will be anMr. and Mrs. William Hurd and son
swered & I nake no doubt of his Accept- Mark
have returned from Liberty,
thankfull
for
&
it.
The where they have been passing a few
being
ing it,
Reason of my giving him the Rank is weeks at their cottage.— Pittsfield Adthat he may appear with proper Charac- vertiser.
ter to ye Indians & also as he has had it
already. And as to ye pay tis more than
he has ever had before or cou’d have expected except on this Expedition. You
dismiss Mr. Burbank as soon as the Establishment is over. You will detain six
of ye Best of ye Whale Boats.

BELFAST HUMANE SOCIETY.

MAIL CARRIERS Will n.*.
This is an age of great discoveries. Progress rides on the air.
Soon we may see Uncle
Sam’s mail carriers flying in all directions,
transporting mail. People take a wonderful
interest in a discovery that benefits them.
That’s why Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Coughs, Colds and other throat and lung diseases is the must popular medicine in America.
“It cured me of a dreadful cough,” writes
Mrs. J. F. Davis, Stickney, Corner, Me., “after
doctor’s treatment and all other remedies had
failed.” For coughs, colds or any bronchial j
affection its unequaled. Price 60c. and $1.00. j
Trial bottle free at all druggists.

Francis Scott

Key and “The ;
Star-Spangled Banner.”

One reason why there have been so
few really great patriotic poems written
may be because in order to do the subject justice the poet must be under

strong emotional excitement such

cared for British soldiers when wounded
and helpless, was arrested and taken to
the British fleet as a prisoner in revenge
for his having sent away from his dooryard some intoxicated English soldiers.
Key, in company with Colonel John S.
Skinner, United States Agent for Parole of Prisoners, arrived at Fort McHenry, on Whetstone Point, in time to
j witness the effort to General Ross to
! make good his boast that he ‘did not care
if it rained militia, he would take Baltimore and make it his winter headquarters.
“They were received on the ship Surptise, and, upon making their plea for
their captive friend were told that he
had inflicted atrocious injuries upon
British soldiers, and the Admiral had
resolved to hang him from the yard-arm.
The eloquence of Mr. Key, supplemented
by letters written by British officers to
Dr. Beanes, thanking him for the many
kindnesses which they had received from
him, finally won Admiral Cochrane
After the
from his vengeful decision.
release of the captive, the Americans
to land,
were not permitted to return
lest they might carry information detriThus
mental to the British cause.
Admiral Cochrane, who enjoyed wellmerited distinction for doing the wrong
tbinonlarprl bi«? nnwillincr crilpsts in
their own boat, the Minden, as near the
as
scene of 'action
possible, with due
regard for their physical safety, in order
that they might suffer the mortification
; of seeing their flag go down.
“For three days Key and his companions watched the landing of nine
thousand soldiers and marines at North
Point, preparatory to the attack on the
fort, which was defended by a small
force of of raw militia, partly composed
of the men who had been so easily de-

they

come
was

River

Enemy

against

feated at Bladensburg.
They were
under command of Colonel George Armistead, who faced a court-martial if he
should not win, for the Washington
administration had peremptorily ordered
him to surrender the fort.
“Through the long hours of the 13th,
Key paced the deck of his boat, watch-

our

Frontiers.

bring triumph

With William Tell Flour your
pastry will be a marvel of delicacy—your muffins, rolls and bread

This

light,

tender and wholesome.
It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.

this is now fairly shutt upon them. What
is Necessary to inform Your Judgment
Provision for Carrying ye Measure to its
Utmost Effect I will order to be laied

Order today.

before You with Plans & Surveys.
T. Pownall.
Council Chamber, June ls't, 1759.
MESSAGE.

6 JUNE, 1759.

Memorandums.
As the Service that must Arise to this
Country from takeing Post & building a
Fort at Penobscot—can never arise from
a Garrison lying idle in & about ya(Fort

the battle with straining eyes and a
heart that thrilled and leaped and sank
with every thunder of gun and flash of
shell. The day was calm and still, with
no wind to lift the flag that drooped
around its staff over Fort McHenry.
At eventide a breeze unfurled its folds,
and as it floated out a shell struck it and
tore out one of its fifteen stars.
His companions went
“Night fell.
below to seek rest in such unquiet
slumbers as might visit them, but there
Not
was no sleep in the heart of Key.
until the mighty question which filled the
night sky with thunder and flame and
surged in whelming billows through his
own soul found its answer in the court
of Eternal Destiny could rest come to
the man who watched through the long
hours of darkness, waiting for dawn to

ing

j

ye last & only door That the
had left to ye Atlantic & I hope

1

(12)

William
Tell Flour
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS.
v

I Old Company’s Lehigh}
1
COAL!
I
|2

2
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2
2

or

despair.

“Silence came—the silence that meant
Whose was the
victory and defeat.
victory? The night gave no answer,
and the lonely man still paced up and
down the deck of the Minden. Then
day dawned in a glory in the east, and
a glory
in the heart of the anxious
watcher. In that first thrill of joy and
our
majestic anthem was formtriumph
ed.
“Key took from his pocket an old letter, and on its blank page pencilled the
In the boat
opening lines of the song.
which took him back to Baltimore he
finished the poem, and in his hotel made
a
for the press. ‘The Starcopy

Spangled Banner’

waving over
the musical
victoriously as it
had floated from the ramparts of Fort
McHenry.
was soon
domain as

burned terribly about the
face, neck and chest. I applied Dr. Thomas’
Eclectic Oil. The pain ceased and the child
sank into a restful sleep."—Mrs. Nancy M.
Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.

“My child

was

First

2

2

5

2
2

a*,

2

Stove and Egg,
Chestnut Coal,
Peal Coal,

$7.75 per ton

X

2

|2
2
®

2
A

These prices are subject to 25 cents discount per
ton on all bills paid within 30 days from date of delivery.
Discount not allowed on anything less than ton lots. The
above prices are for coal put in cehars or on street level
within city limits. Coal taken at plant 50c. per ton less
than above prices. Upstairs 50c. more than above pi ices.
Two flights 75c. per ton additional.
Special attention
given to delivering coal outside city limits at satisfactory

prices.

2
2
®

2
9

2
®
2
g|
w

You will

that we are still selling the genuine Old
Company’s Lehigh Coal exclusively that gave such complete satisfaction the past year, and we hope to receive
All orders
your order for this splendid coal this year.
shall have our prompt and careful attention in preparation and delivery.
see

Good wood of all kinds sold at reasonable prices.

/

WHAT A TONIC

810010
Increase the

Vigor

Strength
to

the

00

People.

*

.

System.

The beneficial influence

The disease settled in the
my body. I could just
get around the house by the aid of a
The pains were so sharp that I
chair.
I
could hardly keep from screaming.
Buffered all through the summer until
early fall. As the doctor did not help
me I again turned to Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills. I gradually got better and
took the pills until cured and have had
no return of the rheumatism since.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50cents per box; six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
months.

2
A

DICTIONARY
MERRIAM WEBSTER
Only A'etv unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library, i

The

Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a

1

single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
A'cw Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.

Let us tell you about thi3 most
remarkable single volume.
Write for sample

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector liureau of Animal
Industry I. S. l?epnitmenl of Agriculture.

VETEBINABIaN
AIL

TREATS

DISEASES OF

AMAIA1S

Hospital, I’Iihtd ucy »ml Office,
SPRING

STREET,

BELFAST MAINE

Hospital St.ci Cld.ftl.

Phones—Hospital 69-187

Residence 69-11

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

DENTIST
Room 5,

Masonic Temple.
Telephone 64-3

THE

This Winter

**

THE

over

RUBBERS

'

INTERNATIONAL.

of this medicine reaches the whole system. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills do more
than relieve one or two of the symptoms, they remove the cause.
The experience of Mrs. James F.
Meynell, of Sullivan, Me., with this
blood-making medicine is given in her
own words, as follows:
“My reason
for recommending Dr. Williams’ Pink
is that
to
others
Pills for l’ale People
they saved me from a long illness and
probably from consumption a few years
When teaching a country school
ago.
I became so completely run down that
I could not attend to my duties.
My
appetite failed me and I became so
weak that it was with great dillieulty
I had palthat I could walk upstairs.
pitation of the heart and was short of
breath. I also lost in weight. The
people with whom I boarded recommended Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People. I gave the remedy atrial
and soon felt my strength returning.
In a very short time I was perfectly
well. More aecently I again took Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills. I had been suffering from rheumatism for several

*

--SHBjga
i'4 iliEW ClEfeWig®)
WEBSTER’S
MEW

and Give

Webster’s dictionary defines a tonic
as a medicine that increases the strength
and gives vigor to the system. That
tells why Dr. Williams’ l’ink Pills for
Thousands
Pale People are a real toni
of men and women are ailing today,
not sick in bed but without strength
and ambition to do a full day's work.
No one organ seems to be at .ault yet
the whole system is lacking .n health.
They cannot sleep or "ret rest, are
always tired out or nervous. Many
have headaches, backaches and stomacn
trouble. All such people need the tonic
help of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for

joints all

•

2

“

8.00
6.50
7.25

Coke,

6

Pale

your Coal

The Coal strike is settled and the prices for Coal have
have been fixed as follows:

£

2

buy

CONSUMERS’ FDEL COMPANY.

Z

2
2
2
2

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

We shall appreciate it very much if you
of the

g

j

i

He will
say you have a
good dinner i£ you serve
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
for dessert.

in-

Rickett tells of the dramatic circumstances that led him to write “The StarSpangled Banner:’’
“It was from this house that Key set
out September 4, 1814, to negotiate for
the release of Dr. Beanes, one of his
friends, who, after having most kindly

SPEECH. JUNE 1, 1759.
Gentlemen of the Council & House of

Representatives:

as

spired Rouget de Lisle and Francis Scott
In an article on Key, in the July
Key.
Lippincott’s, Mrs. La Salle Corbell

T. Povvnall.”

Since the Dissolution of the Late Assembly I have been to the Penobscot
Country, a Larg & Fine Tract of Land in
the Dominions of the British Crown belonging to this Province, but for many
Years a Den for Savages & a lurking
Place for sortie Renegadoe French: By
the Blessing of God I have succeeded in
taking Possession thereof & have I hope
establish’d that Possession by Fixing a
Fort on ye Penobsco': River in such situation as to be very respectable for its
own defense being nowhere commanded,
but more so for ye command it holds of
both Branches of ye River & of the Carrying Place therefrom; of Edgemoggin
Reach ye Outlett, & of Pentagoet the
Rendevouz, of the Eastern Indians when

j
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CHILDREN

tfl2
LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

is ‘‘Heart Throbs,” published by the
Chappie Publishing Co. of Boston in
1905—not a new book, but one that will
BELFAST. THURSDAY. JULY 18. 1912.
Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and 13
never outwear its welcome and that will
often a forerunner of prostrating disfind
new
with
readers
each succeeding ease.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
It is serious and especially so to
year. This is how the material for the
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. book was collected, and it also gives an people that must keep up and doing or
get behindhand.
idea of its contents. Mr. Chappie, ediThe best medicine to take for it is
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
|
tor of The National Magazine, called
the great constitutional remedy
his
re
ders
for
contributions, and
Por one square, one upon
Advertising Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week offered—and paid—$10,000 for the best
end 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
clippings. He said: “What I want is Which purifies and enriches the blood
Sgbscrii’tion Terms. In advance. $2.00 a real heart throbs—those
things that and builds up the whole system.
three
for
50
cents
year; $1.00 for six months;
Get it today in usual liquid form or
make us all kin; those things that enmonths.
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.
dure—the classics of our own lives. Send
Major General Daniel E. Sickles of me a clipping, a story, an anecdote, or a
The News of Brooks.
New York is reported as saying in a re- selection that has touched your heart.
It
is
in
the
American
homes that 1 am
cent speech that Woodrow Wilson was
Miss Esther Files of Clinton is visiting Miss
“born amid rebel surroundings and that seeking for the literature that endures— Christine Jones.
those things that touch and pulsate with
we of the north have never been disMrs. Welch of Belfast has been visiting her
posed to put such a man in the White the best and noblest emotions and senti- sister, Mrs. A. E. Kilgore.
ment.” This appeal met with a general
House.”
Miss Dorothea Mathews of Belfast will spend
response, the contributions including the summer with the
family of Elmer Roberts
If this country did not win the great many of the best
things in literature,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Warren and daughter of
Marathon race, the crowning event of with poems by unknown authors whose
East Boston are visiting Ezra Carpenter and
the Olympic games at Stockholm it won merit and
pathos entitle them to appear

The Republican Journal

Loss of

County Correspondence.

Appetite

east searsmont.
Moody Bickford has gone to Dover, N. H.,
where he has employment....Miss Sibelle
Cummings and nephew, Robbie McKenna of
New York city, arrived July 16th ...Clifford
Bickford of Palmer, Mass., is spending two
weeks with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Bickford_Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Burgess and
little son of Rockland called on their daughter,
Mrs. Albert Marriner, June 30th.

Bu™l”^ager

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

experience
ght pasily have been

little
ni

the front

nearer

Here is another item

on

mainland, and the island of Nordstrand

a

immense reservoirs at different levels.

The services at the North church will be
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday,
evening; morning worship Sunday at 10.45
a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.
A cordial invitation is extended to the public to attend
these services.

of 1,500 acres and the lower one an area half
When the tide is rising
as large again.
area

through

turbines

p.

For
flow’ into that until the ebb begins.
six hours, while the tide is flowing, the

higher

basin will be

open and the flew of water through
them will drive the turbines. The sluiceways w’ill be arranged so that whatever

;

the state of the tide the turbines will always be driven in the same direction.

plant

The

constantly

is

expected to supply
laige territory.

power

over a

Epwrorth League
Sunday evening at 6.30 p.
Evangelistic service at 7.30
day evening.

at

■‘Pulzer’s Short Speeches” is the alliterative title of

somewhat

a

book that recently

came

to

unique

our

desk

of the

speeches

of

Hon. William Sulzer of New’ York city,
chairman of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs of the House of
The

compiler, George

New York

biographical

Representatives.
W. Blake of the

Times, contributes a short
sketch of William Sulzer,

from which it appears that there is a desire to have M r. Sulzer the Democratic

candidate for Governor of New York,
object of the book is evidently

.and the
to

increase that desire and ensure the

nomination of Mr. Sulzer. The

biographer

rather overdoes his task in presenting
the claims of Mr. Sulzer to public confidence and support, albeit his

subject

is

wortny, no nouui, oi strong commendation. One quotation will suffice. Of
Mr.

Sulzer it is said:

“He is

just a
everyday, plodding, good

plain, common,
matured citizen,

sincere, square, and
loyal in every fibre of his manhood. He
does not command support by subtile in-

fluences, trickery, hypocrisy, self-advertising and the command of wealth, like
some

others, but succeeds solely through

his brains, his intrepidity and his fidelity
He never
to friends and to principles.
had a press agent. He never financed a

publicity bureau. He never paid for
puffs.” Evidently Mr. Sulzer is a rara
avis among politicians and differs very
materially from many Congressmen we
have known. His speeches merit what bis
biographer says of them: “He does not
indulge in sophistry or in refined and involved sentences that are hard to understand. There is snap to his speeches.

generally short, epigrammatic
They
and eloquent.
They ring true. They
say what they mean and mean what
they say.” The speeches published in
are

the volume before us bear out this statement. When Mr. Sulzer completes his

present

the past nineteen years. He has been
at all times the friend and champion of i
the soldier, and in support of a bill in-

by him in behalf of the veterans he said:
“I want this bill to pass
for patriotism—the noblest sentiment
that animates the soul of man. I say
that there is no gift in the Republic too
great for the men who saved the Republic.” And in support of a bill to place
Major General Daniel G. Sickles on the
retired list as a lieutenant general, he
said: “General Sickles career is finished.
He is a very old man. He has run the race.
He has fought the good fight. He can live
Who is there
at best but a short time.
so unpatriotic that he would refuse this
honor to this grand old battle-scarred
veteran, with his gallant and heroic record?”
Another book just come to our desk
with the compliments of Joe Mitchell
Chappie also merits the descriptive word
unique, both as to title and contents. It

prayer
m.

p.

m.

meeting

Praise and
each Sun-

Mass.

1

Mrs. Cheney Higgins came up from Bayside
Saturday to attend church here. Mr. Higgins
sticks close by the salt water during the hayfever season, being sorely afflicted with that !
most peculiar disease during the summer

months.

Payson, who is afflicted
blindness, recently lost her husband and

Mrs. Hattie Stiles
with

visiting friends in town. She spent the
week past with Mrs. Wm. Rowe and was
pleased to meet many old acquaintances at
church Sunday.
is

now

Charlie Ryder is back from the Tapley hospital and has resumed his duties at the A. E.
Chase store
His hand is still in a very bad
condition from the serious case of blood poisoning from which he has been suffering, but is

Belfast, Maine
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Egg Shippers: NoticeT

can

,exact size,

$2.00—only

Don’t miss this grand opportunity.
We are always at your service.

Main Street,

ft

I

We need more fancy hennery eggs!
We’ve esta
ed a reputation for “prompt” returns at top pi
Send us your tggs. Ask your neighbor who may h,
ping us, what he thinks about us.

•

to

be found at

CHAPIN

i
„

& ADAMS CO

35 South Market Street, Boston

SKeSktumoreo^tof^

The Children’s day concert by the Baptist rapidly improving.
Sunday school was given last Sunday evening.
Mrs. Flora Thompson and Mrs. A. B. Payson
The 'ollection was devoted to the Baptist Pubspent a week in Boston and Haverhill, Mass.
lication Society. The following
program wTas
Mrs. Thompson will remain here for another
given by the you iger classes:
i month caring for her sister, Mrs. C. H. Forbes,
March.
who has been ill since the sad death of her son
Hymn, No. 576.
Galen some three weeks ago.
Responsive reading, Psalm 96.
I’rayer,
Rev. H. W. Rhoades
Rev. H. G. Booth went to Bayside Monday
Chorus, God is on the Throne
W’ouid
the
W’orld
Recitation,
be Better?
and is spending the week at the Carpenter’s
Aiuena Alien
cottage, where he was joined by two of his sisExercise,
Primary Department ters from New York. He was
accompanied by
Chorus, Be a Herald.
Recitation, The Brown Thrush, Bessie Allen Mr. J. G. Rand of South Boston, who is preachSong, In our Dear Lord’s Garden,
ing for the summer at Monroe Center.
By the children
Recitation,
Frederick Chase
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester, formerly of MinneChorus, Soft Winds are Singing.
apolis, who bought the Pheobe Reynolds place
Exercise, Summer’s Message,
Intermediate Department in this village, have moved into their new
Chorus.
house. Mrs. Sylvester, who is a sister of Mrs.
Service, The Work of our Society.
Alpheus Roberts, has been ill for some time,
Offering.
and is only recently so far improved as to enSolo, Miss Hopkins.
Recitation,
Louise Webber able them to move.
Closing Hymn, No. 184.
Mrs. Walter Young presented her husband
with a ten-pound baby boy on July 6th. They
SWANVILLE.
Mr. Alonzo Damm has returned to Lowell, now have a thriving family of three little
the eldest, is two and a half years
Me., where he is engaged in lumbering.... Mrs. ones. Ruth,
to raise up a corps of efficient
Charles Damm, who came home to help about ! old. They mean
handle their large and prosperous
the haying, is quite sick_Mrs. King of Port- clerks to
near future.
land and Mr. Samuel Whitten of Saco are grocery business in the
guests at Maple Terrace Farm....Mr. Walter
Albert Brown and wife of South FramingJ. Nickerson has sold his horse.... Mrs. Fred ham have been at their brother’s, Fred HCunningham of Monroe and her daughter, Brown. A. B. Payson took the family to BanMrs. Amand Messure of Boston, visited friends gor in his auto, and returning brought Miss
in town last week_Mr. and Mrs.
George Emily Brown to her parents home, accomDay of Chelmsford, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. panied by Miss Miriam Rand. Miss Brown
H. E. Ellis called on friends here recently....
graduated July 6th from the hospital in BanMrs. Bartlett, who is almost 91 years old, is
gor and is now a full fledged nurse.
quite sick. Her grandsons, Charles Bartlett of
The friends of Mrs. L. C. Cilley will be sor-.
Belfast and John Bartlett of Boston, were her
to learn that she is very sick at this writing
guests last week-The L. A. B. will not meet j ry
I and can sit up but little and walk only a few
until
the
second
again
Thursday in August,
she underwent an operation she
I
when they will meet with Mrs. A. T. Nicker- steps. After
! seemed to gain for three weeks, but has failed
son.
Mr. W. E. Damm accompanied his son
in the past three weeks.
She can take but
McKinley to Bangor Friday to have a surgical j
little nourishment and has a very bad heart
operation performed upon his nose, returning
but it is hoped she may soon begin to
Friday night. Saturday night Mrs. Damm trouble,
She keeps up an actiye interest in
went up and returned Sunday bringing her improve.
the events of the day and stands for the right
son
with her, who is doing nicely....The
in all things.
rain which vtasso badly needed came Sunday
but
more is needed
to save the
morning,

; crops.

Kills Germs.
Parisian Sage is Also the Most Delightful
Hair Dressing on Earth.
PARISIAN SAGE penetrates into the roots ot
the hair, destroys the dandruff germs, puts
new life into the hair and stops it from
falling
out.

A. A. Howes & Co. guarantee it for dandruff,
falling hair and itching scalp and a large bottle
costs but 60 cents.
"In August I began losing my hair in spots
from the size of a quartert o the size of a silver
dollar. I was seriously alarmed—after consulting physicians and trying many things, I
decided to try PARISIAN SAGE and I find my
hair in much better condition, new hair growing in the bald spots.” Mrs. Blanche S. Marshall, 407 Hinton Ave., Charlottsville, Va.
Ladies give delightful PARISIAN SAGE a
trial, and see how quickly your hair will grow
lovely and fascinating.

Private
Grill

$260

Dining Rooms,

Room,

PUnked Steak Dinners
Broiled Live Lobster

Dinners,

Broiled Chicken Dinner
Shore Dinners.

more

Buys

Addie Flemant... Misses Hazel Young, Nita
Hill and Marion Philbrook had a pleasant little
outing at the Hill cottage at Swan Lake last Orchestra all
week_Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Martin of WorcesSeason.
ter, Mass., who are traveling through this part
every WednesHops
of the State in their touring car, called on Mrs.
day and Satutday.
M. C. Arey Monday-Mrs. C. R. Lougee
spent the week-end at Swan Lake with Mrs. Admission 25c. each.
C. C. Moody.... Mrs. Lizzie Eldredge and
daughter Frances and Miss Mary Fisher will
W. FRANKLIN
go to Northport Tuesday for an outing of a
week or two-Miss Grace Lockhart of Bos- CENTER BELMONT.
Mr. M. M. Nelson of the U. S. N., who has
ton is visiting her parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. J.
been at home since April, left for Boston last
Lockhart.
Saturday, accompanied by his two brothers,
NORTH UNITY.
George and Ernes'; Nelson, who have been visA slight shower, accompanied by thunder
iting him. Mr. Nelson will join his ship someand lightning,passed over our tovvnWednesday
time the latter part of this month.... Large
night, July 10th. The lightning struck an un- loads of pressed hay are being hauled to town
occupied building in Troy, but did no damage. in order to clear the barns for the incoming
Since this shower the excessive heat has dis- | crop which looks as if it was above the averappeared, much to the comfort of all-How- i age, except that where it borders on thehighard Hillman of Unity raised, picked and sold I ways it is rather gritty
from one-eighth of an acre about $50 worth of
strawberries, beside supplying two families WEST W1NTERPORT.
A very painful accident occurred July 4th at
with all they wished. The ground received no
water whatever during the time of their the home of D. L. Dyer, when an India
growth_The widow of the late A. C. Myrick cracker was discharged in the eye of his ten
of Belfast, formerly of Troy,was in town a few years old son Daniel, who fortunately escaped
days last week_Mr. Geo. Townsend of the loss of the sight-Mrs. Abbie Clark has
she
Sherman, who recently lost his buildings by returned from Brattleboro, Mass., where
two weeks... .Mr. George
fire, is here with his family building a summer visited relatives for
who has been ill with blood poisoning in
cottage on the shore of Windermere lake.... Grant,
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Nye his arm, is slowly convalescing under the care
of Malden, Mass., are
to welcome them of Dr. Mansfield.Alfred Campbell and

daughter

1

LIBERTY

are

spending

the

summer
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4-Passenger
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Readers Are Learning the Way.
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sympathy
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Drug Habits Special);
with Great Success.

once.

j

South Shore,

Bayside, Maine.
Quick lunches served at all

times

to

auto parties.
Shore

Dinners

served

to

order.

Little Neck Clams, Soft Shell Crabs.
Frogs' Legs. Everything the SEA

Paint Yoi
Ho

affords sent direct by Shattuck &
Jones, Fanuel Hall, Market, Boston

with his

is expressed for the bereaved husband and only daughter, Mrs. Bert Reynolds,
of this town. Mrs. Hart was a helpmate in
the truest sense of the word; always a hustler
and never so happy as when things were moving right along, managing the hotel at this
place for twenty-five years. “Sis,” as she was
better known, did her part in accumulating a
snug property and building the new home they
had just completed, and had planned to enjoy
life after so many years of arduous labor; but
it was not to be. Her work is finished and she
is at rest.... Mrs. H. I. Libby was out riding
last Saturday evening after a long period of
ill health_Francis Stevens has taken Mertie
Calls place at C. E. Sherman’s
Mrs. Daisy
Hoxie and daughter Christina spent the weekend at Geo. Sherman’s in North Clinton... .Albert Bryant spent Sunday in Freedom... Miss
Cora B. Baker, nurse, is spending her vacation
with her aunt, Mrs. Hulda Baxter....Mrs. C.
E. Purington and .children of Augusta are at
Rufus Gilmore’s for the summer months....
Miss Nellie Morse was called to Litchfield last
week by the illness of her mother.... North
Waldo Pomona will hold their field meeting at
Windermere Park Aug. 14th, and many will
attend from Burnham Grange, no doubt.

the

Call up-m.
I'lii’ Neal institute, tin Pie
Portland. Me. Tel.

Lobsters

a

CHICKEN

SER£MALL

Specialty.

INSinE AND on

Monarch

Order by Phone.
Location central but retired.

r

\Ve carry Oils, \
Stains, Brusht

Personally conducted by

Mrs. L. C. ROSS.

Mitcliell&Ti
Stovts, Ranges and

Belfast Opera House

Kitchen I

t:

3 NIGHTS,

Commencing Monday, |
|
July 22nd,
1
RETURN

OF

ENGAGEMENT

...

HELP THE KIDNEYS.

by

| absolutely certain.

Inquire of
CARLE & JONES.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Campbell
Mrs. Emma Larrabee and mother have returned to their home after an absence of
several months... Mrs. Lucy N. Dyer visited
Mrs. Fred Cunningham and daughter Jessie

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grant and family arrived last week and opened their cottage at from Providence, R. I., July 8th, in MonroePanola Point. Mr. Grant landed a ten-pound Wm. Hall and wife spent last Sunday with
salmon Thursday_ .Bert Bradstreet and relatives in Hermon.
daughter, Miss Maud, of Brockton, Mass., who
LINCOLN V1LLE.
have been visiting Mr. Bradstreet’s mother,
Mr. Frank Kennedy of Camden was a guest
Mrs. S. A. White, for several days, returned
at the Hall cottage Sunday-Miss Helen
home Friday.... Miss Susie Copp, who has
Sleeper arrived Sunday from South Framingbeen spending several weeks in Augusta, reham, Mass., and will pass a few weeks at the
turned home last week_C. M. Hurd was a
: Pottle homestead_Mr. and Mrs. George
business caller in Belfast Tuesday... Miss
Baldwin of Somerville, Mass., are guests at the
Ruth Knowlton closed a very successful term
Hillside for a few weeks.Miss May Trafton
Miss
of school in South Liberty, July 3d.
of Maplewood, Mass., is spending a vacation
Knowlton is a graduate of Coburn Classical
with her aunt, Mrs. Carrie Hall-Mr. and
Institute and is a painstaking teacher. She
Mrs. Dennis Kelley of Somerville, Mass., were
received many pretty gifts from her pupils as
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Benson
guests
testimonials of their love and respect. Thirteen
Hall_Mrs. Alice Dickey has returned home
of them were not absent during the term of ;
from a ten days’ visit with her son, Mr. Frank
ten weeks
Miss Gladys Skidmore, who has I
Dickey, in Waterville... Mrs. Grace Mahoney
been studying music
in Augusta with J.
and Mrs. Effie Grey were in Camden Tuesday,
Frances MacNichal, sang at the service Sun.There was a hay rack party frim
day morning “Abide With Me” in a very ac- shopping...
Hall’s cottage last Saturday evening to attend
has
Miss
Skidmore
made
manner.
ceptable
the dance at Cilley’s Hall and it was one of the
great improvement in the short time she has
most enjoyable events of last week. A goodly
studied-Miss Addie Reynolds left last week
crowd was in attendance and a delightful
for Old Orchard,where she has a place as table
was passed.
There will be another
girl in one of the hotels-Mr. Hay and sister, evening
dance next Saturday evening.... Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ha"-, are at their cottage on Birch Island
Horace Morton of Chicago were guests of
after several years absence_Miss Genie
Hon. and Mrs. A. H. Miller the past weekBancroft has arrived from Brooklyn, N. Y., for
Emma Dickey and son Ernest of Somerthe season and is staying at George Cram’s.... Mrs.
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. David
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pulsifer and children of ville, Mass.,
! Cross.
Brooklyn, New York, are at the Pulsifer cotI
tage on the shore of the lake_Dr. and Mrs. BURNHAM
H. E. Knowlton and Mrs. L. A. Knowlton and
At last our drouth is broken. Rain fell Satmaid of Belfast are passing two weeks at the
urday night that did much good in this vicinitycottage in Beaulieu Park-Miss Ella Greeley, i_Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Harding of Billerica,
who has been in Northampton, Mass., since
I Mass., are spending the summer with their
last November, returned home last Saturday.
daughter, Mrs. G. E. Bryant.... Mrs. Mary
(Gilmore), wife of John Hart, died Saturday
morning, July 13th, after a long illness. Much

EMPLOYE

If he drinks, have a talk v
to take t h ree day s -if ml :i.
that will make a man -o' him
more.
Y<-u ko
Mastery
drink or ynit will have
di*< !•
that is a hard thing t'.y.i
our
Three Day s." a bush
It is free. Let us prove t--

...

time at Windermere Park.

It’s the little kidney ills—
The lame, weak or aching back—
Miss Helen Dougherty of Brewer is at the
The unnoticed urinary disorders—
Brewer cottage for two weeks.
That lead to dropsy and Bright’s disease.
When the kidneys are sick.
Mrs. Fred W. Brown of Brooks, who had
been the guest of Mrs. Vesta Davis Higgins,
Help them with Doan’s Kidney Pills,
A remedy especially for sick kidneys.
was called home last Friday by illness in her
Doan’s have been curing kidney troubles foi
family.
75 years.
A tennis court. 35x75, has been completed on
Endorsed by 50,000 people—endorsed at
the shore side of Northport Inn. It is an ideal home.
location and there are a number of tennis enProof in a Belfast citizen’s statement.
thusiasts at the Inn.
I. W. Cross, 17 Miller street, Belfast, Maine,
Mr. John G. Damon of Belfast is the guest says: **I can still recommend Doan’s Kidney
of his daughter, Mrs. J. W. Turner of Boston, Pills again for they live up to the claims made
formerly Miss Edith Damon. Mrs. Josephine for them. They greatly benefited me when 1
Shiek of Boston is also a guest of Mrs. Turner. was suffering from kidney complaint and 1
E. R. Conner is more than busy. He had to willingly confirm all that I said in their praise
put on a extra man last week to assist in the six years ago.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos«
rush of trade at his general store. He owns
eleven cottages on the grounds and all are ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agenti
Mr. Conner believes in wholesale for the United States.
rented.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take n<
business even in cottages and has an up-to-date
bath room in the cottage ha occupies himself. other.

NORTHPORT CAMPGROUND.

YOUR

glad
to town once more. They will visit friends
and relatives and also spend a part of their

...

term he will have served twenty

years in the House of Representatives
and his speeches touch upon every important question before Congress during

troduced

m.;

for the summer was held in
the Universalist church last Sunday.
The
church will be closed until the first of SeptemMr. Blair will continue to preach at
ber.
Swanville and Stockton during this month.
Mrs. A. A. Blair left last week for New Hampshire to care for Mr. Blair’s mother, who suffered a slight shock. She will not return for
several weeks.

from the J. S. Ogelvie Publishing Co. of
It is a compilation from the

Congress
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The last service

New York.
records of

at

:

„in

H. M. BLACK S,

BURNHAM,

Mrs. L. A. Payson, who has been stopping
for a few weeks with the family of C. H.
Forbes, has returned to Waterviiie, and Mrs’
Celia Richards, who was visiting the same
family, has returned to her home in Reading,

m.

Rev. Father James A. Hayes of Portland has
been appointed by Rt. Rev. Bishop Louis S.
Walsh as assistant to Rev. Father Dennis A.
McCabe of the St. Francis Catholic church,
Fr. McCabe holds services every Sunday at
Dark Harbor during the summer.
The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sunday at 10.45 morning worship; Sunday school

birthplace.

Mrs. Gilbert Morrill has gone with her husband for a trip through Aroostook county.
Their son Hugh is spending the summer at
Sanders Stiles farm house, helping Robert with
the haying and the two boys make merry work
of it.

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows; Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenfrom the sea into the reservoir will pro- ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
All who do
duce 5,000 horsepower. As the tide nears j Sunday school at 12 o’clock,
not attend Sunday school at any other church
the flood, the sluices of the higher reserare cordially invited.
Evening service at 7.30
voir will be opened, and the water will

between the

priced

wt

REMEMBER THE PLACE-

to un-

we

also have a few Odd Corsets, for which
sell regardless of cost.

f

for we carry them in ALL
WID T HS. Moderately

than 30 years. This was his
He was the guest of his aunt, Mrs.

tirst time for

of New York.

the lower reservoir, and it is estimated

gates

Friday-Capt. Ralph

you your

iWe

Quickly

strings

on, no

\

mui

Mrs. Leander Staples has returned from a
five weeks’ pleasure trip to New York and
Boston, where she visited her children. She
brought back with her a niece, Mrs. Geo. Dasco

as

the level of the sea will be from two and
one-half to 10 feet higher than that in
that the flow of water

give

Lingerie Waists that sold for $1.50, wt
selling for $1.20; $2.00 for $1.60.
$2.50 for $2.00, Etc.

—

succession of dams that will form two
will have an

soles.

tie (see cut) and

!

beach in the Higgins cottage.

iunuitu

North Sea generate electric power. He
intends to build between Husum, on the

one

bending

j

tidal power:

Hamburg engineer plans to erect
works in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany,
by which he can make the tides in the
A

higher

expected

the street.

put

|

than he was.

The

at the

good enough to wear

Lingerie Waists for 20 % ;

our

are now

I
f

looking lasts—yes-

selling

our

\

Made of soft, yielding Vici
stock, with flexible, easy

—

a

very
and training he

more

are

on

i

are now

Any of

f

Our special Julia Marlowe
house shoes with all their
comfort are made on neat,
trim
look

j

discount.

f
|

purpose.

Whitmore of Northport has been working for
Hills Bros, a few days while his schooner was
Mrs. Frances Merritt went to Bayside Tues- hauled up at Saturday Cove
Tne Episcopal services will be held until
Dancing seems
day to spend a week with Mr. and Mrs.Cheney to be a popular amusement in Northport this
further notice every Sunday afternoon at 4
Mrs. Grace Bachelder left on Thurs- ! season. At the skating rink on the South
: Higgins.
o’clock in the North church vestry.
to spend the week-end with the same Shore dances are held three times a week, at
The church at Lincolnville Beach will be day
j
;
Temple Heights eve-y Friday evening and an
reopened next Sunday, after complete renova- family.
last
a
lawn
orchestra at the Northport Inn furnishes
Miss Gertrude Lane had
party
tion. Rev. S. E. Frohock will preach at 3 p. m !
week, it being her seventh birthday. Some | music every evening for those who care to
The Christian Scientists hold services in
ten ux
xxiuxe
nuic wumcu
j dance.
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
on ice cream and cake, and had a most enjoyat 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
WINTERPORT.
able time.
Mrs. Joseph Durham and daughter, Miss
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
Mrs. May Boody Lyons and daughter Olive
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
Elizabeth, arrived from Boston last week for a
are spending two weeks with the family of
few weeks' stay in their old hometown....
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Wilbur Barker; also Marcellus Barker and Miss Crafts of New York is the
guest of Mrs.
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
are
at
visiting
Leander Gilman_Mr. Warren Babbidge of
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday daughter Rena of Waterviiie,
his brother’s.
school.
Haverhill, Mass., was in town last week for the

day in September.

Sockalexis finished the 25 miles
in good condition, and it is not at all be-

ance.

to state that with

Willing to wear
clumsy affairs that are
usually offered for this

EAST NORTHPOKT.
Rev. D. B. Phelan of Belfast will hold services in the auditorium on the Campground
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, instead
of in the chapel_Miss Mabel Wadlin is at
home for the summer vacation. She has been
employed in the H. H. Coombs store in Bel-

more

We
»

the

mother, Mrs. Rhoda Moore.

fast_Miss Sue Partridge of Belfast was in
town Friday on business, and incidentally called on some friends_Mrs. A. F. Mink is
working for Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell.... Mrs. M. B.
Whiting is busy with summer boarders and

women

many

not

are

..

by a liberal margin over its in this notable collection. Maine is well
M. J. Dow is working in the hayfield and is
leading competitors. In the marathon represented by Henry Wadsworth Long- making long days at the farm where his boyit made a splendid showing, six of the fellow, John D. Long, Elizabeth Akers hood was
spent.
first ten men to finish wearing the Unit- Allen(“Rock Me to Sleep, Mother”)HolMrs. Helen T. Wells of Boston arrived this
ed States shield on their breasts. The man F. Day, Morris Owen (“The Re- week to
spend the summer with her sister,
fourth to finish was Andrew Sockalexis, turned Battle Flags”) and others. The Mrs. Merton Fogg.
the Old Town Indian, and his perform- volume is one of interest from cover to
Stanley Perkins and Everett Tasker have recover and merits a place in every home.
ance was one deserving of the highest
turned from Bayside, where they have been
praise. A young man with very scant
painting for several weeks.
John Hobbs was at home with his family
The Churches.
experience as a marathon runner, he
had had no training until he was picked
over Sunday,
He has a fine string of horses
as a member of the American Olympic
Rev. George S. Mills will preach at the Bap- in his sales stable at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. F. W. Brown, Jr., was called home by
team, having won his place on the team tist church next Sunday.
There will be no Sunday services at the First the illness of her family with the measles. She
by his pluck and perseverance, unaided
by any pull or record of past perform- Parish (Unitarian) church until the first Sun- was much refreshed by her three weeks’ spent

great

Now is the Time to Get a Dainty
Waist for a Dainty Price.

would like a comfortable,
easy house shoe—but they

...

the meet

reason

A

Mrs. Emma Taylor is at home for the summer.
Mrs. Susie Braley of Whitman, Mass.,
is theguest of her sister, Mrs. Jennie Jones....
Mrs. Lida Lyman and two children of Natick,
Mass., and Mrs. G. D. Lyman of Springfield,
Mass., are guests at Mrs. Isaac Hall’s-Miss
Geneva Hutchins of Belfast is the guest of
Miss Helen Cobb_The Epworth League will
give an entertainment of music and tableaux
in the church Tuesday evening, July 23d, beginning at 8 o’clock. Admission, 10c. Ice
cream will be served at the close of the entertainment.
Mr. Freedom Wentworth of Boston is spending the summer with his sisters,
Mrs. Myra Hall and Mrs. Sadie Luce... Ethel
Moore of Rockland is visiting her grand-

j

Shirtwaist Sale

I

SEARSMONT.

wife.

yond

A Two Weeks’

Downing Stock Co.
IN

ALL

NEW

lAXKCC roirs NOTICE.
1 !
gives notice 'bat he
executor <>t tlu* last \\
or
ELLEN F. LOW, late of
in the County of Waldo, decernhaving demands against the
ceased are desired !<■ prest-ni
tlement, and all indebted th
to make payment immediate^
of Hampden, Ate., mv anil -n i.
tiEoitc
Dubuque, Iowa, July 9, ]5»f.

by

1J

pointed

PLAYS.

5

Vaudeville Acts

5

4

Reels of Pictures

4

Wanted
Stitt

Admission,

10 Cents

Reserved Seats,

25

“

•

I Estabrooks Shirt Mai
Companu

PROSPECT.

Katherine, Georgia and Hattie Haley
called home from Seal Harbor Monday
by the death of their grandfather, Michael H.
Haley. They returned to the Harbor Tuesday.
.Among those who came from out of town to
attend the funeral of M. H. Haley were John
Haley of Bethel, Vt., Miss Fannie and Katherine Quigley of Bangor, Ira White and Joshua
Crockett of Winterport ...Frank Guidamore
has sold his farm to Chellis Kazick-The
many friends of Mrs. Fred Alley will be glad
to hear that she is slowly recovering from her
Misses

were

illness.... Fred Copp left home last
Thursday for Seal Harbor, where he has employment. ...Ney Killman went to Hancock
last Saturday. His wife came from their home
at Livermore Falls and joined him for a weekend visit at their old home.... Nearly all the
farmers in this vicinity are busy haying and
all report a light crop.
recent

HILL, (Swanyille.)
and Mrs. Geo. Day from Chelmsford,
Mass., were in town July 11th calling on relative^ and friends... .Charles Damm is ill with
jaundice and Dr. Tapley is attending him....
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Roberts are guests of
their daughter, Mrs. Loren Small... .Mrs. E.
L. Cunningham and daughter Edna were guests
of Mrs. A. W. Damm July 12th... .Mr. James
Tricky was called to Gloucester, Mass., July
11th, by the serious illness of his sister....
Misaes Cora and Ada Hat vey have employment
in Belfast in Thompson’s clothing factory..••
Mr. F. O. Seeking is quite ill with the measles.
OAK
Mr.

20,000
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papers
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hose made in the Guaranteed

26thrViJay. July
sold to Frank A. BramN ,t ton has
v..i, model 14, car for delivery
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fltoleproof

Kish Market.
Wood, assisted by Drs. Clarence
Soarsmont and Benjamin Keller of
I'neii a surgical operation last
on Mrs. George Madden of
v.~s

wa> is the latest

Lucinda M. Anderson,
were brought to Belfast
nve cemetery last Saturday
was accompanied by Mrs.
lines G. Anderson, Jr.
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began Tuesday to make
ami improvements in the
,,re corner of Main and Wash-
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pure, sure silk.

i

in the recent fire.

inaged

colors,.$2.00

|

3 prs. Women’s, 4 colors, $3.00
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put in and the doors
was occupied at the time
A. Sanborn, gtocer, who will
•here when the repairs are
ill be

just completed exten-
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the

at

the house,

of
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and painting and papering
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room to accommodate the
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letters

post ofLadies—

Crockett,

A. Lane, Mrs.
Mis? Edith L. Marden, Mrs.
Miss Edna M. Whitcomb,
rnen—A. H. Crockett, C.
i: ningham, Vincent H. Col-

Douglas Hughes,

Hiram

Lowell, F'k. Moore, Oren
ith, Orren G. Wood.
Circus.
Howe’s Great
didated will appear in Bel2->th. While the trained

feature,
fully up

regular
to a high
Miderful Zanfretta Family
the

irreat

acts is

ii »ve no

equals in the circus
are among the

Lowandes

Troupe, Flying Juniata
acrobats have

i roupe of

hm.tucky
seen

manage and
only with this

no

High
show.

f'nny, the gymnasts clever,
m.erous and the menagerie is
Prize Team a great feaparade will be given,
•.lie grounds at ten o’clock on
>-r formance.
gow
rt-et

Party

The annual benefit
Aged Women
-Ith, on the Home grounds,
tke date has been Thursday,
? ;• ear to Wedne
-day that
:y attend more generally,
Home for

1

ttees

are

Mrs.

A.

in
C.

charge of the
Hopkins and

candy, Mrs. Elon B. GilPillsbury; fancy work,
lighting, Mr. and
finance, I)r. Elmer Small;
vn I’.Morison, Frances A.
v^uimby, Margaret White,
is L. Slugg and Ralph
Mr. F’.lon B. Gilchrest;
R. F\ Dunton, Mrs.
ses J. A. Wiggin and Sue
;

ndowment fund of the

♦

m

t<

defray

expenses and

without State or counmild aid in making this
The sale will begin at

i’>

1

y

:e

through the evening,

ncert, the program to
Miss Alice E. Simmons
•The Raven” with piano

Jrved
e

Seats

on

sale

Colonial for Klarkiday at 8 a. m.

Wanted
apable, middle aged
do general houseaiily of three. Must
d

ooiurs P.

cook.
week.

Wages five

i

■

AnV
12

you

get the

To-morrow, Friday, evening will be orchesnight at the moving picture show at the

1

The return engagement of the ever
popular
Downing Stock Co. to Belfast Opera House for
three days beginning Monday July22d promises
to be one of the events of the summer season,
Search where you will, you will not find more
for your money. Think of it, the play (chang-

There will be no band concert next week as
the lawn party at the Home for Aged Women
takes place Wednesday night.

night) 5 vaudeville acts, and 4 reels
of the pleasing pictures. Prices will be the
ed every

Edward F. Littlefield has bought of J. Fred I same as
before. Admission 10 cents. ReSylvester, the house on Cedar street which served seats 25 cents. All new
plays will be
Mr. Sylvester has been occupying for some | offered.
months past and which he recently bought.
xiic
in oui oi
icpuii puonsneu

|

town

papers

The Optometrists. Dr. F. L. Adams of the that the
decomposed remains of a man had
Belfast Optical Co., left this morning for Old been found in Little
j
River, the source of the
Orchard to attend the quarterly meeting of
city’s water supply, was entirely without founthe Maine Association of Optometrists, he dation. The
whereabouts of the man alleged
being one of the lecturers on defects of vision. to have been missing since July 4th was readWhile a combination of Optometrist and Opily ascertained. People were naturally horritician has existed for ages, the advent of op- fied on
reading this unfounded report and Cor-

special profession is comparatively new. The optometrist is one who measures
the powers of vision, while the optician is one
who makes the glasses. The eyes and good
eyesight are of such importance in this progressive age that the practice demands reguas a

have

optometry law, although the practice
in 27 States and 3 Canadian
Provinces. The Maine law has been in force
about three years and has weeded out a hord
of fakers that formerly infested the State and
swindled the people unmercifully. L)r. Adams
is a graduate of the Philadelphia College and
has also been honored by the Scientific Section
of the American Optical Association with the
degree of Doctor of Optical Science for scientific research work in refraction.
is

an

now

regulated

Steamer Notes. The Maine Central R. R.
Co. makes the following announcement of the
curtailment of steamboat service in Penobscot

Bay: “Beginning

on

Monday, July 15th,

sure silk, are guaranteed like the others
and are just what is wanted for summer wear.
The Dinsmore Store also sells the Julia Marlowe shoe, a comfortable, easy house shoe, but
that looks good enough to wear on the street.
-Paint your house with Monarch mixed
paint. Sold by Micchell &r Trussell... .Shore
dinners served to order at the Waquoit, South
Shore, BaysiJL, Me. Lobsters a specialty and
chicken served in all styles-Sale at auction
in Montville at 10 a. m., July 22nd of all the

I

j

real estate and
Albert

Cushman

Tenement of 7

rooms

size and with
for

$1.00 Down

Odd

l/l

11

--3

j
I

.1_i

PALERMO.

Sunday.... Mrs. Lucy R. Lewis of Roxbury,
Mass., is visiting here... Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert
Brier of Detroit, Mich., are visiting their
mother, Mrs. Relief Brier-The Ladies’ Aid
will hold their annual fair in the church ves-

Mrs.

days.

Hattie Worthing is in town fora few

Mrs. E. R. Do we and little son
aay, for a visit of several weeks
ents at Baddeck Bay, C. B.

!

Falling ?
certainly

keep it,

nothing.
Ayer’s

Keep?

Vigor.

Ayer’s
Vigor
splendid hair-dressing
hair-tonic.
keeps
greatly
promotes
growth.

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men
delegntion
of which the deceased was a member.
The
interment was in Grove cemetery. The many
friends of Clair Harriman were shocked on
hearing last Thursday what later proved to
be a false report of his death.
Wednesday
morning he went to a mill for a load of sawdust and in the afternoon was bunching hay.
When Mrs. Harriman returned from the
city,
where she had spent the afternoon, Bhe found
him lying on the floor in a very feverish condition, but with prompt attention he began to
mend and was soon out of danger. E. H.
Knowlton of Northport avenue was overcome
the same day and was under the care of a
physician, and Herbert Dodge, who was at work at
Mason's Mills haying for Fred N. Savery, had
a sunstroke and was
quite ill Mrs. Custer
Dickey, employed in the Thompson Mfgs. Co.
factory, was overcome and taken home. There
were several other cases of
prostrations, but
fortunately no fatalities. Wednesday was the
hottest day here for many years. At the Swift
residence, corner of Miller and Cedar streets,
a thermometer hung
where the sun never
reaches it showed 100 above, to 98 above the
day before.

repertoire company presenting a line
plays equal to those given by the KlarkUrban Company, which will appear at the Colonial theatre for three nights beginning next
Monday evening. Some of the similar at-

to

find

a

of

tractions have one or two bills which are featured, but Klark and Urban believe that every
play should be equally powerful and that each
and every one should be a decided drawing
power in itself. It is not the aim of the managers to open with one particularly attractive
play and then follow up a good impression
with a series of unpalatable presentations.
The opening play Monday evening will be
Lillian Russell’s greatest success, “Wildfire,”
with “The Man of The Hour” and “Raffles” to
follow. This exceptionally strong list of
plays
will be given entire with all special scenery,
electrical and mechanical effects, and no local
setting will be used from the opening to the
closing bill. The following high class vaudeville will be introduced between the acts at
each performadbe: Makira, Magician;

Billy
Webb, singing and dancing comedian; Al.
Canton, comedy juggler and hoop roller, and
Klark, Urban and Schreiber, musical artists.
Seats on sale at box office Friday at 8 a. m.

freely. Doctors
studying these
questions
in former days.
Made by

the

J. C.

AYER

AT THE

I

*—

Fancy

]

Made

■

I

*

Articles, Cooked Food,
Candy, Ice Cream and Cake

A Concert Will Be Given

%

in the

|

not included

|

|
f
T

|S3]ii,LiKiiltiLlsim,i
| Mackerel, Blueflsh, Butterflsh, 1

1. HI. Fepon j |
|

&co.

FIRE
SALE

Halibut, Haddock, Clams.
|
City Fish Market, 1

I8

Tel. 214.

Cist'S

E. F.

S-'-sli

BBAMHALL & CO.

§«§)!1

3&si)) Slcsh ws.'fli) a-iSt?

4N"

Yacht:

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and

Burial

Suits.

72 MAIN

STREET,

Colonial Theatre,
3

60 MAIN STREET.

NIGHTS

COMMENCING

see

Everything

BELFAST

.

Monday,

kinds.

THE

■

22.

July

EVER

Fred Timm

Fancy Crackers, Pickles,

POPULAR

pictures, books rugs, kitchen utensils, 1 sleigh,
1 carriage, harness and robe, farm implements.

Iw29p

Buy seats tomorrow for
Klark-Urban
Box

at

IN AN ENTIRE NEW

and Sauces.

Theatre.

REPERTOIRE:

Vegetables.

=“ WILDFIRE.”=

*=*=*

Lillian Russell's Greatest Success.

A.A.Howes& Co.,

Change of Play at Each Performance.
All Special Scenery and Electrical Effects.

Big Vaudeville Acts

Groceries, Drugs
and Medicines.

5

PRICES
*

Reserved Seats,
35c.
General Admission 25c.
Children 15c.
Seats on sale at Box Office Friday, at 8 a. m.

TO LET

AUCTION

small furnished tenement at 23 Miller
street, in the Frye block. Apply to Mrs. Charles
Hammons for key, and to Mrs. Sarah F. liridges
of Stockton Springs for terms.
27tf
A

the

Office, Colonial

Fruits and

MONDAY EVENING,

5

i

Canned and Bottled Coeds,

Klark-Urban Co.

Dr. G. W, Stoddard’s house, 120 High streetwill be open from today. July 18th, to July 26th
for the sale of furnishings, including 1 oak
dining set, 1 walnut bedroom set, chairs, tables,

Staple and

Groceries.

3

me.

Sale of
House Furnishings.

in

Fancy

J. W. Jones’ Store,
of all

Supplies.

Home Telephone 48-3
"
Office
48-4

-^AT THE^c-

Call and

S

S'.'SV I)

Ciias.R, Coombs

-StOF-jc*

Footwear

will be

Evening

§

sale.

Home-

sale.

on

Goods and |
Trimmings and 10%
on all other goods f

|
^

CO., Lowll, Mm.

Jj

SOUTHWORTH,

Home for Aged Women

Dress

|| Corsets
in sale.

Hair

...

...

|

given on

I during

f

H
J|

all

BENEFIT LAWN PARTY

to-day and l
continue until

of 20 %
| Awilldiscount
be
Wool

f

I

J Wednesday, July 24th,

Our

August 10th.

par-

Mrs. Harry Getchell of Hyde Park,
Mass.,
who has been here
visiting her sister, Mrs. G.
M. Crommett, returned to her home
Friday.
iVlrs. Harriet Estes entertained the
Sewing
Society, Saturday, July 13th. A pleasing feature of the occasion was
served
on the
supper

jI

mences

started, Mon-

with her

DISCOUNT

l

|

on

8

Block, Up Stairs,
Belfast, Maine.

semi- annual f
discount sale com-

|

we

Fellows’

Swill

street.

c

as

SPECIAL THIS WEEK—25 % Discount
STRAW HATS.

RALPH D.

|

|

best interest to Jo so.
goods to be every bit as
claim.

own
8'ii°
°jrour
ll find

v
1 ou

good

m^

I

with

....Shore dinners, broiled chicken dinners,
planked steak dinners, broiled lobster dinners,
etc., at the Northport Inn. Private dining
rooms and grill room.A two weeks’shirt
waist sale is now on at H. M. Black’s, Main

m.

INVESTIGATE!
|

\

and

Prices that will Save You Many Dollars.

I- I

..

North Belfast. Misses Madge and Marie
and Masters Malcom and George Brier Gay of
of Brooklyn, N. Y
are visiting their grandmother, Mrs. R. S. Brier. Dr. and Mrs. Clifford Gay, their parents, will join them next

I

i i i r 11 ii i
EYE Sf»EC/AE/ST

water and flush closet to let at 45 Cedar
street. Apply on the premises.Mr. and

Lingerie waists are selling at 20 per
cent, discount, and a few odd corsets will be
sold regardless of cost-Carle & Jones will
close their dry goods store at 1 p. m. tomorj oner Coombs telephone was keDtbusy answer- row, Friday. Sale begins Saturday morning,
I ing enquiries.
July 20th ...Ihis is the second week of the
first anniversary sale at the Hilton Home for
j The entries for the three
to
be
days racing
waists, and all silk and fancy waists will be
held t the Central Maine fairgrounds, Watersold at a tremendous sacrifice. A choice line
ville, under the auspices of the Kenneoec
of $1 waists for 79 cents
j
.Sale of house fu rDriving club, July 30, 31 and Aug. 1, have been
nishings at Dr. G. W. Stoddard’s 1 ouse, 120
completed, and comprise 198 horses. The Passtreet. July 18th to 26th... .Lost, a solitures (Chenery) have the following entries: j High
taire diamond ring.
Finder please leave at
2 18. trot and pace, Orta, b. m.; 2.25, trot and
The Journal office....If taken at once
$260
pace, Dan Bonner, hi. s.; 3.00, pace, Thrust, ch.
will buy a 4-passenger Overland
automobile.
g.; 2.22, trot and pace, Juanalita, b. g.; 2 40,
of
Carle & Jones.
Enquire
trot and pace, Estelle Mark, b. g.; 2.30, trot,
Yankee Girl, ch.

.

li

city

l.’—, r>l-

Clothing, Hats, Caps
I
Furnishings
^

DR. NORRIS
Of the University of Pennsylvania says
“In all eye examinations POISONOUS
DROPS should be AVOIDED.” They are
DANGEROUS and are used ONLY by
men UNSKILLED in modern methods of
eye examination. I DO NOT USE DROPS,
it is DANGEROUS; but I have the most
modern equipment in Waldo County and
guarantee my glasses TO FIT JUST
RIGHT, because I grind my lenses and
know.

Belfast Optical Company

personal property of the late
...

legant Showing of
MEN S and BOYS’

pure,

there will be no boat connection from Rockiawn.
land to Islesboro and Castine (by Maine CenBranch Mills Sunday school held a
try July 31st.
picnic in
E. b. Kitchin’s maple
tral steamer Sieur de Monts) except on Mongrove, July 9th. It was
The School Committee. A full board was much enjoyed
by the young people and well
days, from train leaving Boston 10.00 p. m.,
at the meeting of the School Commit- attended.
daily; Portland, 1.20 a. m. On Mondays, the | present
Waiter Tobey has purchased a
place in
Sieur de Monts will leave Rockland 5 05 a. m.; j tee last Monday evening. The salary of Miss Winslow and has moved his
family there. He
Islesboro (Dark Harbor) 6.15 a. m.; arrive Melvina V. Parker, an assistant in the High has recently built a sa^r mill and intends doing
business there.
A petiwas raised from $500 to $550.
Castine 7.10 a. m. Returning, there will be no school,
tion presented asked for $600. Miss Florence U^r. and Mrs. Frank Doe and family and Mr.
boat connection (by Maine Central steamer, j
and Mrs. Walter Jordan
occupied Mr MitchCross of Morrill was elected teacher in Grade ! ell’s
Sieur ue Monts) from Castine and Islesboro, |
cottage on China neck from Saturday
5 at a salary of $400. A petition was prenight until Monday.
with train leaving Rockland at 9.00 p. m., exMrs. Eva Smith of
sented asking for an increase in the salary of
Waltham,-Mass., who has
cept on Saturdays. On Saturdays, the Sieur
been visiting her brother, G. A.
A. D. Hayes, principal of Grade 9, but no for
Worthing,
de Monts will leave Castine at 6.25
the past two weeks, will return to
Islesp. m.;
Walboro (Dark Harbor) 7.20 p. m.; arrive Rock- action was taken. Wm. L. Hall and Orrin J. tham, Tuesday, July 16th.
The second of the
Grange contests given for
land 8.35 p. m. In other words, Maine Central Dickey were made a special committee to buy the
benefit of the Grange by the
office supplies of Mr. A. J. Knowlton, former
Invincibles,
steamer will not connect at Rockland with
July dnd, was a marked success.
Several
the use of Superintendent
for
superintendent,
points were gained, so it is up to the Optinight train from Boston and Portland, except
W. B. Woodbury, and Orrin J. Dickey and Giles mists to furnish supper.
on Monday mornings.
Also will not connect
with night train from Rockland to Portland G. Abbott were made a committee on school
SWANVILLE CENTER.
house repairs.
and Boston
except on Saturday nights_
Miss Cora Riley is at work for Mrs.
TwnmBuzz
Wagons.
The
automobiles
The Bangor Commercial says:
following
“Saturday !
hly, who is an invalid.... E. H. Littlefield is
Waldo
were
from
at
the
marked one of the biggest days of the season
county
registered
cutting Mrs. Luella Nickerson’s hay....Comet
for the Eastern Steamship Co., and everything office of the secretary of State during the
grange is to take a recess through the month
from Bangor to Boston was sold out. Among past week:
of July-John and Wilbur Nado of
Monroe
No. 6,391. William S. Jones, Palermo; tour- are cutting Mrs. Flora Littlefield’s
those w’ho left on the boat Saturday afternoon
hay_
horse
power, 80; pre- June, one of the well known horses raised
ing car; gasoline power;
were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith and
by
daughter, dominating color, black.
the late Charles Marr and now owned
by Clemwho went to Rockland to spend the week-end.
No. 6,466. Lewis Pennington, Lincolnville; ents, died July 10th from the effects of a
rusty
Henry Barker and son Harry left for North- touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 44; nail in her foot. She had a nice colt one month
red.
old-Hermon Bachelder is cutting Mrs Ida
port; George Vayo, manager of the John P. predominating color,
No. 6,471. William H. Quimby, Belfast; run- Peavey’s hay.Mrs. Grace Clark
Squire Co., left for a down river trip; W. F. about; gasoline power; horse power, 30; pre- the proud mother of a daughter.ARainey is
daughter
Chick was also a passenger on the afternoon dominating color, black.
recently took up its home with Mr. and Mrs
ino.
b.ooz. ueorge k. Stevens, Stockton George Walker.
boat.”... .Beginning next Sunday, the steamSprings; touring car; gasoline power; horse
ers of the Eastern S. S. Co., will make
daily power, 50; predominating color, blue.
trips.
No. 6,565. D. G. Wing, Saturday Cove,
Northport; touring car; gasoline power; horse
Prostrated by the Heat Last Week. The power, 60;
predominating color, green.
hot weather last week caused several prostraNo. 6,570. P. W. Jaquith. Montville; touring
car,
power; horse power, 16; pregasoline
tions, and one death, in this city and vicinity.
dominating color, black.
Harry L., son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellwell of
On another page is an
Shipping Items.
this city, when at work haying on the Ames
farm in Stockton Springs Wednesday after- interesting account of a model of the famous
Bath built ship Shenandoah, of 3,406.75 tons.
noon, July 10th, was overcome by the heat and
of 3,539.03 tons,was
died at 2 a. m., Thursday. He went to the A sister ship, the Roanoke,
built at Bath two years later, in 1902
What
barn with a load of hay and later was found in
You
cannot lose
was left of the schooner Sallie I'On after the
front of the barn gasping for breath. A
phy- fire at Portland was taken out on
the marine
too.
sician was summoned from Searsport and gave
your hair and
him early attention, but he failed to rally and railway last week and it was found that there
Which shall it be? Lose?
was considerable lumber in her hold. That was
his father reached his side only a few minutes
Then do
before he passed away. Beside his parents, taken out and an examination made of the !
Then use
Hair
he leaves three brothers in their home on Con- hull, which was found damaged beyond repairs.
The Sallie I’On was built at Searsport in 1884
That is about all there is to
gress street, Elmer, Herbert and Charles; and
and was owned by the Pendleton Bro’s_The
two sisters, Mrs. Mabel Knights of
Northport
it.
Hair
is also
and Mrs. Luella Thomas of this city. Young wreck of sch. Independent on Caicos, one of
a
and
Elwell was an industrious young man and re- the reefs of the Bahama islands, was reportIt
spected by all who knew him. He had been ed last week. The schooner was bound from
the hair
employed in summer on the wharf of the East- Jacksonville to Colon with a cargo of lumber | soft and smooth and
and vessel and cargo are reported a total loss.
ern Steamship corporation, but for the
past
its
It does
The schooner was commanded by Capt. J. O.
year had been at work in Stockton. The fu
Farrow of Islesboro, who had his
neral was held at his late home on Connot color the hair.
family on
gress street at 2 p. m., Friday, Rev. Samuel board with him, but they were all saved. The
your doctor
Andrews of Stockton Springs officiating. The Independent was built at Bath in 1891, and was
are
hair
bearers were Orrin J. Dickey, Roscoe Arey, owned by the Pendleton Bro's.
much more than
Clarence E. Hall and Charles E. Sherman, a
Klark-Urban Company. It would be hard
from

records,

little ones, who went into the water several
The steamed
during the afternoon.
clams found a ready market and the improvements made in the oven were appreciated,
The park is improving in appearance with the
growth of the trees and shrubbery.
times

Coloni al,

tometry

I An

The Baptist Sunday school picnic at the
NewAdvertisements. The Holeproof stockcity
park last Saturday afternoon was well attend- ings are sold in Belfast only at The Dinsed and greatly enjoyed
particularly by the I more Store. The silk Holeproofs, made of

SKeSyimmoreoflom^

tra

“THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES ”

Best exhibit of strawberry preserves, not
\ less
than six jars—one year’s subscription to
! the Camden Herald.
Best collection of pickles, not less than six
jars—one year’s subscription to the Waldo
County Herald.
Best colt owned and raised by a boy, shown
before grand stand—one year’s subscription to
American Horse Breeder.
Best yoke of steers, raised and owned by
! boy, shown before grand stand—one year's
subscription to The Republican Journal.

Consult

P. O. Box 4,
Belfast, Me.

n

“thesamekind,”

Louise

-s

tik

sure

trim-

and the flowering shrubs
A

but be

among the

nicely

dually to the street, and
and white birches are
i fully formed shade trees.
with

or

of alehis weir at the mouth of Goose river
and has taken some tinkers, but we hear of
none caught on the hook.
There is no market for alewives, while herring are in demand
for canning, but continue scarce.

church and

are

city.

the

asgood”

out to

wives in

one.

the St. Francis
;rt

deep water.
Elmer Mason is getting good catches

original Holeproof for sale
I
only by

spacious

A

.mprovements.

chased,

And remember, don’t be
satisfied with the “thejust-

Loss, proprietor of the Wa*

;

Washington, D.
C., by Clarence E McIntyre, requesting the
permission of the War Department to extend
the wharf of the Daniel Lane
property at the
foot of Main street, which he
recently pur-

3 pairs Men’s Silk Hose, Guaranteed for three months, three

,bs

|

Holeproof

triumph.
Not “spun silk,” “near
silk,” or “i ope its silk,” but

street.
Mrs.

I

I

There will be * dance in
Peavej’a hall City,
A subscriber writes fr»m Glob®> Ari*on«:
point, July 24th, with mnaic by
Keyes’ or- “The Journal is indispensable, a necessity of
chestra.
life, and its arrival each week is eagerly lookThe woipen of the First Methodist
Episco- ed for.”
pal church will serve a dinner Thursday,
July
Tonight will be Orchestra Night at the Bel26th, at Memorial hall from 11 a. m. to 1
30 fast Opera House. The picture program is
p. m. The public is cordially invited to
this popular theacome fully
up to the standard of
and have dinner.
tre, and something extra is promised in the
Next Saturday the Belfast ball team
will musical line.
plav the Easterns on the Congress street
Special Prizes for the Coming FAiR.
grounds and a hot game may be expected. The
The Waldo County Agricultural society has
to
local team hopes
retiieve their defeat
by announced the following special prizes for the
the Easterns last Saturday.
coming fair next month:
Best general display of canned fruits, vegeThere are no new cases of diphtheria and
the
not less than 20 jars
five cases in quarantine are
rapidly convalesc- tables and other products,
ing. It is thought that the disease is now un- —one year’s subscription to the Bangor Weekder control and if there are no new cases the ly Commercial.
best general exhibit of home cooking, not
quarantine will soon be raised. All the cases
less than six pieces of different article—one
have been light.
years’s subscription to the Maine Farmer.
Papers have been sent on to

public sale in Montville, at J O
luly 22nd, all the real estate and
personal property of the late Albert CushWill sell at

a.

m.,

Wanted

man.

W. F.

Store Closed
CARLE & JONES’
Dry Goods 8tore Friday, 1 p.
for 8tock Taking.

CUSHMAN,

TO LET.

m.,

^^^^^^ARL^g^lONES^
*

Manufacturing

Company.

A tenement of seven rooms, flush closet,
A fine location at 40 Cedar Street. Apply on the

premises

S. G. SWIFT.

to

k DM1NISTRV TOR'S NOTICE.
The subA scriber hereby gives not ce that he has been
duly appointed administrator de bouis non, with
the will annexed, ol the estate of
FRANK M. PATTERSON, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direc's.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.

R

Bellas, Jtnly 9, 1912.

DUNTON.

YOURS TRULY,

i

Estabrooks Shirt

city water, all in good repair.

Sale Commences Saturday
Morning July 20th.
V

Stitchers

Executor.

WEAR 9||
™

111

I
I

1
l

M. R. Knowlton tor bargains in
city and farm property.

LOST
Last

Friday evening,

on the street between
Commercial street and Seaside Grange Hall, a
Bolitaire diamond ring.
The finder will please

leave the
29tf
rHE

RUBBERS
This Winter

same

at

THE

JOURNAL OFFICE.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

wagers.”
“Nothing of the sort,” retorted Kitty.
I changed the course of the conversa-

wine for

tion. “And how do you propose to conduct the New Women’s Club? Will you
keep a maiden house—I presume that

will be the right term to use—and refuse admission to members of my sex,
while you hurl defiance at them from

the roof?”

“W'e
she replied.
of you occasionally,
but everything will be done by women,
and
all
the business arrangements

“Certainly not,”

shall admit

some

We mean to show you up
in your true colors—show how useless
you really are.” Mrs. Leitrim smiled
pityingly upon me. “Why you cannot
even sew a button on your own clothes!”
“1 can—I have to,
1 sighed heavily.
since you refused me eight years ago.”
“Poor Dick,” said Mrs. Leitrim; “you
should marry some nice girl. I will introduce you to some of the members of

everything.

club.
“Heaven forhid! I do not want woman’s rights forever dinned into my ears
across the domestic hearth.”
“Soon that will be the cry of womankind the world over.”
our

Mrs. Leitrim, who was the center of
the semicircle, looked up as I entered.
“Dick!” she cried and stretched out her
arms

imploringly.

The two men turned sharply around as
the door crashed open and faced me.
Then in a second they had rushed past
me.
As they fled by I aimed a terrific
blow at the one nearest me. By a skillful movement he evaded it.
I ran after them and entered the hall
in time to see then* vanish into the
grounds. 1 followed and saw them divide as they reached the road. For some
reason, unknown to myself at the time
or now, I gave chase to one who had
turned to the fight. He was a good runner and it taxed my strength to the utmost to keep him in sight.
®
The lane along which we sped was
long one, leading straight for miles int9
the open country.
As far as eye coulQ
reach there was no one in 6ight.

conventions to urge upon the committees
of resolutions that no backward step be
taken in behalf of the waterways of the
country and the planks adopted relating
to this

subject.

President Taft has been busy recently
through proclamations modifying the
boundary lines of the national forests in
Montana, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and
California, whereby 275,000 acres of land
in these States are eliminated from the

forests, while

about 65,000 acres are added and about 55,000 acres are transferred

between two forests, while

by

is created

a new

forest

the division of an old unit

into two.
The net result of these

proclamations is

to

bring

presidential

down the total

We had covered perhaps a quarter of
gross area of the national forests to
a mile, the man was a hundred yards in
front, when suddenly he slowed down, about 187,400,000 acres, of which nearly
then stopped for me to catch up.
27,000,000 are in Alaska.
“You scoundrel!” I cried, as I drew
near,
you confounded scoundrel!”
Gathered at Congress Hotel in ChicaThe man laughed.
“My dear Dick,”
he said, “don’t lose your temper, and go a short time ago during the Republiand do put down that stick; it looks can convention were a number of old-

“Oh, for the optimism of youth, Kitty,” I said, as I rose to take my leave.
"When that day dawns I will come on
bended knees to you, and beg you to ugly.”
time newspaper men who have been
take me on as doorkeeper or some meThere
I tore the mask from his face.
for many years. One
of
wothe
nial position beneath
sway
stood my cousin, smiling at me as if it “doing” politics
said it is rather curious that no presiman’s hand.
was the best joke in the world.
"Dick,” said Mrs. Leitrim, “you are
1 stared at him in amazement, speech- dential candidate and no president had
getting frivolous.
less for the moment. “You young black- ever
split his name in the middle. One
Kitty Morgan and I had been friends guard!” I thundered. “Is this the way
vice-presidential candidate did so and he
for many years, since early childhood in
come
and
you repay my kindness—you
fact. I was one of many disappointed stay with me and take advantage of my was B. Gratz Brown.
suitors when she married Mr. Leitrim, a absence from home to hold
This reminded another of the group
up a houseman some thirty years her senior. Three ful of women?”
that in the long list of Presidents there
a
pretty,
years later saw her a widow,
“New women,” corrected Jack.
were only two instances in which names
fascinating little widow with an income
I ignored his remark.
“Yourcompanleft her hv Mr. Leitrim which nlaced her
had been duplicated—John Adams and
ion was young uunani,
suppube:
forever beyond my reach.
My cousin was still smiling in a most ! Jonn yuincy Adams and William Henry
It was many weeks before I was able aggravating manner.
I Harrison and Benjamin Harrison.
to have another chat with her regarding
“Yes,” he replied, nonchalantly, “It
“And in both instances they were
the wonderful club which she had or- was Cusant.
ganized—a club which was to herald the
I seized him by the arm. “I’ve got kin,” sai£ another.
dawn of a new order, wrien women were one of
“But there were two Presidents,”
you,” I said; "you’ll ome to the
to take an equal, if not a greater part,
police station with me.”
chimed
in a veteran New York Sun man,
man
and
was
world’s
in the
struggle,
Jack shook himself free.
“Don’t be
gradually to be forced to assume his true absurd,” he said, sweetly; “if you do that “who had the same Christian name and
position, or, rather, the position which you’ll go and spoil your own game. Play whose family names began with the
was to be relegated to him.
same letter, Andrew Jackson and Anyour cards better than that, old chap.”
By that time the club was practically
“My game, play my cards better— drew Johnson.”
The clubhouse what do
an accomplished fact.
you mean?" I said, thunderThis led Samuel G. Blythe, of the
has been taken and furnished, and a few stuck.
of the women had gone into residence.
He looked at me whimsically.
“Can’t Saturday Evening Post, to remark that

Leitrim
concerning it.
Mrs.

was

enthusiastic

most

‘‘We mtan to show how easily the
world can exist without men,” she said
to me, “that they are nonentities. Once
the club is formed, only women who
prove themselves capable of earning
their own living will be admitted—we
want no drones.”
“1 see,” 1 murmured, “a survival of
and you, do you intend to
the fittest,
relinquish all the comforts you possess—
and
its attendant luxuries,
house
your
your life of ease?”
“I shall earn my own living like the
rest, but I shall retain my house, for the
present at any rate.”
“Ah,” I said.
Something in my tone must have
piqued her.
“Simply as a matter of sentiment,”
she explained.
A month later the club was a reality;
a merry, jolly reality,
inclosed within
Over thirty members
four brick w-alls.
had joined, and they journeyed daily to
and from the City. They were merry,
light hearte_d young ladies; most of them
passed away the time in the train readSome were
ing books or newspapers.
not above casting their eyes at the male
occupants of the carriage. These were
the disciples of feminine reform. I wonder what Mrs. Leitrim would have said j
had she seen them—she took it so very i

seriously.

you see?”

“I’m hanged if I can,” I replied

an-

grily.

“Well my giddy young knight errant
you’re in love with Mrs. Leitrim, I suppose you know that?”
“We will leave that lady’s nameoutof

it.”

“My word!” Jack is singularly puerile
in his expressions at times.
“1 suppose
I must explain more fully.
You are in
love with Mrs. Leitrim, I think. In fact,
I really belive you are. Only you are
too bashful to propose.
Her house, the
birthplace of the beloved club is broken
into by two ruffians.
You appear;
before your mighty sword —rather, stick
—they flee; by the way, ycu nearly
killed me.
In short, you rescue the
ladies.
You are looked upon as a hero.
You propose to Mrs. Leitrim —if you
have sufficient courage for that—resuli,
wedding bells. Comprenez vous?”
"But Mrs. Leitrim?” I said, Still dubious.
“She’s waiting for you to propose.
It took me exactly five minutes to discover that fact.
Like most heroes you
are singularly dull witted.”
I
“Jack,”
said, severly, “you have
behaved shamefully.”

“You run along and propose,
old
man,” he replied.
“But suppose a stranger had passed
by before me?”
“Then the servant wouldn’t have asked him.”
My cousin winked shrewdly and jingled some coins he had in his pocket.
“Then she was in it as well? Jack,

by sight.

“You

are

going

aren’t

to-morrow,
cousin.

“Yes;

to Colonel Bertram’s
you?” ask»d my

you coming, too, eh?,’
“Well,” he replied, “we thought of
going for a long country walk if you

have

no

are

objection, Dick.

Evening

ties are not much in our line.
“Do as you like-my dear

replied.

par-

fellow,”

I

It was a false position in which to be
and an awkward one. I would
have given much to have had my cousin
with me.
“I am glad I have been able
to so successfuly uphold the honor of my
I murmured.
sex,
“And yie thieves?” asked another of
the ladies,

placed,

“I

am

replied.

sorry,

they have escaped,” I

“What a pity,” she replied,
“they
It was biterly cold when I started
to go to prison.”
next evening for the colonel’s housp. ought
I
“They
ought,”
said, feelingly.
The snow lay in deep drifts.
The wind
When I returned home that night
was whistling though the bare branchmy
cousin was awaiting me; his friend,
es, driving the falling flakes into one’s
fearing the result, had retired to rest.
face.
“Well?” said Jack.
My house is situated in the High street
“My courage failed me.”
at Dalmain Park, and turning the corner
He looked at me with such an expres-I saw ahead of me the lights of Mrs.
sion on his face that I hastened to exLeitrim’s new club. It was a large,
plain. It is a subject that one can
roomy house, standing in its own grounds
hardly broach in the presence of twentyaway from the rest of the town.
As I passed the gates I heard the ty-five women,” I said.
The next day I called on Mrs. Leitrim
sound of hurrying footsteps and a woman
to see how she was after her exciting
dressed in servant’s clothes came runexperience.
ning toward me.
“And the club?” I said in the course
“For God’s sake, stop, sir!” she
of conversation,
As came
cried, when she saw me.
“It will be disbanded. Last night was
nearer I saw it was one of Mrs. Leitrim’s
<
sufficient lesson for us.
servants.
“Men are of a little use,” I said.
“Mr. Thurgood!” she cried, as she
Mrs. Leitrim dropped her eyes. “Some
recognized me
“Oh, do come, sir.
There’s burglars in the house—a couple are,” she replied.
I took her hand in mine. “As proof masked men armed with revolvers.”
“Where?” I asked. I was so star- tectors, Kitty—their proper position.
tled by her sudden appearance and by Protectors of the women they love.”
what she said that I could scarcely colIt was many weeks before I told her
lect my thoughts.
the true story, a little fearing the result
“There, sir.” She pointed toward the of
my confession, but she only laughed
house.
“Do come -quick, ’’she added,
when I had finished.
clutching at my coat.
“The dear boy,” she said, “I must
I followed her up the garden path.
thank him the next I see him.”
what was best to be

Thinking

the ludicrous side
4

struck

done,

me.

Here

And she did.—[Throne end Country.

House.
and

Monroe,

Polk,

there

was

only

one

“that

we

Quincy

in

a

were

easily

as

a

also

a

knock-about sloop.
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San Francisco.—Portland Press.
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(With

no

apologies

“What

are

the

FEVER.

Kipling
else.)

women

to

or

anybody

swattin' for?" said Flies-

Colored Comic said.
For they’re swattin’ Dirt an’ Fever, you
can hear the swatters play,
The womenfolk the country through are
swattin’ all the day,
They’ve sworn a hygienic oath to chase
the bugs away,
An’ they’re swattin' Dirt an’ Fever in the

Adams and William Henry harrison.”
"Nineteen of our Presidents had no
middle Christian names or if they had
they never signed them. Mr. Cleveland
had

The craft was a three decked ship and
all decks are included in the model, with
hatches and dock houses, in fact even the
windlass has not been omitted.
Mr. Power witnessed the launching
of the craft at Bath, November 28, 1890,
it being a Sewall built vessel.
From
the time of its launching the vessel with
its commander, Capt. Murphy, began to
win fame as speeders, which was held up
to
The
comparatively recent years.
ship being conceded the fastest thing
afloat for many years won that distinction in a number of races that attracted
international interest as at times fleets
of several vessels participated in the
tests of speed.
A notable instance was the race from
San Francisco when August 1st, 1891,
the Shenandoah in company with two
other American ships and two flying the
British flag sailed in a race to Havre.
On this occasion the Shen indoah carried
a cargo of 5000 bushels of wheat.
The
trip was made by the queen of the seas
in 109 day. In fact Captain Murphy
had discharged his cargo and sailed from
port in a race with another craft before
any of his competitors had arrived at the
port of Havre.
The vessel also had the distinctiori of
making the run from Havre to New
York in 36 days, this including a battle
of nine days with a hurricane.
When all sail was set the vessel carried a spread of 11,000 square yards of
canvas.
The main mast towered 200
feet from deck to truck. The main yard
was 83 feet in
length and this could be
extended to 168 feet while running with
studding sail booms. The fore, main
and mizzen masts carried courses, lower
and top sails, top gallant sails, royal
sails and sky sails.
On the spanker
mast in addition to a huge spanker were

on-Parade
“To clean you out, to clean you out,” the
Colored Comic said.
“What makes you look so gay, so gay?” said
Flies-on-Parade.
“I'm thinkin' of the sport I'll have,” the

had but two Presidents who
Christian names, John

well feel proud.

DIRT

dent?” asked an ex-judge in the group.
“William Henry Harrison, William McKinley and William Howard Taft.”
“That reminds me,” quoth another,

signed both

the construction of the model.
He was furnished with the dimensions
of the craft, and working with a description and from memory he has turned
out a true model of the craft to a scale.
The completed model is five feet one
inch from stem to stern, and is certainly
a work of art of which the maker can

at

George,

Let’s go and liquor to his memory.”
“Have you overlooked the fact that
we have had three Williams for Presi-

middle name but eliminated it early
said the starter of the gabtest.

life,”

mornin*.

“And as we look at them,” said the
oldest reporter of them all, “all of our
Presidents save McKinley and Roosevelt
had English names.”

“What makes that woman get so red?” said
Flies-on-Parade.
“It’s awful hot, it’s awful hot.” the Colored
Comic said.
“What makes her bloomin’ hair fall down?”
said Flies-on-Parade.
“She’s gettin’ mad, she’s gettin’ mad,” the
Colored Comic said.
She is swattin’ Dirt an’ Fever* she is
chasin’ of em’ round.
Out of twenty million insects she has
knocked one to the ground.
An’ she’ll drop in ’arf a minute for she’s
past two hundred pound.
Oh, she’s swattin’ Dirt an’ Fever in the

“You have forgotten that there was
with a Holland name—Van Buren.
I suppose some of you Dutchman would
claim him.”

one

REPARTEE.

Situated on Nortbport avenue, with fine
r‘«w of (be
Bay; cottage house with L and
stable; one-half acre of land, with nice shade
and some fruit trees. Inquire on premises or
of
E. L. COLCORD,
26 Nortbport Avenue,
Belfast, Maine.

For

Sale

exception of sails.
Last September at the request of
Hiram Sewall of ship-building fame,
and Capt. James F. Murphy of Bath,
Very desirable house lots on Northport Avewho was the commander of the ship nue, commanding a fine view of the
bay. Apduring its palmy days, Mr. Power began 'y to
p. D. H. CARTER,

the advance of steam navigation began
the decline of the wind jammers and
this marked the passing of the Shenandoah, which as a coal barge visited this
port but a short time ago.
When the vessel went out of commission as a sailig craft Captain Murphy
retired from the sea, but made a last
trip when he brought ^is old love from
San Francisco u> the Atlantic, when the
craft was dismantled and turned into a
coal barge.
Captain Murphy took a
great interest in the construction of the
model up to the time of his death a few
months ago.
Mr. Power previous to the war had
followed the sea from some years and
during the war was in the navy with
For 28 years after being
Farragut.
discharged from the navy he was emIt is
ployed as a ship rigger at Bath.
understood that the model is intended
for exhibition at the Panama Exposition

Buchanan and Garfield.”
“But

Ship.
After several months of steady work
with only a jack-knife, a pen-knife and
an awl for
tools, Gilbert Power of Vesper street, Portland, has finished a complete model of the famous ship Shenandoah, with every rope block and spar in
place, in fact completely rigged with the

as

“And there were five Jameses,” said
Jim Faulkner, of the Cincinnati En-

For Sale

of the World-Famous Bath

dozen or more jibs
and stay sails. Despite the great spread
oi canvas the cratt could be handled

He mentioned the two Adamses

“Madison,

Model

There

Tyler.

quirer,

A Fine

spanker top sails.

there had been three Johns in the White

A short article appeared in one of the
daily papers about the club, with photographs more or less resembling the exterior.
During the Christmas holidays, when
a fiend, a perfect fiend.”
the club was in full swing, I had a young 1 you’re
He danced a joyful pas-seul in the
cousin of mine down, and with him a
road.
Mo 1 m not; I m Cupid,
up to
great friend of his.
date.” he retorted.
They had heard of the club, and made
X left him in the snow covered road,
me tell them all I knew concerning it.
me to be
brave.
When I
“Mrs. Leitrim,” said my cousin, when | exhorting
reached the clubhouse, the lights were
jl
utie
niuuuei o name,
imruuuiieu
ciiai
on in all the rooms and a babel of voices
was the girl you were nearly engaged to
greeted me as the door was opened.
once—I met her yesterday.’’
Mrs. Leitrim met me on the threshold.
“We have been friends for a great
“Dick,” she. said, “how can I thank
many years,” I replied, stiffly.
He
'ooked
at me
and
laughed. you?”
“No thanks are needed, Kitty,” I re“Rough luck on you, old chap, now she’s
plied as she introduced me to the other
a widow and you had a chance, for her
women.
to go in on this sort of thing.”
“We have just passed a resolution
1 changed the subject.
that some of your sex are of some use
It was a few days after Christmas. A
after all,” said one of the members, a
foot of snow lay on the ground, we had
faced girl whom I knew very well
drawn our chairs before the fire and were merry

chatting.

The Shenandoah

one

114 Waldo Avenue, Belfast
Me,
Or GEORGE P. CARTER.
Searsport,

Me!

PROBATE NOTICES
i

that twenty women', vowed
Washington Whisperings.
and all to Bhow their superiority
their
over the opposite sex, held up in
*
Washington, D. C., July 15,1912. It
“But surely, my dear Kitty, you do own domain by a couple of men.
is a matter of sincere congratulations on
not really believe in women’s suffrage?” “A Daniel come to judgment,” I said.
“I beg your pardon, sir,” said the the
I asked.
part of the officers of the National
“Indeed I do,” responded Mrs. Leit- woman
Rivers
and Harbors Congress that the
I
murmured, hastily,
“Nothing,”
rim. “Why should not we women have
two great political parties through their
the same rights as you men? It is high “nothing.”
/
In the hall I heard Mrs. Leitrim’s conventions have
time we took our proper position in the
spoken in no uncertain
world. To put the matttr on a common voiced raised in plaintive, almost tearful tones in favor of a
comprehensive policy
our
take
want
“If
decadent.
money,
are
protest.
you
men
sense basis,
mentally
of waterway development.
While the
You have only to read the papers to see it and go, please go.”
for
the reply I flung platform of the Republican party is more
Without
been
have
women
waiting
while
for
that;
years
educating themselves to take their prop- open the door.
general in terms than that of the DemoSeated around the room in a semicirNow the time
er place in the world.
crats relative to the improvement of the
more
of
some
score
or
cle were
women,
has come.
inland waters of the United States, it
There was an air of finality in the their hands Vaised high above their
faces
varied
on
their
expressions, stands four square oq the position as-heads;
way Mrs. Leitrim spoke.
“Look at the men of a century ago; in which fear and physical pain at their sumed by the National Rivers and Hartake those of the present day, and you position were pathetically mingled.
bors Congress, that all improvements
see the difference,” she went on.
The men were standing motionless,
should be made with an eye single to the
know
to
“I
I
In
one
at
each
end
of
the
semicircle.
said,
happen
“Kitty,”
your age; you know absolutely nothing their right hands they carried revolvers commercial potentialities in each case,
about the men of thirty-five years ago, with which they covered the women. and not with a view of satisfying local
let alone fourscore.
They were tall, dressed in black, with interests.
“I have read about them.”
dark colored masks which totally obCommittees of the National Rivers and
books
“And according to
they spent scured the upper portion of their featheir
time
of
Harbors Congress were present at both
the major portion
drinking tures.
were more

Knight Errant.

A Modern

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July, A. D, 19i2.
certain instrument,
purporting to be the last
will and testament ol Thomas R. Clements
late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo de-’
ceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all person* interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
robate Court, to be held at
may appear at a
Bellast, within and for said County, on the second [Tuesday of August next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, ou the. second Tuesday of July, A. I>. 1912.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Delia T. Hi!!, late of
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the dock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A

JOHNSON.rJudge.

Monuments,
Headstones,
Markers,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on tire second Tiresday of July, A. D. 1912.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be a copy
A of the last will and testament and the pro
bate thereof duly authenticated of Hamilton Holton Wood, late of Brookline, Mass., deceased,
having been presented for probate, with a petition praying that letters of administration, with
the .will annexed, maybbe issued to Orrin G.
Wood, John W. Edmunds and Herbert H. Dar-

ling.

(trriererl

that notice he (riven tn all

neremva

We have

a great variety of the finest
granites for monumental work and areprepared to fill orders promptly.

Call at
see our

in.

our works on Front street and
finished work and get estimates

by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
terested

HUTCHINS BROS,

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, oil the 9th day ot
July, A. D. 1912J
T17ILLIA W L CARGILL, guardian of Fannie
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
if
M, Gilman of Liberty, in said County of
Waldc, having presented a petition praying for a
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and license to sell at public or private sale and confor the County of Waido, on the 9th day of
vey certain real estate of Ins said ward, describJuly, A. D. 1912.
ed in said petition.
GROUT WOOD and Herbert Henry
..Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Darling, both of Brookline, Couuty of Nor- all persons interested by causing a copy of this
folk, in the State of Massachusetts, and John VV. 1 order to be published three weeks successively
Edmunds of Wellesley in said Couuty of Noi- ! in Tht Republican Journal, a newspaper publishfolk, having presented a petition praying that ; ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Alice Grout Wood and Herbert Henry Darling, ! Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
both of Brookline, and John W. Edmunds of County, on the 13th day of August, a. I). 1912,
Wellesley, all in the Couuty of Norfolk, in the at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
State of Massachusetts, may be appointed Trus- if any they have, why t ie prayer of said petitees under the will of Hamilton Holton Wood,
tioner should not be granted
late of said Brookline, deceased, for the benefit
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
of Orrin Grout Wood and Philip H. Wood.
A true copy. Attest:
Cmas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
older to be published three weeks successively
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubfor the County of Waldo on the 9th day of
lished at Belfast, tliat they may appear at a ProJuly. A. D. 1112.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
F. DUNTON. Trustee under the last
sain County, on the 13th day of August, A. D.
will of Susan A. Wealherbee. late of Bel1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said fast, in said Couuty of Waldo, deceased, having
presented his resignation, together with a petipetitioner should not be granted.
tion praying that Howaid stetson Fletcher of
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Brookline, viass
may be appointed Trustee
in der said will to liil the
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
vacancy thereby ertat
ed.

'17 .LIH) SS.—In Court of Prob
»*
fast, on the 9th day of July
Duuton, Trustee under the
A. Weatherbee, late of Helfast. e
deceased, having presented his
account of said trust for allow;*
Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively in The Kepu;
newspaper published in Helfast.
that all persons inteiested mav
bate Court, to be held at !;«•i,,
*iay of August next, and -d.
they have, why the said aeei
allowed.
GEO. E JOHN
A true copy. AttestChas. P. Hazeu

and allowed.

GEO. E.

A true copy,

Attest;

JOHNSON, Judge.

K

ORRIN

\U A

LDO SS.—In Court

ot

pr-i

fast, on the 9th day of July.
Patch, auininisiratrix on tin
Patch, late of Liberty, in said (
having presented her first aim

ROBERT

administration ot said estate im
Ordered, that notice ther-or
weeks successively, in The K«-|
a newspaper published in Hella-;
that all persons interested mav
bate Court, to be held at H.'lt:
day of August next, and show
have, why tliesaid accouni sboui
ed.
GEO. K. JOHN
A true copy. Attest:
( HAS. P, Ha/KI.I
>

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published ilnee weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubcertain instrument, purporting to he a copy |
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proof the last will and testament and the probate Court, to be held at Bellast, within amt for
I
bale thereof, duly autheti icated, of Ann I,. Me
saiil
on the I3t!i day of August.
I).
Gilvery, late of Searsport, in said County of 1912,Comity,
at fell of file clock before noon, and show
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for ! cause, if any tin \ have,
why the prayer of said
probate, with a petition praying that the copy petitioner should not
h-- granted.
• i said will
may be tiled and recorded in the
GEORGE K. JOHNSON, Judge.
Probate Court for the County of Waldo, and
A true copy. Attest:
that letters of administration, with the will an(’llas. P. If azkltin K, Register.
nexed, be issued to Clara E. M. Grinin of Los
Altos, Cal.
88.—In
Court of Probate, held at BelOrdered, That notice be given to all persons TJTTALDO
>»
fast,on the 9th day ot July. 1912. G. H. I
interested by causing a copy of this order to bo
executor of the last will of Fred A. I
Cargill,
published three weeks successively In The Re- Gilman, late of Liberty, m said County. deceas-J
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they ed, having presented his first and final account
may appear at a Probate Court, to b<* held at ; of administration of said estate for allowance.
;
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the sec- ;
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three
ond Tuesday ot August next, at ten of the i
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap- a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County, that all persons interested m v attend at a
proved and allowed.
Probate-Court, to be held at Belfast, oil the 13th
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
day of'August next, and show cause, if any
A true copy. Attest:
they have, why the said account should not he
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
> allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and
A true copy.
Attest:
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day ot
Chas. p: Hazkltine, Register.
July, A. D. 1912.
117ALIK) 8S —In Court oirrouaie, held at Bel
A. CORING of Stockton Springs, in
if fast, on the 9th day of July, 1912, Sarah
j said County of Waldo, having presented a
A. Storer, executrix of t..
last wdl of Silas
petition praying that Arthur Ritchie mav be appointed her guardian for reasons stated in her Storer, late of Morrill, in said County, deceased.
her
first
and
having
final account of
presented
petition.
I
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
that
notice thereof be given, three !
Ordered,
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal.
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- | a newspaper published in Belfast, in s; id Countv,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- I
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for I bate Court, to be held at Bellast, on the 13th
of August next, and show cause, if any they I
said Couuty, on the 13th day of August, A. D. day
liava
iirlit,
l.r.
f.
At a Probate Court, held at. Belfast, within and
for the County of Wa do, on the second Tuesday of July, A. D. 1912.

A

!

IjiLIZA

NOTICE. i\u
IIXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that he b
A

pointed executor of the last

*-

w

of

MAKY A.
in

HAKRIMAN.

!

the

County of Waldo, deeea-.
having demands against Hie
ceased are desired to present

tlement. and all indebted tl.m
to make payment immediately
riman of Helfast. Me., mv autb
(1 KOKG E F
New York, July 9, 1912.

EXECUTRIX'S

NOTICE. T

li by gives li.-tice that -inpointed executrix *>l the last

u

of

MARK T.

DODGF, lat
in the County of Waldo, deehaving demands against tin*
ceased

are

desit *d

to

present

i:i.

tlement, and all indebted then
to make payment immediately
M a 1;
Troy, July 9, 1912.

EXECUTRIX'S

NOTICE, lb

Xj by gives notice that sinpointed executrix of the last
of.
EDWARD
in tin*

o.

TI10KXD1 Kl-

County of Waldo, dee-

having demands against the

ceased

are

desired to present

tlement, and all indebted tincaptain
to make payment immediately
mornin’!
the barge;
“I hain’t anything agin' you, but, to take you “That insect was a pal of ours,” sobbed FliesBelfast, July 9, 1913.
on-Parade.
by an' large,
Ye're a fuzzy-nosed gorilla that is always "Essoi.iy snammin e is aeaa, xne x,oioreu Hll!( Ht ton of tllli filrw>L- liofni-o noon -owl c-liotir
1 lowed.
4 1) MINISTR AT 111 X’S NOT
Comic said.
crazy drunk,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
soriber hereby gives n
.1
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
An’ you otta be a-runnin’ of a store for sellin’ “We’ve drunk her dope a thousand times,” petitioner should not be granted.
been duly appointed admmisti .i
A
true
Attest:
copy.
GEO. r.. JOHNSON. Judge.
junk;
said Flies-on-Parade.
of
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
A true copy. Attest:
Ye’re a lubber that is cross-eyed, an' yer brain “It only poisons cats an’ dogs,” the Colored
j PARKER C. GEORGE, late
Chas. F. Hazkltink, Register.
is buckwheat cakes,
Comic said.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- j
An’ I guess the way you got here—some one
WALDO
fast, on the 9th day of July, 1912. Arvllla i in the County of Waldo, deeThey are swattin' Dirt an’ Fever all At a Probate Court held
at Belfast, within and
S Webber, administratrix, with the will annex- bonds as the law directs. An p
‘wished you’ on the Lakes!
around the blessed place,
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of ed, on the estate of Jane L.
If they sold you for a nickel it would be an
Lryant, late of Bel- mauds against the estate of
Yes, the womenfolk are swattin, an’ are
a. D. 1912.
in said County, deceased, Having present- j desired to present the same
July.
mont,
overcharge,”
sweatin’ in the face,
ed her first and final account of administration all indebted thereto are requestA.
FLANDERS
of
in
said
Belfast,
the
of
the
to
the
To rid the town and country of a national
Says
captain
tugboat
skipper
iuent immediately.
SELDEN
County of Waldo, having presented a petition of said estate for allowance.
of the barge.
ALBERT II
disgrace,
prayiug that Ladouna M. Jackson, administraOrdered, That notice thereof he given, three |
Fever in trix oi the estate of Lucius H.
While
Dirt
an’
Winterport, July 9, 1912.
swattin’
they’re
weeks
Jr
in
the
of
the
Jackson,
The Republican Journal,
coal barge to the capsuccessively,
Says
skipper
the mornin’.
be authorized to execute a deed to
a

Says

the
of

of

the tugboat to the skipper

1

♦

..

.1.

...1

..

>

tain of the tug:
“There's a padded cell awaitin’ fer yer special
kind of bug;
I ain’t got a thing again’ you—'cept the color
of yer hair.
An’ yer looks, an’ ways, an’ actions, an' the
kind of clothes you wear,
I’m just kinda sorry fer you—fer yer temper
an’ yer

As

a

1

shape,

human ye’re

a

failure, but you'd make

handsome ape.
I would git a job as wild

Says

may

ful mug,”

man

the skipper of the coal
tain of the tug.

if I

had yer

barge to

a

isn’t any play
To run round an’

swing a swatter,
chucked the thing away.

aw-

his

the cap%

they

she’s

mornin,.
—July Lippincott’s

brawny neck,

wrastled, an’ they pounded,
shouted, an’ they swore,

The August Strand is filled with excellent summer reading. The fiction includes contributions from such wellknown writers as Richard Marsh, E. M.

an'

they
it looked—the way they acted—they was
out for blood an’ gore.
Says the captain of the tugboat: “Well, it’s
good to meet you here.’1^
Says the skipper of the coal barge: “Same to
you Bill. Have a beer?”
An’ the two old pals an' cronies—arm in arm
they go below—
For ’twaB just to show affection that they
cussed each other so!
—The Popular Magazine.
An’

so

Ho! she’ll want a lemon squeezer for the
balance of the day,
After swattin’ Dirt an’ Fever, in the

Then the captain of the tugboat climbed upon
the coal barge deck,
An’ the skipper of the coal barge fell upon
An’

“What's that so black agin the pane?” said
Flies-on-Parade.
“That insect’s come to life again,” the Colored
Comic said.
“Who’s that a-pantin’ on the couch?” said
Flies-on-Parade.
“A woman fightin’ ’ard for breath,” the Colored Comic said.
She is done with Dirt an’ Fever, for it

Jameson, Pleydell North, C.'H. Bovill,
Herman Schetfauer, Post Wheeler, R.
E. Vernede, Morice Gerard, and A. An-

The Wide World for August is a particularly interesting number. A. E.
Johnson describes and illustrates “The
Black Forest and Its People;” Randall
R. Howard writes a stirring paper on
“Hunting the Wild Horses of the West,”
and Jack Woodson describes “The DogDerby of Alaska.” John Boyes continues the romantic story of “How I Became a King,” and F. Harris Deans
bringsto a conclusion the amusing account
of his European walking tour in which
he covered fourteen hundred miles on
foot. “The Bridge Assignment,” “Alone
on a Runaway Train” and “A DeathVoyage at Niagara” are accounts of
thrilling adventures. The number is ex-.

cellently illustrated,

I

carry

into effect a certain contract named in said
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, ».o be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 13th day of August, A. 1).
1912, at ten of the clock betore noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy,

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltink, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation on the
13th day of July, A. D. 1912.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Alina B. Osgood, late
of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively iu The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A

derson. The articles are numerous and
varied. Mock Joya writes very charmingly about “The Lore and Legend of
Japanese Fire-flies,” the article being
beautifully illustrated by the famous
Japanese artist, Yoshioo Markino. Wil88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belliam S. Walsh writes amusingly regardWALDO
fast, in vacation, on the if tli day of July,
and tells many a 19J2. F. G. Farrington, administrator
ing “The Letter ‘H’,
on the esgood story of the difficulty which certain tate of True F. Young, late of Palermo, in said
County,
deceased,
his
first and
having
presented
Englishmen experience in using this im- final account of administration
of said estate for
portant letter. Mrs. Herbert Vivian de- allowance.
scribes “The Most Wonderful Castle in
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Europe,” and Professor Ward contrib- aweeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counutes a paper on “The Romance of a Peathat ail persons interested may attend at a
flower.” An article which should be of ty,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
value to. golfers is by Stuart Morrison 13th day of August next, and show cause, if any
and entitled “The Commonest Golfing they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Faults.” The Color Section is devoted
A true copy: Attest:
to “Mary Garden in Famous Roles.”
Chas. P.
Hazel^nk, Register.

WEAR

indigestion.'
KndnlFor
M RUBBERS ISUUUl
Relieves
stomach,
This Winter

lour

telpitation of the heart Pirmri -rhetjmi Ml

newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 13th
day of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why.the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

I

!

!

SS.—in Court of Probate, held at Bel
last, on the 9th day of July. 1912. Alton
K Braley, administrator on the estate of James
II. Bralev. late of Belfast, m saitl County, deceased, having presente 1 his first and final account, of administration of said estate, together
with his private claim, for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican
Journal,
a
newspaper publish' d in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13tli
day of August next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account and private
claim should not be allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

|

j

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTH

!

er hereby gives notice thai
appointed administrator of tli»BENJAMIN J. BLOOD,
in the County of Waldo, dee-

bonds as the law directs. All
mauds against the estate of su:sired to present llie same for
indebted thereto are request
ment immediately.
ORRINI

Knox, July 9. 1912.
4

DM I N l ST R A TOR’S NO I!>

i\ er hereby gives notice
duly appointed administrator
SARAH E. GILMAN, lal
in the County of Waldo, d<

1

•'

\
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate or
desired to present the same v
all indebted thereto are requestment immediately.
o.
2

Ii

Liberty, Juue 11,1912.—aw
TAX ECU TOR’S

NOTICE.

117 ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- ,1j hereby gives not’ee that
fast, on the 9th day of July, 1912. Flora appointed executor of the last
Hanton, administratrix on the estate of Frank ment of
D Nor on, late of Montville, in said
County, deTHOMAS A, CUSHMAN, lab
ceased, having presented her first and final actn the County of Waldo, decount of administration of said estate, together
bonds as the law directs. AH
with her private claim, for allowance.
demands against the estate ot
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
are desired to present the same
weeks
in
The
Republican Journal,
successively,
and all indebted thereto are n -i
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, I pajment immediately to A. D. H
that ail persons interested may attend at a Proville, Me., my authorized agent
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th
j
WILLIAM
day of August next, and show cause,if any they |
Spokane, Washington. June
have, why the said account and private claim I
should not be allowed.
GEO. E. J0UN80N, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

NOTICE.
The sub
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
EDWIN E.

WENTWORTH, late of Waldo,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given

in the
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto arereque9ted to make

payment immediately.
CYRENA WENTWORTH.
Waldo, May 14,I9l2.-3w27
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|
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H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
S TEA MPRESS IA
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO

16tf

ORDER

j

|

Problems.
to the National
,^„ciation, wh'ch opened its
i.vention in Chicago July
t of the 20,000,000 public
in the United States, 12;V lacing educated in rural

submitted

1

$ti>
jjtb,
5fli<’•

1

Ipx

only one-third of the
mi girls were making a

,t

i,

ton''
satis;:"

.j.owing.
i: ;; orris. State superintendBaton Rouge, La., df-

■'

....

ntion of the rural schools
deplorable that it was
i-rul government to proand methods to remedy
■

better

leral interference with
should be set
r schools
rest of the rising genera“National
Mr. Harris.
country schools is an abOur country needs a
rural citizenship.”

cu

Thing

in Castine, July
9th, a
discussion took place in
a

prop-

by State Superintendiih that the superintendted action looking to the
rural schools. Taking as
systematic Campaign for
Status of Country
lintendent Smith spoke,

I
•

!
i
^

r*

ns

was a sweeping revival and
converted. During its progress, at one of the evening services six

master mariners were
altar seeking pardon.

in Stoves

cr£

„
trates Heat

Mi«»ws:
hold the progress she
in the development of
interests and is to imord, as we all believe she
rative that the country
iust as good a school in
: her in its own field.
-t that every superinm Maine prepare a
is citizens on the con.,.i)l buildings. This re;■ :ze,
school by school,
■cement whether en-

no ly
Waste

_ar

It is

Handy
|v.
ar

-IVO

LflTt

3__
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j

t

K.liS ilCfldy
-No Delay
—J

‘he New
Stove has long, enameled.
turquoue-blue chimneys. It is handsomely finished
,n
with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel
P1®*®*'
racks, etc. Made with 1, 2 or 3 burners.
J

j

rree

|

I

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

fL

NEW
_

YORK CITY

BUFFALO,

ALBANY, N, Y.

N. Y.

BOSTON, MASS.

shingles, windows,

!se, great

care be- 1
small number entering (3) the lack of
the advance accur- ly
for ordinary occupation and
!
he cost. This report preparation
the common duties of citizenship,' and
mis of citizens before
the
meagerness of the information of
(4)
tings in ample seaof the facts'common to daily
With a program of graduates
life.
er of poor school buildHe stated that in the 72 high schools
uf
itfuuL'tu
in
a
of the State with two teachers, two type
per cent.
courses are found.
One is a restricted
r
of textbooks and
program meeting specified requirements
is much room for imof the colleges, the other is made up of
etion similar to that
three parts selected from the first course
ting might well be fol- and the fourth
part made up of so called
■

r

PROBATE COURT.
The

j
i

they

repre-

ability.

■

i

Petition for guardian of person in inhospital granted in estate of Drusilla Gordon of Brooks.
Petition for license to sell personal estate granted in estate of William H
Benner, late of Liberty.
Petitions for allowance granted in estates of Ezra E. Patch, late of Brooks;
Alfred S. Jackson, late of Belfast.
Petition for distribution granted in estate of Maria D. Dean, late of Lincolnville.
Petitions for probate of will granted in

ities. The first meets the definite need
of 10 per cent of the students, the other
is vaguely educational for the remainder.
most cases
are suffered to
sent two standards of mental

He held that it is desirable for a small
school to give but one course, because it
would meet the needs of all but a small
number of students and the teaching
force is insufficient to do more than this
effectively, also it would eliminate any
double standards in the school administration and wouid permit breaking away
from the stereotyped courses and meth-

estates of

|

Mary A.Harriman,

late of Bel-

fast; Ellen F. Low, late of Winterport;
Mark T. Dodge, late of Troy; Edward O.
Thorndike, late of Belfast,
Petition tor administration granted in
estate of Parker C. Dodge, late of Winterport.
Warrant and inventory allowed in estate of George W. Nickerson late of Belfast.

ods.

He believed that it is practicable, since
Pin cation for boys,
it meets the requirements for approval
!
of standard schools, simplifies the admina used at Fitchburg. Mass.,
high school and manu- istration in the matter of teaching periods
:: it city
co-operate in the and subjects taught and serves the real
fion of boys was outlined I interests of at least 75 per cen t of its cone Igerly, superintendent of
stituency and those preparing tor college
c.
city. The cc-operative and mav easilv find schools where such
m in operation since 1908. J preparation may be made. Such a course
J school assumes the re- j would offer the best possible preparation
the academic training for normal school, the business college or
p provides the practical other schools where a full rounded preparation for citizenship is of prime imor more leading manuC"'
city have entered in the portance.

j

«

transacted

sane

Both

In

was

Petition for guardian non compos mentis granted in estate of Robert Killman
of Prospect.

“practical” or “commercial” studies.
are stereotyped, due in main to inbreeding of teachers and school author-

a most encouraging
in the salaries amt in
s- ivice
of our teaching
uperintendent realized
t securing and holding
.chers in rural schools
gress in this direction I
very superintendent in
to increase the number
where by encouraging
a students in the schools
iracteristics that make
i1 idling, to prepare for
1 .wold also urge that the
g teachers for a single
i and that the term of
le ver possible be made
full year.”
■

111

business

July term of Probate Court, Judge
George E. Johnson presiding:

..

■

following

at the

Accounts were allowed in estates of
Ambrose P. Cargill, late of Liberty, first
and final; John Sullivan, late of Searport, first and final; Mary S. Ware,
late of Thorndike, first and final; William H. Benner, late of Liberty, first;
Emeline Turner, late of Palermo, first
and final; Wil'iam Jackson, late of
Montville, first and final; Manley D.
Tibbetts, late of Palermo, first and final.
Warrants and inventories were returnplants naturally offer an
I
ed
in estates of Annie M. Griffin, late of
NEW HIGH SCHOOL PLAN.
■h as no school plant could
Elizabeth Parker, late of NorthBelfast;
At
the
of
the
r the
meeting
principals July port; Etta A.
city nor tile State is
Harmon,, late of ThornH.
H.
Stuart
of
10th
described
Augusta
xpend a dollar for equipF. Skidmore, late of Liberty;
the upper and lower high school plan. In dike; Emily
vurse covers four years,
James H. Braley, late of Belfast; Caththe regular high school brief he said:
erine Mayo, late of Monroe; Nellie M.
“The school system of the future must
rst \ ear's work is spent
Woodbury, late of Freedom; Joseph T.
bool and the next three provide for the following classes of
Lamb, late of Lincolnville; Albion K.
oetween the shop and pupils: Those who intend to go to colBoynton, late of Searsmont.
manufacturies take the lege; those who will complete their
Wills were presented in estates of
v that
by alternating they formal education with the High school Thomas R. Clements, late of Monroe;
those
who
will
not
their
course;
complete
pair always at work and
Delia T. Hill, late of Frankfort; Hamilcool is provided with the high school course, but wish to get a ton Holton
Wood, late of Brookline,
start in their vocation in school; lastly,
The
pair.
shop work is that class who leave school at
Ann L. McGilvery, late of Searsthe end of Mass.;
without a break,
port.
pay for the weeks they the compulsory school period.
;
Petitions for administration were pre“The best plan seems to be the six
■■
regular rate is fixed so
sented in estates of Lucius H. Jackson,
first year earn $5.50 a year elementary school course. The lat- late of
Morrill; Hamilton Holton Wood,
should be organized into an upper
: year $(>.05 a
week; ter
late of Brookline, Mass.
and lower high school.
The lower high
year $0.87 a week. A
Petition for guardian presented in
etinue m school and yet school includes the two upper elementary estate of Eliza A.
Loring of Stockton
Foreign languages, simple proi.a fact he earns more : grades.
Springs.
of
cesses
and
and
i
at temps to
algebra
geometry,
supply himResignation of trustee and petition
while waiting for sorae- elementary science should be introduced. for trustee
presented in estate of Susan
Courses in agriculture, manual training,
i'll up.”
A. Weatherbee, late of Belfast.
v'fered at the school are domestic science, industrial training, 1
Petition for license to sell real estate
iiiid aim tn irivp a hiirh- commercial work must find a place in
presented in estate of Fannie M. Gilman
and better oppor- the curriculum of what is now the eighth of
Liberty.
Administration will
h' cement.
This industrial and ninth grades.
Accounts were presented in estates of
d so popular that there be along High school methods. Depart- Fred A.
Gilman, late of Liberty, first
o
lining the school into mentalizing will be very desirable. Dis- and final; Silas Storer, late of Morrill,
with the varied interests of cipline will be suited to the age of the first and
Jane L. Bryant, late of
pupils. Promotions should be by subject. Belmont, final;
first and final; James H. Bra“The only disadvantage will be inCOURSE IN THE HIGH
late of Belfast, first and final; Frank
creased expense. But change will not | ley,
SCHOOL.
D. Norton, late of Montville, first and
be abrupt so expense will be distributed
! final; Susan A. Weatherbee, late of Beldgerly’s talk two sepa- over a number of years.”
•' ere
fast, second and final; Ezra E. Patch,
held, one for superincipals of larger towns COMPULSORY EDUCATION AND SUPER- I late of Liberty, first and final,
Notices of administration were preother for those working
VISION PROBLEMS.
sented in estates of Mary A. Harriman,
Mrs. Frances C. Jewett of Cherryfield,
: late of Belfast; Mark T.
conference opened with speaking, July 11th, of those
Dodge, late of
engaged in i
Edward O. Thorndike, ate of Bel'"■■'Sion of the subject, work in the smaller
places, said that the Troy;
fast; Parker C. Dodge, late of Winterindustrial education portion of the school faw embraced
by
place in the public high the Compulsory Education act is the back- | port; Benjamin J. Blood, late of Knox.
bone of the moral ethical training of our
K. Moulton of Auburn, school
system and that it. should not be 1 Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you
efficiency of the business too much in evidence, although it is abso- i crazy. Can’t bear the touch of your clothing,
High school, raised the lutely essential to'the uprightness of the Doan’s Ointment cures the inn;t obstinate
cases.
Why suffer. All druggists sell it.
whether or not it is a structure. “It is of
iil::
supreme importance
cation for office work in the
early
steps of development,” said
not be extended to
i-pre- Mrs. Jewett, “that children gain a re- THE NEW YORK HERALD, SUNDAY,
■‘der activities.
He be- speci,, even a luve, tor mw anu oruer;
JULY 14.
lt these questions should this we can teach in our schools and by i
affirmatively and that in- so doing avert much legislation and the ! The Magazine Section of the New York
"y can be secured by unlearning in reform schools and
jails of Herald for July 14th appeared in a new dress
■ cnee
with the demands
pernicious lessons, for if our discipline is and with many innovations. Its makeup
world. Pupils will be not stanchly positive it is
waveringly ; marks an innovation in journtiism and its
they can feel that they negative. No school, system however ! matter is vibrant with new and up to date
1
>' for the demands of a attractive, which permits
frontispiece consists of Mr. W. H.
slovenly disci- ideas The
brilliant drawing. The Polo Girl]
ti,i
actually open to them pline as regards habitual tardiness, tru- \ Loomis’ with
instinct
action, alluring in grace, beautipetitors.
Preparation ancy and careless use of school property ! ful
in color. With the first official polo match
!he fundamental princi- 1 has a valid claim to toleration.”
I between women having just been played, this
wnrk and a broad
The problems of supervision in small | feature is graphically interesting and
concep1
timely.
activities.
town were referred to by Superintend- | The number also includes a prize Poetry Conthe score of a business ents Ross of
of Bel- i test, directed for the purpose of ascertaining
Dexter,
Woodbury
iPer activities the
«! fa,
topic is fast and Burrill of Island Falls. Mr. i if the Muse may flourish even in a so-called
"nportance. Business men Ross said that the greatest difficulties he I material age Thrilling tales of the survivors
»««,.
r office
of the Democratic Siege of Baltimore, an auwork only the best has met were those caused
pfo •.
by Generals j
article on the Campaign Dough
>sHigh school. It would be Apathy and Inertia. They begin early I thoritative
Bags, Delegates Who Should Not Be at Large,
track our boys and girls in the
at
the
annual town meeting : and the Wonderful Memory Hail of James E.
year
%...»making merely stenog- with the motion, “that we raise the Watson, Our Jim, of Rushville, Taft leader at
of them. This same amount for schools as last year”— the Republican Convention, are among the
No,., ,
^ '--i r
ouf High schools should not an amount so small that it precludes hir- political features.
in which the baseball fans will
literar.y English oi ing other than local teachers. Many of Something first number
11 the
of a series of feacompanionship of the those teachers prefer to all others the delight—the
tures entitled "Batter Up!" in which J. A.
books, nor should the methods by which they were taught and Fitzgerald tells in inimitable
" a
style how Larry
taste for the modern lan- with which
fep,
they are the most familiar. Doyle, coming from the lots of Caseyville, 111.,
h
PHved
of
the
of
estate
his
as
Few
to
pleasure
r'^Jinp
high
parents evhr visit the schools or show rose
captain of the Giants.
and German. On the
interest story is told of the
iia.1 rtinch
any interest in them. These difficulties A human
biggest
trie
it f
commercial course must are combatted by presenting in the | player of ’em all, Louis Soclcalexis, the deer1
of the diamond.
Pl!"
touch
,fP'r*t of business life. It school report a detailed statement of the foot
The number includes a Woman’s Page with
with men who are necessary expenses for the coming
I
year. a varied assortment of miscellany, all written
ttii'i
business and who are broad- He stated that he tries to help
the teach- in a bright and entertaining
style and illus!|gent and useful citizens.” er by
frequent consultation and by re- trated in a convincing manner.
t°wn courses.
I J. V,
quiting her to take some school paper
and to do a certain definite amount of
First Maine Heavy Artillery.
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of
■
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inspector
high
He has interested
meeting of the professional reading.
towns with adis- the parents by means of a Boys’ and
Girls’ Agricultural Club and by an exStf 'inn"1" ffacticability and desira- hibit
of school work at the end of the
course of study foi
» 1mall t„Ktn<,ral

I

bu"1

I

Iff"61'8,l>aller
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high school. He
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very small number

com-

0Urse, (2) the comparative-

year.
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H| RUBBERS
winter
This

I

mon

turned out.

Candy Receipts,”

and

N

The successor of Brother Church reported 152 members and 201 probationers
! at the close of his first year (1857); before
l the close of his second year charges were
and he surrender| preferred against him
! ed his narchments and withdrew from
was thrown
; the ministry. The church
; into much confusion and all the sagacity
of the presiding elder (Brother Pratt)
William
was necessary to conserve it.
H. Crawford and C arles B. Dunn (two
rare men) were the next ministers, but I
Then came
each served only one year.
Barnett M. Mitchell (1861-’62), Eleazer
i W. Hutchinson (1868-’64) and E iward
Davies in 1865.
Now it is the beginning of the Conference year 1866, and the Conference meets
in Waldoboro. Bishop Janes appointed
George Pratt to Rockland for the second ;
time (and it was Bishop Janes who gave
The
him his first appointment here).
membership had not entirely recovered
from the troubles of former years, and
the meeting house was in a most dilapidated condition. The pastor called together the trustees to consider whether
to repair or rebuild.
Although it was a
great undertaking to build a church fairly representative of the denomination,
the trustees voted to remove the buildThe
old site.
j ing and rebuild on the
! trustees at this time, as nearly as can be
I ascertained were Erasmus H. Cochran,
Stephen Gould, Andrew Ulmer, Silas
Farrington, William Thompson and L.
M. Simmons (members of the Church)
and Aaron Howes, Timothy Williams
and N. A. Burpee (not members). From
these a building committee was elected,
with the pastor as a very active member
of it. There was a year of discussion,
hesitation and reluctance, which was
overcome by the persistence of the pastor, nobly supplemented by a few of his
devoted friends. In 1868 the old building
was taken down and the work of the new
was begun with undaunted courage and
zeal. The corner stone was laid with
appropriate ceremonies and it was reported, as in Ezra’s time “The timber is
laid in the walls and work goeth on”
(Ezra V, 8). But all this involved expense and the funds ran very low. Winter was approaching and all that had
been accomplished would be greatly endangered unless the roof was made tight.
The slate for the roof must be paid for
when delivered.
It was at that time Bro. Pratt spent
nearly one whole night in prayer, and in
the morning he said to his wife “I have
prayed through a stone wall.”
By prudence and self denial Bro. Pratt
and his wife had saved a few hundred
dollars and deposited the money in a
Savings Bank. It occurred to him during that night of prayer that by drawing
his money and placing it in the hands of
the committee to pay for the slate, such
confidence would be inspired as would
carry the enterprise to a successful conclusion. Such was the “Faith of our
Fathers,” of which we frequently sing.
Of course such a faith as this inspired
even the most faint-hearted and Bro.
Pratt relaxed no whit of his earnest solicitation and sacrifice. He was generously, nobly, sustained by many who
made sacrifices worthy of the faith he
had inspired in them.
At last the building was completed
and ready for dedication. In anticipation of this Professor L. T. Townsend
had been engaged to preach the sermon,
but two or three days before the time,
he sent word that on account of illness
he must cancel his engagement. Nothing daunted, Bro. Pratt rode to Damariscotta and pressed Bro. C. B. Dunn into
service as the one man for such an emerWhen Mrs. Pratt greeted Bro.
gency.
Dunn at the door of the parsonage on
that bitter cold winter day and heartily

j
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Notice ll1
|

I

informing

their friends and
patrons^that they are now prepared to furnish coal at the
following reduced rates until further notice. The prices
apply to city delivery when coal goes in on a level:

|
I

Chestnut,

8
ij

i
1

I
(

8.00

Stove>.7.75
Egg,.7.75

|

Franklin

I

Chestnut,

8

8.50

Franklin Egg,

I

1

8.25

i

7he above prices are subject to the usual 30
days cash discount of 25 cents per ton.
23tf

i

Send for catalg

this opportunity of

Pea>.$6.50

I

HEBRON, MAINE.

take

Hay Co.

PER TON

j

J

The Belfast Fuel &

I

*

Academy |

For SALE

8

PUBLIC AUTO.

wish to inform the pulilic that I have a
car and will carry pasMARMON FIVE PASSENGER TOUrTTTg sengers anywhere at
time at reasonable
CAR. The Marmon, without question, is one rates For particularsany
write or call telephone
of the highest ^rade ears made and noted for 134-14.
21tf
ROY E. YOUNG.
their excellent workmanship and easy riding.
Motor, 35 H. P., four-cylinder. Motor and
transmission were thoroughly overhauled in
our shops last winter.
Car is of 1908 model,
used very little.
An excellent opportunity to
buy a high-grade car at a very low price.
CAMDEN ANCHOR-ROCKLAND MACHINE
I

four-passenger touring

Dr. W. C. L1BBEY.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

eA3TO R

Civil Service.

;

|

t

6t28

General Office Work,
Teachern’ Course.
Civil Service.

B. >-Check,„g.
Wholesale Accounting,
Teachers Course,

Na«ie.City.

K

what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has done for me.’’—Mrs.
Dema Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.

Boys.

Copying

Filing Letters,

Street.

I

far as any ordinary woman,
any day
in the week. I wish I could talk to
every
woman
and girl, and tell them
suffering

For Girls and

Press

|

|

as

FOUNDED 1804

Duplicating Processes.

Punctuation,

==

to
have an operation. I would not listen to
that, and when a friend of my husband’s
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take it.
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do all my own housework, work in the garden and entertain

'

Rand8

*

Graminai

[Special
1

times, and said that I ought

Hebron

j

Address BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE,
164 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

anyone or
have anyone move in
the room. The doctors gave me medicine to ease me at

Remember, the remedy which did this
was
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.
It has helped thousands of women who
have been troubled with displacements,
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, that
bearing down feeling, indigestion, and
nervous prostration,after all other means
have failed. Why don’t you try it?

|

Business-Correspondence,

Spelling,

Please send me your latest- catalog
terested in a business education.

to see

can

|

Business Forms.

—

company and enjoy them, and

SHORTHAND
Stenography.
Typewrit ng,

If interested fill in this coupon and mail it to

“For seven years I
Sikeston, Mo.
suffered everything. I was in bed for
four or five days at a
time every month,
and so weak I could
hardly walk. I had
cramps, backache
and headache, and
was so nervous and
weak that I dreaded

those

!

ENGLISH AND BUSINESS PREPARATORY
Arithmetic,
Penmanship,
Spelling,
Letter Writing,
Grammar,

was Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

i

COMMERCIAL
Bookkeeping,
Arithmetic,
Calculation,
Spelling,
Business-Correspondence,
Penmanship.
Business Forms,
Work-

“Vegetable
suggestions to the

How Mrs. Bethune

! prospered.

j

among our graduates.
Enroll before our waiting list
begins.

«■>"“ *>*

SEVEN YEARS
Of MISERY

Brother Pratt’s successors were Hezekiah C. Tilton
(1853-54) and Albert
Church (1855-56), men long to be remembered in the annals of Methodism,
and twder their administration the church

MAINE.

CURRICULUM:

girl who is going away from home to
college for .the first time next fall.

membership.

;

LEWISTON,

Fall Term opens Tuesday, September 10. 1912. The
Commercial College of ACTUAL BUSINESS TRAINING which
places you in a position upon graduation.
Positions of $1,000, $1,200, $1,500 and $2,000 are com-

gust Meteors,’’“Collecting Arrow-Heads
and Other Stone Tools.” For girls there
will be articles on “How to Tell Character from Handwriting,”

ways thought of a general marshaling
his forces for conquest. The inspiring
hymn of Heber’s always seemed appropriate to the occasion (The Son of God
goes forth to War)”. Brother Pratt reAt
mained here two years (1851-’52.)
the end of his first year he reported 159
members (an increase of 25) and 97 probationers, and at the end of his second
year he reported the same increase of

,1
the heat when you want it
and where you want it It is a« quick at
gas,
Iteadier and handier than'coal. cheaper than

,can?’. ***• New Perfection Stove.
Cook-Boojf with every stove. Cook-Bc ok also
given to anyone tending 5 cents to cover mailing cost.

at the

It was a grand sight to see Brother
Pratt in a revival service; it was such a
joy to him. One writes of him: ‘‘I al-

OU Cook-itovc

p
Perfection

kneeling

BLISS COLLEGE

Articles especially for boys in summer
issues of The Youth’s
Companion will
be “The New Rules for
Football,” “Au-

scores were

For a midnight supper, as for any other meal at
any
other time, the very latest thing in stoves—the best
that stove-artists can do—is a

i

were

before there

*The Latest

_

section over

heavy loss in sailing ships.

long

nual convention of school

icnts

Pratt

All of the Bailing vessels built in
A Distinguished Methodist Clergyman;
this
country during the past three years just
Bom in 1812. Died in 1882.
offset the American sailing tonnage lost
The following incidents in the life and in the twelve months ended with June
30th this year. The sea claimed
sailing
service of Rev. George Pratt, who craft
aggregating 50,000 gross tons. A
came to the Belfast Methodist church as
statement of the* past' year’s shipbuildpastor in 1874, are from the East Maine ing, issued July 6th by the Commerce
and Labor Department’s Bureau of NavConference Year Book:
shows that American builders
In 1851 George Pratt was appointed to igation,
completed 1702 merchant ships of all
Rockland. Brother Pratt was then in descriptions of 243,702 gross tons, comthe early vigor of his always vigorous pared with 1208 of 302,158 gross tons for
life and it was not long before not only the preceding year.
Thirty-five steel
vessels were built on the Great Lakes
the church but the town recognized the Fourteen steel
vessels of 30,029 gross
presence of a Master in Israel. Rock- tons were built for the Atlantic service
usual
a
As
land had reached a population of five
majority of all the vessels
constructed were small wooden steamers
thousand people and this was an inviting
During the year 1157 boats of this type
field for Brother Pratt. It was not

the RURAL SCHOOLS.
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Rev. George

DENTIST,

COMPANV, CAMDEN, MAINE.
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supremely

unsemsu

act, Bro. Dunn replied, with that twinkle

in his eyes and that unique voice of his
“I’ve just come to say ‘Amen.’
The dedication took place on Wednesday, February 4, 1870. It was a beautiful day and the church was completely
filled. The text was “Out of Zion, the
perfection of beauty, God hath shined.”

(Ps. L, 2.)

The

sermon

was

quoted for

years, and Brother Dunn certainly came
in with the “grand amen.” After the
sermon, Aaron Howes presented the
building to the pastor for dedication and
with grateful hearts it was dedicated to
the worship of Almighty God.
It w is a
day to be remembered in annals of Rackland Methodism.
When it was completed it was the
finest Methodist Church in the Conference, beautifully proportioned, with

modern circular pews, carpeted throughout, and the ceiling frescoed in appropriate colors. An organ that cost $2,000
was installed and a bell that
weighed as
many pounds was mounted in the steeple.
The audience room would seat 700, and
the spacious vestry below would accommodate half as many. It had cost $22,000; and despite the heroic sacrifices a
debt of nearly $10,000 remained. So the
work of Bro. Pratt was “not finished
when it

was done!”
Having completed
the third year, which was then the limit
fixed by the Discipline, Bishop Clark
stretched the Discipline and re-appointed Bro. Pratt, calling him “Financial
It was the only thing to do,
Agent,
but after all the years of anxiety and
sacrifice some men would have demurred.
One wonders if in this world the labors
and sacrifices of Rockland Methodism
will ever be appreciated at anything like
their value. One member mortgaged
his home to support this great
enterprise,
The 36th reunion of the 1st Maine Heavy and others were not far behind. The
Artillery Regimental Association will be held, last dollar of this enormous debt, amountWednesday, August 21st, at the Grange hall in ing with the interest to over
$15,000, was
Foxcroft. The business meeting will be called not
paid until the Conference ending in
at 10.30 a. m. and the campfire at 1 p. m. The
“ten years of sacrifice. It is due
J880> Pratt to
day will be the Golden anniversary of the or- Bro.
say that he had a part in it
ganization and the music and speaking at the
and
all
will
be
in
campfire
keeping with the spirit ol
every year met his promise to
see the
that anniversary. Major Charles J. House ol
thing through,” although it
was a heavy load for him.
Augusta is secretary of the organization.
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New York Tribune Farmer
AND YOUR FAVORITE

HOME PAPER

S-^The Republican

1

QL

FOR ONLY $2.25.
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The Tribune Farmer
*3

ipS

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
a

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune .Farmer, thoroughly

p

||j|g
aSK:

Journals

1

covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical
working farmer and interests every man or woman in
city or town who owns a
horse

or cow.

The

subscription price of

8SS“To

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

subscribers and all old
up arrearages and one year in advance
new

The Tribune Farmer,
The

one

Republican Journal,

^subscribers
we

who will pay
make tihis liberal offer

year,
one

year,

Both for $2.25.

M Republican

Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.
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The Searsport Pythian Hall AssociaThe certificate of organisation, of the
Searsport Pythian Hall Association, organized
at the office of Harry E. Bangs, Searsport,
J. M. Parker of Hartford, Ct., was at the
June 8,1912, was recorded in the Waldo CounSearsport House Saturday.
ty Registry of Deeds July ISth. The purposes
Sloop Island Belle arrived Saturday with of the corporation are to acquire by purchase
Bros.
200,000 staves to Pike
or otherwise real estate and personal prop
Mrs. C. E. Whitcomb, who has been visiting erty, and to hold, sell, lease, rent, mortgage or
otherwise encumber same for the interest and
xi Piston, has returned home.
welfare of Penobscot Lodge, No. 136,
Richard Wayne of St. Augustine, Fla., is general
Knights of Pythias, of Searsport. The officers
registered at the Searsport House.
for are: President, Sidney M. Webber; vice presiMiss Harriet M. Erskine left Monday
dent, Frank A. Nye; clerk, Harry E. Bangs;
Robertson
G.
A.
Mrs.
to
visit
Augusta
treasurer, Henry F. Partridge; directors, Sidher
Miss Ethel Carr, who has been visiting
ney M. Webber, J. W. Black and Wilson N.
parents, returned to Waltham, Mass., Monday. West.
Capt. and Mrs. Isaac N. Closson and daughAntoinette Adams, wife of the late Capt.
in town.
ter of Waterville are visiting relatives
Charles Whittier, died Monday afternoon at
visitbeen
have
who
R. D. Swift and family,
home in Searsport, after an illness of onl y
home. her
ing in South Thomaston, have returned
a few weeks.
Following the death of Capt.
There will be a stated meeting of Mariners Whittier, who died of heart failure Memorial
Lodge F. & A. M., on Tuesday evening, July day, Mrs. Whittier rapidly failed. For som e
23d.
years she had been a semi-invalid and the
John S. Dutch, who has been visiting rela- shock of her husband’s death prostrated her
tives in town, returned to Waltham, Mass., and she was unable to rally. Her death had
been expected for several days.
An only
Monday.
her constant companion, Mrs. Janies
Mrs. Horatio H. McDonald of Belfast is the daughter,
H. Stevens, C. Duncan, survives. The funeral took place
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clement
Wednesday, Rev. C. H. McElhiney of the ConMain street.

SEARSPORT

tion.

Mrs. Ida F. Baker, who has been in town
the past two weeks, returned to Waltham,
Mass., Saturday.
A. A.
George E. Carr, nightwatchman at the
his
C. plant, left Monday for a vacation with
family in Rockland.

gregational
!
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THAT

have clearly shown the
wisdom of thorough manu-

facture for best results.
CLARIONS have stood
all kinds of tests during the

DOLLAR

thirty-eight years and
always win high favor.
past

You cannot afford

experiment, having
splendid reputation
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CLARIONS
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THE COLONIAL CLARION

Established 1839
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WOOD & BISHOP
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item from Norcross informer Searsport boy is making

following

dicates that

CLARION

news
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This, the second week of my FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE, I shall
Norcross, July 9. The 4th of July was cele- K*
brated in Norcross by the biggest time since
k
sell all my Silk and Fancy Waists at a tremendous sacrifice. Come and
was
discovered.
the place
The excitement besee them, while I have all sizes. I am still selling my choice line of $1.00
with the firidg of the National salute at
Mrs. Nellie Brome, who has been visiting gan
sunrise and lasted well into the night. F. A.
c for my next week’s ad.
to
W aists for
returned
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Whittum,
C.
the
of
Norcross”
Fowler,
was general
“Mayor
Waltham, Mass.,Monday.
head-pusher of the sports, which consisted of
swimming matches, jumping, running races
Next Door to
M. H.
Mr. and Mrs. George Baker and children and
other set-tos. The event of the day was
have returned to Waltham, Mass., after spend- the great 100 yards dash, for which the wellknown sprinters F. I. Biather of Boston, Julius
ing a few weeks in town.
SpViminrr ond Honma P
M~ £ r»_—_
Isle to
Levi Trundy has gone to Presque
and Mayor Fowler, toed the mark, the comhis
in
groL.
S.
Bean,
Mr.
bined weight being only 1120 pounds. In the
work for his uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowers of West Palm CENTER MuNTVILLE.
first heat, on account of a foul, Referee Eddie
eery store for the summer.
Mr. Chester Whitcomb of Rockland visited
steward ofc the Bangor lodge of Elks, Beach, Florida, who are occupying a cottage
Connelly,
who have ordered the runners to
his aunt, Mrs. T. S. Erskine, recently_Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kneeland,
start over again. On
at Sandypoint for the summer, called Friday>
rethe second try Mayor Fowler beat out the
Albert T. Gay of Belfast is painting and paperbeen visiting, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland,
afternoon on the Misses Hichborn, Church
bunch, with Lightfoot Biather a close second.
ing the interior of Mr. James Clement’s house.
turned to Boston Monday.
Miss
them
their
with
guest,
street, having
The Mount Ephraim Cemetery ImproveSaturMr. Clement has made extensive improveFarnham of Malden, Mass.
Barge Boylstone finished discharging
ments in his buildings_Cliff R. Richards, Jr.
in tow, ment Association. The certificate of organday at the A. A. C, Co., plant and sailed,
W. Titcomb ard daughter,
L.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ization of the Mount Ephraim Cemetery Imand Bartlett Richards of Chevy Chase,
Marythe same day for Weymouth.
Miss Annie M. Titcomb of Brewer,were guests
provement Association organized at the dwelland, are visiting their grandparents, Mr. and
nnisneu uiBuiaiK.u6
Mrs.
L.
and
S.
Dreenwooa
Mr.
and
brother
wife,
of his
Barge
house
of
W.
Curtis
in
Mrs.
James
O.
ling
George
Bartlett... .Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Searsport,
and
tons of coal at the Penobscot Coal wharf
street, last Saturday, coming
Wentworth are receiving congratulations on
May 28, 1912, was recorded in the Waldo Coun- Titcomb, Sylvan
sailed Saturday tor Rockland.
river and returning by the excursion
down
the birth, July 12th, of a daughter. Mrs. Clifty Registry of Deeds July 16th. The purposes
Domintrain running to Penobscot Park.
George Jerome of Porto Plata, San
ton Morse is caring for Mrs. Wentworth_
of the association are to own and protect land
in
his
with
family
is
and
last
after
left
week,
Mr. Lester M. Bragg
The services held by Rev. C. M. Fogg last
go, arrived. Friday
in Mount Ephraim cemetery, to purchase land
street.
Mrs.
Main
his
vacation with
mother,
the Ford cottage on
Sunday at 3 p. m. were well attended_Sevadjoining the cemetery, to hold deeds of a spending his
to
accept eral from Morrill and Halldale were in
Edward Tuttle of West Newton, Mass., was right of way to town road, to fence, care lor, Jennie M. Bragg, West Main street,
attendoffered him
ance-Notices are posted for an auction at
in town last week, the guest of his aunt, Mrs. beautify and keep said cemetery in good order a position in Jacksonville, Florida,
he has been for the
whose
in
firm
the
employ
avenue.
on
farm
by
of the late Albert T. Cushman at 10
G. W. Hichborn,
and condition, and also to keep the right of
Prospect
two years in Fall River, Mass. Success to our a. m. July 22nd-A
very pleasant company
Capt. Scott Blanchard, who has been visit- way in good condition; to fyold any money that
new surroundings!
his
in
assembled at the Grange hall Tuesday evening
ing his mother, Mrs. Clara Blanchard, on Main may come to said corporation for any of the neighbor
above purposes. The officers are: President,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard G. Staples of New- July 6th t > attend the reception given by Mr.
street, returned to New York last week.
D. M. Nichols; clerk, May I. Nickerson; treas- buryport. Mass., are guests of Mr. Staples’ and Mrs. Loren Howard, who were married in
Steamer Kanawha, Capt. Burns, finished dis- \
urer, Faustina B. Howard; directors, Horace sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Belfast June 26th.
Friends from surrounding
charging July 11th at the Penobscot Coal dock j E.
Robbins, Elden G. Smart, Archie L. Merri- Emery, in the old family home of their parents, towns as w’ell as many of our citizens were
News.
for
same
the
Newport
day
and sailed
S.
Mrs.
Staples,
Maple
thew.
Henry
the late Mr. and
present and enjoyed a social hour before the
Mrs. Chester Bailey, who was operated on !
Welcome is extended by many old iancing began. Music was furnished by the
street.
for appendicitis several weeks ago, is spending
to
remain
are
associates in Stockton. They
Liberty orchestra. During the evening Mr.
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
several weeks with her parents in Ellsworth. !
Daniel Plummer, with appropriate
one week.
remarks,
E. P. Carver, Esq. of Boston was in town
Mr. Isaac Littlefield, Seaport street, suffered
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sprague of Cambridge, presented the couple, on behalf of the society
)f
last week calling on friends, and while here j a distressing ill turn Monday, but was reported
with
of
which Mr. Howard is a memMaccabees,
Mass., at the end of a ten days' tarry
was the guest of L. L. Nicholson Water street. ; “better” at
night.
relatives and friends in town, left July 10th ber, with a very pretty silver service; and a
for North- :ake plate and fruit dish from the citizens,
Miss Julia B. Sullivan, who has been visiting |
Mr. Fred Hendricks of Frankfort spent Sun- with Mr. and Mrs. Levi Harriman
Judge and Miss Sullivan on Water street the day in town, the guest of his wife’s sisters, port, to occupy the Harriman bungalow for a rhere were numerous pieces of silver and cut
i
few days before returning to Massachusetts in jlass from individuals. Mr. Howard expressed
past three weeks, left Monday for Waltham, Mrs. Manley Grant and Miss Ida Merrithew.
Mass.
the Harriman automobile in which the trip had :he thanks of himself ar.d bride. RefreshMr. French Grant of Strong, Maine, who has
ments were furnished... Mrs.
been made.
Ralph M. CarMr. and Mrs. Andrew B. McGown and chil- been the guest of nis aged mother, Mrs.
Rayter of Belfast is passing this week with Mr.
dren of Worcester, Mass., arrived Friday and mond Grant, for several days, left Tuesday for
Last week gave Stockton the following dry,
and
Mrs. C. P. Carter... Miss Lottie Tibbetts
are at their bungalow at Pleasant Point for the
hot weather: S unday, fine day—real summer
home.
of Belfast and Miss Ethel French of Lowell,
summer.
time; Monday, charming weather pretty
The haymakers are busy enough!
Many
Wednes- Mass., visited at J. W. Tibbetts and called on
warm; Tuesday, hot and very hazy;
Mrs. Reed Lowell and children of Newton ; have
already harvested much of their grass
friends one day last week... Mrs. Millie Clark,
Upper Falls, Mass., arrived Sunday and are crop, believing in “making hay while the sun day, very hot and dry—thermometers regis- who has been a; J. F.
Carll’s, has returned to
localiguests of Capt. and Mrs. John W. Sweetser on shines.”
tering ninety-nine in the shade in some
Belmont-P. C. Allen bought a horse of A.
and
atmosphere;
Park street,
hot
muggy
ties; Thursday,
D. Baker Saturday... Mrs. Alien MacPherson
Mrs. S. J. Stevens of Troy was the guest of
rain during early morning, cooler day;
Mr. N. D. Hewes returned to Waltham, her son and w?ife, Dr. and Mrs.
of Belfast is visiting her parents, Mr. and
George A. Friday,
at
night.
Mass., Monday after spending several weeks Stevens, Church street, last week, leaving Fri- Saturday, comfortable day, fog
Mrs. Frank A. Luce-Miss Mabel Windren
the guest of Judge and Miss Sullivan on day for Belfast en route for home.
From Cape Jellison piers the following ship- of Hudson, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. James
evening.
July
Water street.
was given Monday
Burkill.... Mrs. K. M. Carter of Belfast passMr. and Mrs. John Dearborn of Pittsfield, ping report
with lumber for ed
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Perley C. AlMr. and Mrs. Alpheus Robinson and Miss j alter a week’s visit with their daughter and 8th, schooner Telumah sailed
July 10th, steamer Millinocket len ...Miss Alice Davis is in South Liberty
Estelle Robinson of Brewer spent the week- husband, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan New York.
sailed with pape for Boston and New York; for a week's visit with her grandparents, Mr.
end with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Smith at j street, left Thursday for their home.
and schooner Charles H. Trickey arrived, and Mrs. Harrison Davis.
their cottage at Pleasant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. George Titcomb of Vermont,
to load lumber for New York. July 11th,
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Mosman and daughter, were recent guests of his parents, Mr. and light,
Stancliff arrived, light, to
Can't look well, eat well or feel well with
Miss Claribelle Mosman, arrived Wednesday Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, arriving last schooner Gilbert
for New York, and schooner Carlumber
load
impure blood feeding your body. Keep the
their
are
at
and
from North Reading, Mass.,
Saturday and leaving Monday morning.
New
for
blood pure with Burdock Blocd Bitters. Eat
rie A. Bucknam sailed with lumber
cottage at Mosman Park for the summer.
Mr. James Flanders of Bangor came down
York, July 12th, steamer Romsdal arrived simply, take exercise, keep clean and you wil
excursion
train
to
take
tea
with
by Saturday’s
W. F. Cram, John Appleton, E. T. Savage,
from Liverpool, England, to load spool-wood have long life.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East
Richard Palmer, W. W. Palmer and Dr. H. M.
fur London.
of Bangor spent the week-end in Main street, returning by the special evening
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National Bank.
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town with

are

summering

here.
Mrs.

Mrs.
A.

A.

Jackson
Mass

and daughter, Miss
and

Miss Edna Du

Lverett,
Bose of Marion, S. C., arrived Friday and are
at the Pendleton homestead on Main street tor

Evelyn,

train.

of

John

McLaughlin, School street,

has

been very ill from a chronic heart trouble for
several weeks, but at this writing, Monday, is

encouragingly more comfortable May the im- ! Chuckamunk,” on the shore at bandypoint a
provement continue.
delightsome place for enjoying the invigoratThe Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist ing sea air and the beauties of Nature. Mrs.
the summer.
(
parish will be entertained this, Thursday, Truman M. Griffin and daughter Marion of
Haying has begun all along the line and afternoon by Mrs. Angie Mudgett, East Main Pittsfield are to
join them for the recreation
some of the farmers finished last week during
street, for sewing. All are cordially invited and outing.
May the weather prove prothe hot weather. The hay on new laid down
beneto join in the good work.
pitious; and the semi-invalids be greatly
ground was very heavy, some claiming three j
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Staples of Cambridge, fitted by the change and sea breezes.
tons to the acre.
Mass., arrived in town by Sunday's steamer
The sad news of the sudden death of Mrs.
Capt. Sidney J. Treat of the Boston pilot and are guests of his sister and husband, Mr.
S. Hutchings of Somerville, Mass.,
Arvilla
service and son Sidney of Boston were in town and Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple street, for
reached her relatives in this, her native town,
last week, guests of Capt. and Mrs. Forest W.
two weeks. Welcome to familiar scenes!
She expired while sitting at the
on Monday.
Treat on Water street. They left Saturday in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Moulton and babe breakfast table, from heart disease. She was a
summer
home
their
at
for
boat
their motor
of Roslindale, Mass., arrived Tuesday at the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. L/lmer
Deer Isle.
home of Mr. M.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Jellison. The de; Staples, formerly of Cape
The fourth alarm of fire, in two weeks was S. Moulton, Cross street, for an indefinite tarry ceased is survived by her husband and one son,
Old schoolmates extend the hand of the latter an employee in the National Bank of
rung in Saturday at 2.S0 p. m. for a fire in the in town.
woods on the land of the Bangor & Aroostook welcome.
Somerville. Sympathy is offered the mournR. R. Co. at Mack’s Point. A hose company
A loreign steamship at Cape Jellison docks ing family in their great sorrow—an irreparan
responded and the fire was extinguished for a called our deputy customhouse collector, Mr. able bereavement—for the separation from
estimable companion, mother, sister and friend.
time.
Albert M. Ames, to the piers last week. Sev
“I know not wThere his islands lift
eral cargoes of spool-bars are shipped each
Their fronded palms in air;
The Knelba Club will hold a sale of fancy
summer from this convenient loading place
I only know, I cannot drift
goods, food, home-made candy, icecream, etc., for ocean crafts.
Beyond His love and care.”
in the upper conference room of the CongreMr. Walter F. Kimball of Boston arrived
afternoon,
church
July
Wednesday
Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street, was
gational
to remain over Sunday with his
24th. The proceeds will be for the benefit of Thursday
called to Quincy, Mass., July 10th, by the death
daughter, Miss Frances, at the home of her of her sister, Mrs. Henry I. Hall, whose long
the Congregational choir.
maternal aunts, the Misses Lillian A. and i
illness, following a serious surgical operation,
son
of
Warren Grey, the eight-years-old
He left
Mabel F. Simmons, School street.
| terminated fatally that morning. Deep symErnest Grey, figured in an exciting run-away
Monday for home.
pathy is extended by the many friends of the
last Thursday afternoon in John Murphy’s
deceased in her native town to the bereaved
hay field. Some of the gearing of the horse I Mrs. C. W. Sprague, Church street, closed
Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
rake broke, the boy lost the reins and the rake her house last Saturday and went to Rockland husband, sons, parents,
of New York, sisters, Mrs. Blanche
Frye
from
with
several
to
there
to
contact
Trein
for
a
visit,
intending
go
just escaped coming
Staples, Mrs. Maud Glover, Mrs. Dorothy Hall,
apple trees, finally bringing up against a fence, mont, Mount Desert, and to Swans Island to j
two latter of Quincy, Mass.,) and the
which checked the horse in his wild career. call on relatives of herself and Capt. Sprague, j (the
brother, Mr. Frank Willard Frye of New York,
The boy was badly frightened, but escaped before returning to Stockton.
with their companions, in their irreparable
with a sprained ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell P. Goodhue of Boston loss of so true and efficient a woman, devoted
Among the social affairs of last week was took Saturday’s steamer for home, having been wife, unselfish mother, affectionate daughter
the At Home given Tuesday afternoon, July the guests of his father, Master Albion P. | and companionable sister.
9th, from 4 to 6 o’clock by Mrs. Ella Mowry at Goodhue, and his sister, Mrs. Carrie A. Gard- “Our life’s a book—a different page is turned
each day:
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Sumner Chad- ner, Middle street, for a briet season only,
The mysteries the next conceals, none dare to
bourne Pattee in Main Btreet. The reception business demanding Mr. G.’s presence in the
say.
city earlier than usual.
was held in the summer house and on the lawn,
with faith
of life’s book is
The

I

binding

which was cool and shady. Some fifty guests
called and were served punch and light refreshments by Mrs. Pattee, assisted by Miss
Elizabeth Havener of Worcester, who is spending the summer here.
Mrs. Harbutt, wife of Rev. R. G. Harbutt of
Buxton, underwent a serious operation at the
Maine General Hospital today. Rev. and Mrs.
Harbutt formerly resided in this city, where
they have many friend.-.—Portland Express,
July 13th.
Mr. Harbutt wrote Sunday: “The operation
was a very critical one for some form of inflam-

atory intestinal abscess. It was performed by
Dr. Thompson of Portland and it is hoped successfully. Mrs. Harbutt made a good recovery, but naturally her condition is one of grave
anxiety until the extreme weakness is overcome and danger from complications is past.’!

hope,

enwove:

The golden rein about its leaves is human
love.” \
And to-day our love turns to the “Sweet Byeand-bye”—to thoughts of the joyful reunions
in “Our Father’s Eternal Home.”

it often • sign of poor health.
Lost of weight generally shows

something

W anted

wrong.

Scott’s Emulsion

Stitchers

corrects this condition and builds
up the whole

body,

aii Dnwuu.
Scott a Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J. 12-10

Eotabrook* Shirt Manufacturing

Company.
t

SHIP

and his
by his mother, Mrs. John M. Ames,
sister, Mrs. Charles Devereaux, will leave toat
day, Thursday, for a week’s “camping-out”
the log cabin of Mr. Bion B. Sanborn, “Molly-

we

Women’s Rice & Hutchins’ Mayfair

1

$3.00 LOW SHOES FOR

1

ONE DOLLAR

PAIR.

that Rice & Hutchins make the finest shoes to be had.
excel in the Mayfair $LOO shoe.
So when we tell you
we have these excellent shoes for ONE DOLLAR a
pair you can readily
see it is an opportunity of a lifetime.
We start with 400 pairs in all the
various leathers and a complete assortment of sizes—but w;e would advise
immediate action, for we doubt if there wi.l be many left by Saturday night

j

=

U

i
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1

at These Dollar Values.

Just Look
Pumps,

not

For this

sale.$1.00

An awful lot of comfort at verv Iitt!
expense in those Women’s Nur>:
Shoes for. $1.00

About 50 pairs of Men’s Shoes in
odd sizes—values lun up as high as

01

A sm, il lot of Men’s Tennis Shoes—
the good kind, with white rubber

$2.50—for.$1-00

soles—high and low cuts, for $1.00

f[
y

Do you want a pair of those comfortable Moccasn House Slippers?

0

Women wearing sizes from S
can get a pair of $3.00 boots for

n

days they are .$1.00
How about a pair of Boys’ Shoes?
About a hundred pairs th.it are going

o

for..$1.00

U

f]

with small, narrow feet,
sizes
4, 4b, B width, can get $5 00
and $3-50 shoes for.$1.00

U

We shall close out every

n

Misses’^'Children’s

5

f|
0

i

A

■

Everybody knows
Especially do they

n

One lot of

Women’s Brown Velvet
high priced at $2.00.

One let Ladies’ beautiful sample shoes
in all leathers and shapes, sizes 4 and

for.

1
davs

$1,00

Yes—those comfortable House Sho,
with rubber heel and flexible sole'

for. $1.00

■———

—■

pair of

Pumps

4

_

women

—„ ■-■■■

to y

$1.00

For ten

50

j

their families, who

Beginning this, Thursday, morning

SALE STARTS THIS MORNING.

0

_

Chapman

I

^ ^i
shall
both our Rockland and Belfast stores another one of our famous }
Dollar Shoe Sales. Yes—good dependable shoes at a Dollar a pair. It hardlv
seems credible in these “ High cost of living
days,” and only the ability to ust
quantities when the “other fellow” wants to sell, enables us to do it. Come pn :
pared to be even more surprised at these Dollar Values than ever before and we cun
promise you won’t be disappointed.
'

''N

start in

$,S|

HOME OF WAISTS.

<

50 pairs Men’s Patent Oxford, a got
$2.00 value, while they last for $1.0*

our

for $1.00

SfieSDinAmomSttmL

sale.

SAI

NEWS.

AMERICAN

PORTS.

York, July 10. Sld, sch Melbourn P
Smith, Owens Ferry; 11, sld, sch Annie P
Chase, Edgewater for Bangor; 13, ar, schs A
F Kindberg, Bangor; Fannie & Fay, StoningNew

ton; Harold C Beecher, do; 14, ar, sch F C Pendleton, St John, N B, via Fall River; sld, stmr
Millinocket, Stockton; 15, ar, schs James Rotnwell, Long Cove; John Bracewell, St George;
sld, schs Edward Stewart, Port Reading for
Calais; Mary L Crosby, do for do; William
Jones do for Castine; Ida M Gibson, Port Johnson for Castine; James Slater,
Camden; 16, ar,
schs Susie B Oliver, Stockton; Emma S
Brrggs,
South Amboy for Randolph.
Boston, July 12. Ar, schs Annie & Reuben,

Stonington, Me; Eagle, Bangor; Itasca, South
Gardiner; 15, ar, bark Kremlin, Portland, in
tow, for

repairs.

Philadelphia, July
Frank
Sld,
Brainard, Stockton; 11, ar, sch White Wings,
Jacksonville; 13, ar, sch Pendleton Sisters,
10.

Brunswick.
Delaware

sch

Breakwater, July 12.
Matanzas (from Phila), Calais.
San Juan, P R, June 26.
Ar, sch
Kreger, Norfolk; July 8, ar, sch

Sld, bark

ItOItN
In Deer Isle, June 26, to Mr. and
Billings
Mrs. Arthur Billings, a daughter.
In Belfast, July 14, to Mr. and
Burgess.
Mrs. Hiram 0. Burgess, a daughter, Stella Ida.
In Deer Isle, June 30, to Mr. and
Davis.
Mrs. J. R. Davis, a daughter.
Estes.
In Belfast, July 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
William M. Estes, a son, Harry Melvin.
Gray. In South Brooksville, July 5, to Mr.

and Mrs. Jasper S. Gray, a daughter.
Jones. In Montville, July 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. West P. Jones, a son.
Jackson. In Belfast, July 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy V. Jackson, a daughter, Lucile Elva.
Savage. In Union, July 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra Savage, Jr., a daughter, Caroline Colby.
In Center M< ntville, July 12,
Wentworth.
to Mr. and Mrs.jMilton M. Wentworth, a daughter.

Henry F
Lewiston,

MAKK1KI)

Philadelphia.
Fernandina, Fla, July 6. Sld, sch James W
Booth-Comeau. In Belfast, July 4, by Rev.
Elwell, Philadelphia.
David L. Wilson, Leonard Booth and Agnes J.
P
Guayanilla,
R, July 9. Sld, sch Augustus Comeau, both of Boston.
H Babcock, Quinlan, Moss Point.
Carter-Carter. In Mt. Desert Ferry, July
Norfolk, July 10. Sld, sch Alice Holbrook, 6. Vincent M. Carter of Hancock, formerly of

Calais.
Port Arthur, Tex, July 10.

Ar, sch Jacob
Haskell, Porto Rico.
Port Reading, N J, July 10. Cld, sch William Jones, Nichols, Castine.
San Diego, Cal, July 9, 9 a m. Sld, stmr
Arizonan, Nichols (from Salina Cruz), San
M

Francisco.

Providence, July 11. Ar, sch Brina P Pendleton, Fernandina.
Charleston, July 11. Sld, sch Mary A Hall,

j
;

!

Ellsworth, and Mrs. Carrie
Harbor.
McFarland-Prentiss. In

I. Carter of Bar

Lincolnville, July
8, by Rev. H. P. Taylor of Searsmont, Eugene
and
Eva M. Prentiss
of
Rockland
McFarland
of Lincolnville.
Melenius-Johnson. In Belfast, July 4, by
Rev. David L. Wilson, William Melenins and
Sarah A. Johnson, both of Boston.
Patten-Greenlaw. In Belfast, July 9, by
Rev. D. B. Phelan, Frank Nelson Patten and
Annette Greenlaw, both of Lincolnville.
Varney-Wiley. In Belfast, July 16. by Rev.
Arthur A. Blair, Walter R. Varney and Miss
Martha E. Wiley, both of Belfast.
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Its not too bad, and not too good,
But I do like to see men dress as they shoo'

A
9

Thev

i

do it if

they buy their Furnish!
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Ink
woven or Everwe.- r), Lamson & Hubbard li
|R
J
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts a.
£
\
Collars, Yale Union Suits—I [am agent for th
goods and'they are not to be found else when
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps FO£,^r
f
DWIGHT
P.
PALMER, asonic Tec.a?
►J
can

$

)|
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BELFAST

Auto for Sale.

Connecticut.
Port Tampa, July 11. Ar, 6ch Edward H
Model T, Ford in perfect running order.
Cole, Norfolk; 12, sld, sch Horace A Stone,
Roadster type, with extra seat and deck so
Baltimore.
that it can be transformed into a two, three or
Jacksonville, July 12. Sld, sch Pendleton
four passenger car. Equipped with top and
Brothers, Boston.
DIED
Perth Amboy, July 11.
sch
James
Ar,
spedometer, lights, tools and Woodworth
Slater, New York.
Anderson. In
10, Mrs. Lu- treads. Car may be seen at the residence of
Bangor, July 10. Sld, sch Izetta, New York; cinda M. Anderson,Cushing, July
formerly of Belfast, aged
11, ar, Henry W Cramp, Newport News; 12,
A. J. KNOWLTON,
6 months and 2 days.
74
years,
sld, schs James L Maloy, Boston; Catherine,
Clough. In Oakland, July 6, Ida M., wife of
Congress Street.
sch
do; 13, ar,
Mary Augusta, Winterport; sld,
R. Clough, aged 38 years, 6 months and I
sch Georgietta Lawrence, Boston; 16, ar, sch John
FREEDOM.
27 days.
James W Paul, Jr, Newport News; sld, sch
Rev. T. P. and Mrs. Williams from Houlton
In Stockton Springs, July 11, |
Elwell.
Henry W Cramp, Hampton Roads.
Harry Elwell of Belfast, aged 21 years and 9 are visiting their daughter, Mrs. A. M. Small.
Stockton, July 10. Sld, stmr Millinocket, months.
New York via Boston; ar, sch Charles H
Parker Cooper was the guest of Mr.
Higgins. In West Eden, July 7, Captain ....Mr.
Trickey, New York; 12, sld, sch Carrie A Nathan
Reuben Sibley the past week....Miss Annie
Higgins, aged 80 years.
Bucknam, New York; 13, ar, stmr Ramsdel,
Hills. In East Oakland, Calif., June 25, Bryant visited Mrs. D. W. Dodge recently....
Liverpool; 15, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York.
E., wife of A. H. Hills, and mother of i Mr. Albra E.
Flye of Brighton, Mass., who has
Searsport, July 1J. Ar, stmr Kanawha, New- Mary
Eveline M. Valleau and Herbert G. Hills, a na- j
port News; barge Greenwood, Elizabethport; tive of
i 9 years, 7 months and 26 j been sick with lead poisoning, is passing sevMaine,
aged
stmr
sld,
Kanawha, Newport News; 13, sld,
eral weeks with his monther, Mrs. Susan J.
barges Greenwood, Rockland, Boy Is ton Wey- days.
Knight. In Belfast, July 17, Ephraim H
mouth, Mass; 16, ar, stmr Penobscot, Norfolk.
Flye-Earle Hussey and Perley Thurston
Knight, formerly of Searsmont, aged.68 years, j
FOREIGN.
have returned home from Ocean Park_Dr.
5 months and 20 days.
Mathews. In Warren, July 9, Mrs. Laura F.
M. M. Small sold a fine carriage horse to Dr.
Salina Cruz, July 9, 2 a ra.
Sld, str Virgin(Mero) Mathews, aged 61 years, 8 months and O. W. Sedgwick July 13th. Dr. Sedgwick will
ian, Greene, San Diego.
16 days.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Sellers. In Rockland, July 8, Miss Susan begin practice at Weeks’ Mills July 15th. He
Boston, July 11. The contract for repairing L. Sellers, a native of Deer Isle, aged 66 years, is a fine doctor and his friends wish him sucbark Kremlin, which was seriously damaged 6 months and 8 days. Burial at Camden.
cess_Dr. M. M. Small and Arthur Sampson
1
Tapley. In West Brooksville, July 15, Capt.
by fire at Portland June 10, has been awarded
took an auto ride to Bar Harbor July 15th.
to the R T Gran Co, Chelsea. She will be Thomas Tapley, aged 87 years.
The vessel's cabin is
towed here to-morrow.
Whitcomb. In Belfast. July 11, Stanley, son Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson are passing the
gutted, stern damaged and planking on star- of Merle R. and Ada Cross Whitcomb, aged 2 summer there... The .Misses Hazel Sparrow,
board side aft badly scorched.
She will also months and 11 days.
j Fannie Murch and Christie Knowlton have
In Searsport, July 15th, Mrs.
Whittier.
require new main and mizzen masts and rigbe
will
completed in about six Antoinette Adams, widow of Capt. Charles gone to Old Orchard, where they have employging.
Repairs
weeks and will cost nearly $14,000.
ment for the summer.
Whittier.

>
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PRICE

Corrected Weekly for
PRODUCE MARKET.
1

Apples, per
dried,

Du, 75al.09 Hay,
7 Hideper lb.,
2.75a3.00 Lam
pea,

Beans,
Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,
Beef, sides,

2.50a2.75|Lam:
25 Mu',
Tad Oat.-.

Beet,forequarters, 7a8!Potat<
60 Hour
Barley, bu,
19 Straw
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck.

16 Turk
18 Tallow.
20 Veal,
24 Wool.
14! Wood,
18 Wood.

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,
RETAIL

RE I

PRICE.

A

Beef, Corned,

17-Lime,
Butter Salt. 14 lb.. 18a22 Oat Mi
Corn,
91 Onioi
Cracked Corn,
86 Oil, ki-r
Corn Meal,
86jPollock
20 Pork,
Cheese,
1.80, Plaster
CottonSeed,
10 Rye M*
Codfish, dry,

Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,

13 Short

?

28 Sugar
Salt, T
8.7589.00'Sweet I

6.25a7.50

14 Wheat M

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our that ks
bors and friends for the kind
sympathy extended to us in our
ment; also for the floral otfern
MR. and MRS. FRANK M
■
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